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FOREWORD 

i 
This  report,   by the  Office  of the Special Assistant for  Training  (formerly 

the Office of the Special Assistant for the Modern Volunteer Army), 

is an overview of the administration,   evaluation,   findings  of several 

studies  on the attitudes  and Army career intentions;   and of the effect 

of a number of innovations  on enlisted and  officer personnel conducted 

under Project VOLAR,   the Modern Volunteer Army's  field experiment. 

VOLAR began on 4 January 1971 and ended on 30 June 1972. 

Data was collected and analyzed by HumRRO Division No.   3,   Presidio 

of Monterey,   California under the project managership of Dr.   Robert 

Vincberg,   and by System    Development Corporation,   Santa Monica, 

California under the  project managership of Dr.   Gene E.   Talbert. 

In addition,   each of the  13 participating CONUS installations and 

three overseas  commands  submitted independent evaluations.   Additional 

support was  provided by the Department of the Army staff,   the Office  of 

Personnel Operations,   Army Publications  Agency,   and  Research Analysis 

Corporation.     CPT Grant L.   Fredricks was  the principal' author of 

thi«  report.     Special note is  made to the administrative contributions 

of SP 5  Richard A,   Koester,   Mrs.   Shirley C,   Heslep,   Mrs.   Frances 

Jevnager,   and Mrs.   Evelyn Fiorelli. 



« 
Particular thanks  are due to B> ^gadier General Robert M.   Montague,   Jr., 

Colonel David R.   Hampton,   Colonel Charles  Hoenstine,   Lieutenant 

Colonel George Brosious and Dr.  Gene E.   Talbert for their material 

assistance in the review and preparation of this  report. 

GLENN D.   WALKER 
Lieutenant General,   U.S.  Army- 
Special Assistant for  Training 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

Project VOLAR was  the experimental effort of the Modern Volunteer 

Army Program conducted  during the period 4 January 1971 to 30 June 

1972.     This  experiment focused on the combat arms  and provided 

selected commanders  with  limited funds to implement innovative ideas 

that would not only enhance the attraction and retention of volunteers 

for the combat arms,   but also raise living,  working,   and professional 

standards throughout the Army. 

This   report provides  an overview of the VOLAR  experiment by showing 

what was attempted,   how it was accomplished,   results  obtained and 

the impact of these results   on future Army initiatives.     Major findings 

of three  civilian contractors  and sixteen installation/command evaluations 

concerning the impact of VOLAR initiatives    on enlisted trainees and 

all permanent party personnel are  summarized herein.     Primary 

attcnticn has been focused  on men in their initial tours of service. 
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PURPOSE AND METHOD   'Chapter ]) 

The  VOLAR philosophy was  to permit selected post commanders  to 

follow their own initiatives  within very broad  objectives in developing 

or expanding programs  to  deal with problems  which confronted them. 

A conscious decision was   made not to dictate  solutions  or  rigid 

approaches.     Any project directed towards  the MVA  objectives of 

strengthened professionalism or enhanced Army life which did not 

sacrifice military performance or discipline    and was   legal    was 

considered proper for inclusion in the VOLAR program. 

Projects were initially submitted to DA for approval.     As  VOLAR 

progressed,   however,   approval authority was  delegated to major 

commanders and DA's  role was  restricted to interpetation of statutes 

and the waiver of regulations. 

Certain administrative aspects  of the program,   however,   did not lend 

themselves to decentralization.     Personnel flow was  directed between 

participating VOLAR   commands• whenever possible,to assess  the 

cumulative effects  of the program.     DA provided special family 

housing,   military construction and non-appropriated funds to proceed 

with certain projects which could not be legally funded by the  regular 



operations and maintenance appropriation.     Civilian hire  ceilings were 

adjusted.     Procedures were established to expedite the authorization 

and procurement of equipment required to support certain VOLAR 

projects. 

In January 1971,   a modified approach to Basic Combat and Advanced 

Individual Training was  begun.     Called the Experiment.     Volunteer 

Army Training Program (EVATP),   it incorporated individualized, 

• elf-paced,   "hands-on" instruction in job relevant situations and 

performance-based assessment of specific skills. 

A number of MVA programs,   through not a formal part of VOLAR, 

contributed significantly to it.     Two FY 72 programs were designed 

to provide privacy and in other ways upgrade soldier barracks. 

Also in FY  72, DA began an ambitious program to provide 

furniture in barracks Army-wide,     xn February 1971,  DA began a 

Unit of Choice Enlistment program,  which by the end of FY 72 had 

been expanded to permit men enlisting in the Army a wide range of 

jobs,   units,   and locations.    An additional contributing program was -*t 

th» development of a centralized food preparation test facility at 

Fort Lewis. 

- 
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THE  EVALUATION PKOCESS  (Chapter 2) 

A  VOLAR  evaluation plan was  established to provide a systematic  analysis 

of how effective VOLAR actions were in accomplishing overall MVA 

objectives.     Further,   the evaluation plan was to develop associated 

information to be used in refining the on-going program and in 

determining which actions  were most appropriate for continued Army- 

wide application.     The methods of assessment consisted of: 

o    Specific evaluative studies  of soldiers' attitudes  about the 

Army,   and of VOLAR and MVA innovations conducted by each of the 

thirteen VOLAR installations  and three overseas  commands. 

- o    A series  of attitude  and opinion surveys  administered across 

the several VOLAR locations  and Army-wide by the Human Resources 

Research Organization  (HumRRO) and System Development Corporation 

(SDC). 

o    An analysis  of cost data associated with VOLAR projects  and 

actions  by Research Analysis  Corporation (RAC) and a number of VOLAR 

installations. , 

o    A series  of studies  of attitudes  of men in training and training 

innovations  associated wit),    the    Experimental   Vo'unteer   Army   Training 

Program (EVATP). 



ATTITUDES (Chapter 3)* 

Pott survey samples differed considerably from one another in demographic 

characteristics, thereby precluding post comparisons.     The observed 

differences between groups and the change in  groups over time may 

obscure real differences in attitudes and in reaction to VOLAR actions» 

or they may account for certain observed differences.and apparent 

change.     To partially compensate for these confounding   effects, 

samples were further partitioned into under-two and over-two years 

service length groups. 

In terms of VOLAR/non-VOLAR comparisons,  the attitudes of enlisted 

men in the VOLAR-72 under-two group were significantly more 

positive.     For the other enlisted   and officer groups there were no 

significant differences between the VOLAR and non-VOLAR seta. 

The reenlistment intent of personnel in the under-two year group at 
■ 

VOLAR-72 posts waa significantly greater than at the non-VOLAR 

posts and even higher for the VOLAR-71 posts.    Each of the three 

post groupings showed a significant increase in reenlistment intent on 
* 

the part of the under-two groups.   No significant differences existed 

«See Tsble 3    (pj 30-31) for Suranary of General Effects on VQUR Acti*ns 



for the  enlisted  over-two or officer post groupings,   although enlisted 

over-two and Regular Army/Voluntary Indefinite   officer groups  showed 

a slight upward trend;  officers in the Obligated Tour group showed no 

consistent trend. 

HumRRO established that expressed reenlistment intent is a reasonably; 

but not uniformly,   accurate predictor of later  reenlistment action, 

at least within a year of such action.     For enlisted personnel,   an 

average of 81% of those responding "stay",   37% of those responding 

"uncertain",  and 3% of those responding "leave" were found to actually 

reenlist.     Within the  limits  of very small obligated tour officer 

samples,   the rate  of favorable action at each level of intention is 

the same for obligated tour officers and for enlisted mea. 

Change in opinion of the Army showed a significant upward trend for 

both VOLAR and non-VOLAR enlisted personnel in the under-two 

group,   but with the VOLAR-72 group being higher than the non-VOLAR 

group and the VOLAR-71 group being even higher.    For the over-two 

years enlisted group,   there was a slight decrease in opinion of the 

Army with no major differences among the three by-post groupings. 



HumRRO analyses  of tfce multiple regression of reenlistment intent 

upon various background characteristics and certain of their interaction 

showed reenlistment intent to be significantly influenced by the following 

background characteristics,  in the order listed:    Time in the Army, 

Draft Motivation,   Race by Region of Origin,   Number of Dependents, 

Grade,   Grade by Education,  and Race by Education.     A separate 

regression analysis of the data from men with two years of service 

or less showed the best predictors of reenlistment intent for them to 

be: Draft Motivation,   Race by Region of Origin, 

Education,   Number of Dependents; while the beat predictors for men 

with more than two years service were;   Time in Army,   Draft 

Motivation,   Grade,   and Marital Status. 

None of these analyses accounted for much more than one-third of the 

observed variation in reenlistment intent,  nor was the particular post a 

significant variable influencing reenlistment intention.   In all analyses,  the 

differences in reenlistment intention among posts disappeared when 

they were adjusted for the differences in the background characteristics 

of the men assigned to the permanent party at the various posts. 

With few exceptions, the installation-level findings indicated a favorable 

reaction on the part of the target population. Over time, the response 

became more favorable. 

8  I 
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VOT.AR  ÄfiTTON TTPFTÜCTS     ''Ch-pter ^ 

0 

Four areas were consistently (in FY  71  and FY  72) ranked, by both VOLAR 

and Army-wide samples, most positive and offer  the  greatest and most 

consistent influences  on satisfaction with the Army: 

CiviUan KP 

Barracks  Privacy 

Medical and Dental Care 

Chance to Plan Own Future 

while four other areas  showed increasing positive  rank from FY  71  to 

FY 72: 

Educational Opportunity 

Opportunity for Travel and Experience 

Chance to be Own Boss 

Choice of Job Location 

Those programs which showed the greatest and most consistent 

inducements for increasing enlistments among VOLAR and Army-wide 

samples in both FY 71 and FY 72 were: 

StaUUzed Tours 

Retirement Benefits 

while eight areas  showed increasing importance1 from FY 71 to FY 72 were: 

Education Prog rants 

«See Tsble U fp.    32 ') for Summary of General Effects of VOLAR Actions 



Specialized MOS  Training 

Choice of Job Locations 

Money Opportunities 

Reenlistment Bonus 

Opportunity fpr 'Travel and Experience 

Chance to Plan Own Future 

Chance to Serve Country 

All actiom having the greatest importance or most positive effects  on 

soldiers' attitudes and retention are .summarised in Table 1   (p. 

xxvill). 

A number of items were identified as having little personal importance 

in the DA level evaluation on the basis of VOLAR-wide and Army-wide 

survey data.    Some of these same items,  however,  were actually 

rated most important by certain VOLAR-72 installations.     This 

illustrates the point that each installation presents a unique set of 

circumstances and environment which dictates that programming and 

management decisions must be accomplished at that level to 

accomodate installation-specific itrengths and weaknesses. 

Four areas are the greatest and most consistently ranked inducements 

against reenlistment by enlisted personnel with less than two years 

10 



service: 
< 

Barrack« Conditions 

Public 'Reaction to tho Military 

Way Rules are Stated and Enforced 

Food Quality 

while two other areas increased in relative  rank from FY 71 to FY 72 

to become among the greatest deterrents: 
■ 

PX/Commissary Prices 

Poet Entertainment 

These and other areas requiring special-- and indeed urgent •- emphasis 

are summarised in Table 2  j^,, 29)«       i 

Four special study areas are considered in this  report: 

o   Men in Training.     There was strong overall agreement among 

trainees as they progressed through training and increasingly stronger 

agreement with the pernienent party on areas of personal importance 

and on what would influence them most to reenlist and to leave the 

Army. * 

111 



o    EVATP.     Mcn*in each mental category who received BCT 

under the Fort Ord EVATP performed in a more superior fashion than men 

in the  same mental categories who were conventionally trained at Fort 

Jackson.    In the AIT phase,   men trained in the 4 week Individual 

Light Weapons  Infantry (11  B MOS) EVATP phase demonstrated 

superior performance in 7 of 8 subjects compared with the  8 week   11 B 

MOS Fort Jackson trainee.     Tests of Mortar Crewman (11 C MOS) 

trainees were inconclusive. 

o    Non Appropriated Fund Test.     The two Fort Benning unofficial 

off-post bus transportation projects appear to have sufficiently positive 

impact on attitude and on retention that would warrant seeking legislative 

authority for appropriated fund support.    Overall results for projects 

in the Individual and Unit Incentives   category are,   at best,   inconclusive. 

o    Family Quarters  Cleaning Test.     Opinion is divided on the 

desirability of adopting free quarters cleaning vis-a-vis a prepaid 

contractor approach.     Proponents of the government paid program cite 

improved morale, and cost and time savings to the clearing occupant, 

while opponents cite high costs,  inequities between on and off-post 

residents,  and a lowered feeling of responsibility toward government 

quarters. 

12 



For the moit part,   VOLAR fund« w«re allocated so as to finance thoee 
m 

projects which were anticipated to have the greatest impact on eoldien' 

attitudes,  and the amount spent was proportional to the projects impact 

on improving soldiers' attitudes toward reenlistment. 

• 

Traditional morale,   discipline,   and performance indicators were 

objects  of close scrutiny by commanders.     This was the first area 

where the detrimental effects  of the MVA and VOLAR program would 

have appeared,  if they had in fact existed.     Data discussed in Chapter 

4 shows that they did not. 

The overall and comparative impact of the various types of actions 

on attitudes and career intent can be summed up as follows: 

o   Action areas in which changes were noted most frequently 

were primarily in the areas  of Civilian Hire,   Hours of Work, 

Opportunity for Growth and Experience, Food Service. Health Care snd 

Personal Services.     There were, however, wide variations both within 

general areas and between installations.    Additionally,  no't all changes 

noticed were associated with VOLAR or MVA actions. 

o   Actions having the greatest overall effect on attitudes and 

on retention are primarily in the areas of Civilian Hire,  Educational 

IS I 



Development,   Job Assignment,   Leadership and Supervision,   and Pay 

and Benefits. 

o    Actions which had a high impact on attitudes but a relatively 

low impact on retention are found primarily in areas concerned with 

personal activities,   preferences«   and conveniences. 

o    Actions concerned with Job Assignment,   Work Conditions, 

Hours  of Work,   and Leadership and Supervision have a high impact 

on retention but a relatively low impact to date on attitudes,  indicating 

that these areas require additional emphasis. 

o    Areas in which the VOLAR set showed a significantly more 

favorable reaction than the non-VOLAR set were primarily in the Army 

Life class,  and particularly in the Personal Conveniences,  and Enter- 

tainment and Recreation areas.     It is interesting to note,   however, 

that actions in the Entertainment and Recreation Category showed a 

general decrease in positive reaction,  possibly due to accustomisation 

and a reassessment of priorities by survey respondents. 

• 

For analysis purposes,  various VOLAR Professionalism and Army Life were 

were grouped into 18 categories paralleling those 

described in the MVA Master Plan.    Actions in the Professionalism 

class are generally higher in retention impact than those in the Army 

Life class.    Among soldiers there is a definite concern that Army 

14 



life  and work be professionally demanding and  satisfying. 

o    Return Soldiers  to Soldicrinc. 

Civilian KP and civilian labor are among the most promising 

actions  for Army-wide implementation in terms  of both impact on 

attitudes  and retention effect.     The effectiveness  of these actions 

appeared to be increasing  over time and they   had   a  relatively higher impact 

on the under-two years  service enlisted group than on the over-two 

group.     Civilian hire for semi-military duties, such as post security, 

had a  less favorable impact on attitudes and retention than did other 

types  of actions in this  category. 

-    Installation-level reports indicate that the use of labor 

saving devices waswell received and had a beneficial effect in terms 

of morale,   efficiency,   and increasing availability of soldiers for 

primary mission performance. 

o    Training.   Changes in training methods a"d techniques with 

emphasis upon performance-oriented instruction,   upgrading capabilities 

of instructors,  and increased focus on primary mission ajid unit- 

centered training were among the more effective types of actions in 

this cateogry.     The pattern of questionnaire responses,   however, 

indicatedthat the changes noticed,   especially in irrelevant training, 

were generally less than desired or expected,  but that those 

15 



that were implemented had    a mcderate impact on retention.     Relative 

dissatisfaction with the current state  of training was found among many 

soldiers.     Decentralized training demonstrated its potential to correct 

previous  shortcomings when continued,   hut shortages  of personnel, 

MOS imbalance,   rapid turnover,   heavy commitments,   and rapidly 

changing operational requirements  presented themselves as very real 

obstacles. 

o    Educational Development.     Together with certain actions in 

the Return Soldiers to Soldiering,   Health Care,   and Pay and Benefits 

categories,   actions in this area ranked at or near the top of all 

actions in terms of personal importance,  positive reaction and impact 

on retention for both enlisted and officer personnel.     While a variety 

of educational and self-development programs were Implemented 

at various VOLAR-72 posts,   all such actions appear to have had an almost 

uniformly high impact.     The positive  reaction to these programs 

increased over time,   reflecting a high and continuing interest in self- 

improvement and education on the part of the majority of the soldiers. 

o    Leadership. 

•    While viewed as an extremely important area, ' the overall 

effect of changes     w»« only moderate but with certain actions 

having a greater impact than others.     Those concerned with supervisory 

16 



support of job performance and with being treated as  a  responsible 

person had a  relatively high impact; those concerned with respect 

by and for superiors  and performance recognition had a more 

moderate impact; and those concerned with treatment on the job and 

superiors' attitudes  ranked quit»low.   While a number of the installations 

reported a highly favorable response to and successful, results from 

actions in this area, it wassuggested that the full benefits  from such 

actions have not been realized to date.    Findings at all levels  of 

evaluation indicatedthat actions in this area should be continued and 

amplified. 

•    Actions which provided for access to   and active partici- 

pation in   the decision making and problem solving processes  were among 

the more effective actions in terms of impact on attitudes.     Actions 

which provideddirect access,   such as through commander's  open 

door policy and hot lines, were more effective than those providing 

intermediate access,   such as through councils.     The response to 

resultant action taken on complaints was quite low,   indicating that 

continued action in this area is needed, 

o    Job and Work Conditions. 

-   Actions in the area of job assignment generally ranked 

quit« low in terms of percentage noticing changes but very high on 

17 



potential impact on refention.     The more effective actions to date were 

those concerned with location preference,   unit of choice,   and 

stabilized tours.    Actions  concerned with job/man matching,   such as 

consideration of training experience,   and job preferences, 

less  of an impact,  indicating that continued and increased attention 

to this area is in order. 

- Changes in work conditions were generally well 

received but the overall effect on attitudes and retention   was 

only moderate.    Actions having the highest impact were those which 

increased the soldiers' feeling of belonging,   of having adequate admin- 

istrative .and logistic support,   and of having a worthwhile and meaningful 

job to perform rather than those which dealt with physical conditions  of work 

per se.     One exception in this area was a decrease in positive 

response to Opportunities for Advancement on the part of the officer 

group,  indicating a perceived decrease in such opportunities. 

- Changes in Hours of Work was generally well 

received and   had a considerable impact on both attitude* and retention. 

The more effective actions to date were the five-day work week 

and compensatory time off for overtime; major,changes in weekend/ 

evening duty requirements have been precluded by mission requirements 

18 , 



and current transitions in force structure at many of the installations 

and have had less of an impact.     Among the junior enlisted and officer 

personnel ,  the Amount of Overtime Required and Evening and Weekend 

Duty continue to be areas   requiring special emphasis. 

o    Barracks  Life. 

-    Housing.     Barracks improvements  ranked quite high among 

changes  indicated as being most important by personnel directly affected. 

While a variety of such actions  were initiated,   findings 

concerning their impact were somewhat tentative,   due in part to only 

partial implementation of planned changes at most installations as a 

consequence of construction lead-time  requirements.   Also,   the 

response to changes       was       mixed,   particularly when the anticipated 

changes were slow in being accomplished or the results less than 

expected.     However,  it it generally indicated that changes to date 

concerning barracks comfort,   conveniences,  privacy,   and the installation 

of washers and dryers in the barracks had    a moderate to high impact 

on attitudes but a relatively low impact on retention: personal property 

safety was an area of major concern in which actions to date have been 

somewhat less than successful in accomplishing the desired degree of 

overall improvement. 

19 



- Food Serv^e.     Changes  in food programs were highly visible 

and had    an immediate impact on a large segment of the enlisted 

population.     While such changes were quite favorably received,   they 

had  a relatively low impact on retention.     Particular actions having 

the greatest impact were those concerned with food choice,   and mess 

hours.     An area meriting more attention is that of "rush and hurry'.' 

in the mess halls as perceived by the lower grades. 

- Dignity and Respect.     Actions in the area of dignity and 

respect tended to be noticed by the soldier and to impact strongly on 

attitude ,   although the retention impact  for certain of these was relatively 

low. • Actions concerned with increases in personal freedom and trust, 

such as the  removal of travel restrictions,   elimination of bed-checks, 

and sign-in/sign-out procedures, were the most effective    types  of 

actions to date in this area,   particularly for the under-two years 

service group.     Those concerned with rules enforcement,  waiting in lines, 

and inspections    were less effective,   indicating that more attention 

is needed in those areas. 
« 

o    Family Housing.     This area was viewed by a large percentage of 

the married soldiers und their dependents as one of critical concern 

in which substantial improvement actions are required. 

20 



o    Poat STV1C«I. 

• HMlth Car«.    Of all actions conaidered by HumRRO in 

FY 71,   only medical and dantal service could be clsitified as a 

strong potential satisfisr,   i.«.,  classified as very important and found 

in the Army.    Actions in this area ranked among the top VOLAR-72 

actions in terms of impact on attitudes and retention.     The one 

exceptionwa»with regard to drug and alcohol abuse programs which, 

while ranking high in effect on attitudes,   had a relatively low 

impact on retention.     The retention impact of actions in the Health 

Care category was considerably higher for married than for single 

personnel,   and for over-two than for under-two personnel.     Comparing 

VOLAR and Army-wide samples, a larger percentage of VOLAR 
t 

respondents indicated that they noticed a change in medical and dental 

quality and convenience while of those who  had   noticed a change,  a 

larger percentage of the Army-wide sample rate the change as good 

and having  a favorable impact on their reenlistment.    While actions 

must be tailored to fit the needs and conditions at each installation, 

the uniformly favorable response to such actions indicates the desir- 

ability of continued actions in this area. 

• Retail Services.     The overall impact of actions in this 

cats gory was generally moderate to low while the percSntage good 

response was near the middle,  the retention impact was quite low. 

21 
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generally falling in the bottom    oarter.     Reaction to VOLAR  actions 
« 

varied widely from post to post,   depending  on the type of action 

implemented,   its   scope,   and number of people affected.     PX and 

commissary services were cited as  an attraction of Army life but 

also as an area in which improvements were needed.     The overall 

reaction to changes noted to date wasgenerally moderate and the retention 

impact was relatively low,   although somewhat higher for the higher 

grades and married personnel than for the  lower grades ?nd single 

personnel.    Actions concerned with laundry and cleaning service 

and laundromat facilities were generally ranked in the middle 

quarter,   but varied widely between installations. 

-    Personal Convenience and Services.       While the overall 

impact of reception and in and out-processing actions was moderate to 

low,   the  reactions  obtained at some of the  installations indicated that 

the potential impact on attitudes and morale can be quite high,  parti- 

cularly for married personnel.     The general level of dissatisfaction 

with caiditions  in this area,  however,  indicates that continued and 

increased emphasis upon such actions is needed.     Expanded phone 

service,   expanded and upgraded guest facilities,   and facilities 

directory and information services programs  impact differently at VOLAR 

installations depending on the prior existing conditions and priority of 
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• oldlori1 ne«df at that^oat.     Whila reaction to such changes w«r« 

generally favorable, the impact on retention waequite low.    Aetiona 

concerned with tax aaaietanee, peraonal problem aid,  and free legal 

aid were quite high in percent noticing the changea.    Such aetiona 

generally   had a relatively high impact on attitudoa and a moderate 

impact on retention with free law aid being the more effective of theae 

aetiona to date.    At the aame time, there appeared to be a high lavil 

of aatiafaction with the current facilitiea and aervicea provided in 

certain of the peraonal aervicea areaa auch ae thoae concerned with 

rellgioua aervicee and a eommeneurate low level of impact of 

additional improvement aetiona.    The one notable exception waa in the 

pay and finance area where continued and increaaed emphaaia ia 

required. 

•    Tranaportation.    Improved tranaportation aervicea waa 

one of the more effective aetiona in the Army Life claaa, with generally 

favorable reaction but retention impact near the middle and varying 

widely between poata. * 

-    Entertainment and Recreation.    Aetiona in the area of 

entertainment and recreation were generally well received and 

had a relatively greater impact for the lower enliated gradeai however, 

following an initial enthueiaatlc reception, auch aetiona tended 
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to show a decline in th« degree of positive  response accorded them. 

The impact on  retention was quite low and in keeping with the relatively 

low importance  rating attached to such actions  by soldiers at a rumber 

of the installations.     However,  when tailored to meet particular needs 

or perceived deficiencies,   such actions     were favorably received. 

The areas  of post entertainment,   service clubs,   and recreation fell in 

or near the top quarter and the areas  of post TV and personal 

vehicle repair facilities fell  in the mid-range for personnel in percent 

noticing a change,   with awareness  considerably higher among the 

enlisted under-two years  group than for the over-two group. 

. -    Dependent Programs.     Actions in this  area were primarily 

designed to augment actions taken in other areas such as family 

housing,   health care,   personal services and conveniences,  which impact 

on the dependent population.     Dun to their ancillary nature and 

relatively low importance rating,  the augmentation-type actions which 

included upgrading playgrounds,  expanding access to post facilities, 

and   driver   education    programs    had   a    relatively    low   Impact. 

o Pav and Benefits. Actions in this areft were among the most 

effective types of actions both in terms of impact on attitudes and on 

retention.     Of the three major types of actions,   pay increases had 
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a tlmlUr Impact en tU aolditrii r«enliitm«nt bonuses had a 

rolativsly higher impact on the vmder-two years service group than 

on the over-two years service ffroup; retirement benefits had a 

higher Impact on the over-two group.    The response to this latter 

type of actionsi  however,  showed a considerable Increase in Impact 

on the under-two group, over the three survey periods. 

o   Accmtmlan Bytom.    Actions designed to support recruiting 

efforts and to promote roenllstments were Implemented at a number 

of the VOLAR-72 Installations.    Among such actions,  programs 

emphasising unit of choice enlistment and reenllstment were well 

received and quite successful at the several installations which stressed 

or emphasised these programs.    A major factor In the success of 

such programs at the Installation level was the involvement in, and 

feeling d responsibility for, such efforts on the part of the individual 

soldier.    Limited use of eash Incentives (contribution to unit funds) 

to promote such interest and involvement had a very limited impact. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION (Chapter 5) 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The MVA Program has,   on the whole,   gained widespread acceptance 

and has   met with a generally quite favorable response. 

2. The VOLAR  Program produced positive  results,   particularly among 

the under-two years  en.isted groups. 

3. Both the Career Intentions  of officers and the Reenlistment 

Intentions d enlisted men predict their respective Career and Reenlist- 

ment Actions well,   although not perfectly,   within a period of a year 

or less. 

4. Posts involved the longest and most intensively showed the most 

favorable results. 

5. Interpost differences  indicated a high potential for continuing 

improvement. 

6. A tentative basis  for selecting among future Army initiatives 

was established. 

7. Continuing innovation,   experimentation,  and evaluation is .strongly 

indicated. 

8. There is a major need for flexibility in actions  emphasis and 

implementation to accommodate differences among installations in 

conditions,  characteristics,   and missions. 
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u.. t 

FUTURE DIRECTION    « 

Th« continuing viability of the MVA Program and achiavamont of iti 

objactivti is dependant to a large degree upon continued and expeditioue 

action at both the installation and DA levels.    Toward that end,  the 

following general recommendations bated on a consideration of current 

findings are submitted. 

1. Continue   future overall MVA Program emphasis on actions that 

support professionalism. 

2. Maintain a balanced MVA Program encompassing most,  if not all, 

of the current Army Life and Accessions major categories of action. 

S.    Insure flexibility at installation level in actions «election, 

implementation, and modification. 

4.    Further develop MVA Program management and «valuation capa- 

bilities at installation and DA staff Isvsls. 

5«    Use current installation and contract evaluation reports as 

management tool« in further developing and refining the on«going 

MVA Program. 
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Table l 

Most Positive Areas 

Professionalism 

Civilian KP 
Educational Development 

Education Programs 
Specialized MOS Training 
Retraining in MOS of Choice 

Job Assignment 
Choice of Job Location 
Stabilized Tour 
Reenlistment in Unit of Choica 
Shorter Reenlistment Terms 
Resign Enlistment on 30 Days Notice 
Chance to Serve Country 

Leadership and Supervision 
Treated as Responsible Person 
Fair Treatment on Job 
Treateu with Respect 
Commander's Open Door Policy 

Work Conditions 
Interesting and Satisfying Work 
Chance to be Own Boss 
Chance to Plan Own Future 
Chance to bo of Service to Country 

Most Positive Areas 

Personal  Retentic 
Importance   Effect 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Army Life 

Barracks Privacy 
Post Services 

Medical and Dental Care 
Food Quality and Convenience 
Better Education for Dependents 

Pay and Benefits 
Earnings or Job Security 
Money Opportunities 
Retirement Benefits 
Reenlistment Bonus 
Extra Leave as Reenlistment Bonus 
Promotion as Reenlistment Bonus 
Opportunity for Travel and Experience 
Weekends and Holidays not Charged as Leave 

Good Family Life 
28   > 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Table   2 

Areas Requiring Special Emphasis 

Professionnlisw 

Leadership and Supervision 
Way Rules are Stated and Enforced 
Action on Complaints 

Work Jonditions 
Overtime Required 
Evening and Weekend Duty 
Risk of Physical Danger 
Public Reaction to the Military X 

Army Life 

Barracks and/or BOO Conditions X 
Post Services 
Waiting in Line X 
Food Quality X 
PX/Commissary Prices X 

Post Entertainment 

Laundromat Pac:* \ities 

EM Less Than 
Two Years Service 

Junior 
Office:-- 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

Special Study Areas 

Four special study areas will be considered in this subsection: 

o The effect of VOLAR innovations on men in training at rorl 

Ord, a VOLAR-71 post, and Fort Jackson, a non-VOLAR-71 post. 

o The results of the Experimental Volunteer Army Training 

Program (EVATP). 
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CHAPTER   I 

PURPOSE   AND  METHOD 

1  . 1 RODUCTION 

A   liL-lrl  experiment   of volunlocr Arv.'.y iiiitinlivcs  vür,  iiij'ialiy c'.iu-.civi  I 

in .lanuary 1970 as   a  means   to quantify  imjjrovc-inc'it i'cin.rtn,   providf 

.i   public   relntious   vehicle,   serve  as   a   bef'irning/or  the   jinprc   i'i.-n   K\ 

Aviry life.      By  late   October   1970 llirei'  po.,t   exj„trimciUn'.ioji  i-o.n    p1 

Uainj:   Forts  Orel,    Benning  and  Carson had  been  approved  by   Ihv 

Secretary  of the  Army.      Formal  guidance   to  the  three  install.'i d.i.,  v. 

provided  in  November and plans   approved  in   early   December,      VOI.AJ: 

ronnally  began  at these  three  installations   on  4  January   1971.     Vor. 

Bragg ami   USAHEUR   became  VOLAU-71  participants   in   lobini.i. v. 

On   !   July   1971   VOLAR   was   expanded  to include   a   total   iu   1J   (.X     (S 

locftions   and  three   overseas   commands.     Although  the  Vt'l.AU   • \i.<ii' ,.:,' 

was   formally terminated   on  30 Jum:  1972,   iiioni ini1iati\es   vliicl    wer« 

dev< lopcel  are  being  continued. 

OnjKCTIVFS 

V(J1 Ai<  vas  initiated  to:     (1)    provide  a vehicle  for  coaceutralint' 

innovative   effort  on the  critical task of attracting  and  retaining vvlunt' . . 



for  the  combat arms;     (2) provide  a moans  to experiment,   evaluate and 

refine a number  of new approaches  under  conditions   of limited application 

prior to their expansion and possibly Army-wide implementation;  and 

(3)  develop useful data  to justify future allocation  of  additional  resources 

needed to reduce and  hopefully eliminate  reliance  on  the  draft.      The 

VOLAR  experiment also  enabled the Army to begin  needed programs, 

such as  improving  barracks  living  conditions  and hiring  civilians  to 

perform administrative  support functions,   which were too expensive for 

immediate implementation Army-wide, 

Department of the Army's   goal for the MVA  Program was   a  more 

professional Army in which soldiers performed meaningful and challenging 

jobs;  on Army worthy of favorable public   recognition ;an Army that men 

would want to join.     Accordingly the objective  of the  VOLAR   experiment 

was  to test those innovations   designed to:  (a) develop a  more  professional 

environment through  improved job proficiency,   and  by insuring  better 

trained,   more  responsive  units  performing  challenging  realistic  missions; 

(b) changing policies,   procedures   and attitudes   as  necessary to insure the 

preservation of i ndividual  dignity and a better Army life;   (c)  the  generation 

of greater public  esteem for the Army through the  development  of viable 

programs  to improve the Army's   relationship with  modern society. 



r. 

( 

The philosophy behind VOLAI^ WM to permit «elected post commanders 

to follow their own initiatives wi&in the broad VOLAR objectives 

described above,  in responding to the problems which confronted Utem* 

A conscious decision was mads net to dictate solutions or rigid 

approaches; rather, they were encouraged to deal with their particular 

problems in their own way.    Any project which met the MVA objectives 

without sacrificing military performance and discipline and was legal 

was 'considsred relevant for inclusion in the VOLAR program.    Projects 

were generally restricted to those which could be funded by the 

Operationa and Maintenance,  Army (OMA) appropriation. 

Because funds provided were insufficient to execute all actions considered 

desirable,  CO,  CONARC directed that CONARC installations place 

emphasis on actions dssignsd to improve professionalism,  upgarde 

living areas,   and eliminate some of the onerous details that were 

distasteful to the soldier.    He further directed that available funds net 

be utilised for only one or two major projects to the detriment of 

others. 

A complete, by-instn|lation listing of all VOLAR projects with end of 

fiscal year funding levels is at Appendix A. 



CONCEPT 

VOLAR was conceived as a field experiment with fairly rigid experimental 

controls.    As the experiment began,  however,  Army mieeione and 

manpower priorities required that the design be modified.    As a result, 

some evaluation built into the experimental control was lost and more 

sophisticated evaluation techniques were required.     This section 

examines this conceptual change. 

Concept a« Planned 

The VOLAR experiment was initiated to test innovations designed to 

attract and retain volunteers for the combat arms.     It was specifically 

targeted on junior enlisted men and junior officers in training,  and 

on trained soldiers assigned to combat units.    Development of the 

experiment was predicated upon a controlled input of combat arms 

recruits into the training system at Fort Ord.    They were then to be 

programmed either for assignment to Fort Benning for further advanced 

post-MOS training (Noncommissioned Officer Candidate School or Officer 

Candidate School),  and then on to Fort Carson for duty in a TO&E 

unit,   or for direct assignment from Fort Ord to Fort Carson for unit 

training.      Forts Jackson,  Knox and Riley, were selected to serve as 

experimental control posts.    At each VOLAR installation,   administrative, 

training and life style action« were to be applied with a view toward 



insuring th« continual growth- and development of the individual,  personally 

and profeaiionally.    Separate and cumulative effect* of various installation 

actions were to be evaluated and compared with those from control 

installations.     The budgets of the VOLAR installations ware to be 

augmented to begin to improve living conditions and remove irritants 

immediately, without having to wait for implementation of an Army-wide 

program. 

* 

Concept as Fielded 

Because of world-wide manpower strength considerations the VOLAR 

experiment did not develop   as planned.    Fort Bragg and USAREUR, 

were added to the VOLAR-71 program and both Fort Ord VOLAR and 

Fort Jackson VOLAR "control" trainees largely directed there.    The 

planned,  predetermined,   controlled flow of Fort Ord combat arms AIT 

graduates to Fort« Banning and Carson was aborted,  eliminating personnel 

as a controlled variable and severely limiting implementation of a 

systematic experiment with experimental control.    Fort Riley was dropped 

as experimental control altogether and Forts Jackson and Knox 

served as an atütudinal baseline without special DA directed personnel 

flow. 

1 



PROJECT PLANNING 

In FY 71,   VOLAR plans were ■ubmitted directly to DA with information 

copies provided to intermediate command level«.    In FY 72,   plans were 

submitted through normal command channels.     Plans  generally followed 

the format establishnd in the original Fort Banning plan    providing 

a detailed description,   justification,   cost detail and personnel  require- 

ments  of each proposed action.     In a separate  section,   plans   generally 

included no or low cost projects that were within the installation 

commander's  authority and annual OMA funding program. 

On 2 December 1970 a working conference was  convened ai DA to give 

concept approval to the plans presented earlier by Forts   Benr-ing, 

Carson and Ord.     Each recommended project was considered by 

representatives  of the Army Staff,   CONARC and the installations. These projects 

wore either approved,  approved in concept with implementation deferred 

pending statutory or regulatory authorisation by the appropriate staff 

agency,   deferred' for further study,   or disapproved.     DA approved 

almost all proposed VOLAR projects provided they were permitted 

by statute.     Subjective nonconcurrences by Army staff agencies were 

overruled by SAMVA and the appropriateness  of various projects was 

determined solely by the installation or intermediate commanders. 

Plans subsequently submitted by Fort Bragg and USAREUR and 

additional projects submitted by the initial three installations were 

staffed through MVA points  of contact on the Army Staff. 

6 



As VOLAR-71 progrettad.  approval of plan ehaagaa and additions was 

further decantralisod to parmit projacti approvad for ona VOLAR poit 

to be adopted at other VOLAR poet* without ipoeific DA approval.     In 

addition,  changes  in individual project funding levels were authorised 

without DA approval provided statutory and regulatory limitations were 

not exceeded. 

In FY 72.CONARC installations submitted their initial plans through 

normal command channels to Headquarters.  CONARC.     CONARC 

review of these plans resulted in some modificat*^n*, expanding 

projects in the areas of Chief of Staff and Commanding General, 

CONARC emphasis.    This emphasis included:    (a) getting the soldier 

off non-mission,  non-MOS related details; (b) repair and maintenance 

of barracks, to include provisions for privacy! (c) providing barracks 

furnishings; and (d) enhancing training in areas where operational funds 

were not programmed.      The modified plans war« then approved by 

CONARC,  subject to DA review.     DA staffing of the VOLAR-72 plans 

followed much the same procedures as that established subsequent to 

the December 1970 working conference,  i.e.,  staffing through Army 

Staff MVA points of contact,   except that individual projects falling 

within the approval authority of major commanders  (e. g.,   normal 

maintenance and repair,  local purchase, hiring civilians to augment 



could be approved at that level.     The DA staff review and 

subsequent comments were  restricted to an interpretation of statutes 

and Army Regulations  (AR) as they affected individual projects. 

Where proposed projects conflicted, with an AP,   but not statute,   the 

AR was   generally waived for the duration of the experiment by the 

Army Staff proponent. 

Table  1 presents these VOLAR-71 and VOLAR-72 participants with 

the date  of DA's approval of their plan and their effective  start date. 

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION 

Administration of the VOLAR program was decentralized to the 

lowest possible level.     Major,   intermediate and installation 

commanders were encouraged to delegate the administrative and 

operational details to the unit commander if possible.     Some 

administrative aspects of the program by their nature required more 

centralized direction and control.     These are discussed below. 

Personnel Flow 

The addition of Fort Bragg and USAREUR permitted DA to attempt to 
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Table 1 

VOLAR INSTALLATIONS 

INSTALLATION 

FY  71 

FORT HENNING, GA 
FORT CARSON,   CO 
FORT ORD,   CA 
FORT BRAGG,   NC 
US ARMY,   EUROPE 

PA PUN AEEaflm 

2 December 1970 
2 December 1970 
2 December 1970 

25 February 1971 
13 May  1971 

VOLAR START DATE 

4 January 1971 
4 January 1971 
4 January 1971 

25 February  1971 
3 February 1971 

FY 7? 

FORT BENNING, GA 8 June 1971 
FORT BRAGG,   NC 1 June 1971 
FORT CAMPBELL,   KY 7 June 1971 
FORT CARSON,  CO 7 June 1971 
FORT DIX, NJ 15 June 1971 
FORT HOOD,   TX 18 June 1971 
FORT JACKSON, SC 16 June 1971 
fORT KNOX,   KY 8 June 1971 
FORT LEWIS, WA 18 June 19rt 
FORT ORD.   CA 28 May 1971 
FORT POLK,   LA 15 June 1971 
FORT RILEY, KS 15 June 1971 
FORT SILL,   OK 15 June 1971 
US ARMY,   ALASKA 17 June 1971 
US ARMY,   HAWAII 21 June 1971 
US ARMY,   EUROPE 15 July 1971 

July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 
July 1971 



meaiure:    (a) what,   if any,   cumulative effects  resulted from tucceaiive 

aaiignments at different VOLAR installation«; and (b) how men from 

both VOLAR-71  and non-VOLAR-71 training backgrounds  reacted to 

VOLAR-72 programs. 

Participants included Fort Ord VOLAR and Fort Jackson VOLAR control 

AIT graduates,  and VOLAR-71 permanent party personnel.     They were 

identified by tape« maintained by the Human Resources Research 

Organization (HumRRO) of all personnel who had taken any of the 

VOLAR-71 test or control surveys.    It was therefore possible to 

compile rosters  of VOLAR participants at various installations in 

CONUS and overseas by matching the HumRRO tape with Personnel 

Information System Command's  (PERSINSCOM) Enlisted Master Tape 

Record or Officer Master Tape Record files.     VOLAR participants 

were also identified a« «uch in reassignment orders. 

During the period 30 April - 17 December 1971,   1080 Fort Ord and 

801 Fort Jackson VOLAR participant« were assigned to USAREUR 

units as follows:    Fort Ord graduates to the 2d Brigade,   3d Infantry 

Division at Kitsingen and 2d Brigade,   3d Armored Division at 

Gelnhausen and Fort Jackson graduates to the 1st Brigade,  1st Armored 

Division at Illeshelm.   each unit initially to 50% MOS UB and UC 
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authorUcl General Order (GO) gtrength; and Fort Ord graduate»  to the 

1st  Drigade,   Ist Armored Division at Illesheim,   initially to the same 

^0% GC strength.     As  vacancies  existed  and if their filling  did not 

create a hump,   fill beyond  50% was authorized. 

Deletion Requests 

Early during  VOLAR-71,   personnel turbulence threatened to completely 

disrupt the measurement and administration of the test.     Accordingly, 

DA instituted  procedures whereby request«  with justification  could be 

submitted by installations directly to the Office of Personnel Operations 

(OPO) for deletion  from reassignment orders.     OPO action is 

summarized in Table 2. 

INSTALLATION 

Fort Benning 
Fort Carson 
Fort Ord 

Table 2 
Summary of 

OPO Action on Deletion  Requests i/ 

REQUESTS 

316 
544 

1388 

APPROVED 

156 
316 
604 

DISAPPROVED 

160 
228 
784 

1/ 
thru 4 Jan 1972 
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Funding 

It goes without saying that VOLAR,  as it was initially concsivsd and 

ultimately implemented,  would have been impossible without the dollar 

reaource support provided by DA.    That support was principally in the 

form of OMA funds, which in FY 71 were reprogrammed DA funds 

totaling $25 million for VOLAR.    In FY 72,   VOLAR appeared as a 

separate line item entry in DOD's Project Volunteer Budget and was 

funded at $72 million.    These OMA funds were supplemented with 

lesser amounts from other appropriations. 

Included in FY "    MVA funds wsre $5. 0 million dollars for civilianiaing 

KP in U.S. Army,  Europe.     Because of program iiuplementation delays. 

this sum could not bs fully utilised for hiring KP's in the last half of 

FY 71.     DA proposed and USAREUR agreed to applying the balance 

supplemented by an additional $2 million from DA to beginning a modest 

MVA experiment such as the ones underway in CONUS. 

It became clear during the review of the initial plan submissions that 

certain proposed projects could not legally be funded by the OMA 

appropriation.     Reprogramming of the available OMA funds was considered 

and rejected because of unacceptable delays and Congressional resistance. 

12 



To comider all innovative poaeibilitiea  olher funding mean« were sought. 

Certain activities clearly fell within the Family Housing Management 

Account  (FHMA) which DCSLOG was able to fund.     Some of the proposed 

facilities work involved maintenance,   repair or minor construction which 

exceeded the statutory   limit above which OMA funds could not be used. 

In FY 71,a special $4.2 million MCA reprogramming  action was 

approved by Congress  to proceed with these  projects   (See Appendix K). 

For other projects  DA could find no legal authority under which 

any type of appropriated funds could be used.     Special non-appropriated 

fund welfare fund grants were provided by DCSPER for these purposes 

(See Appendix J).     Certain equipment purchases  also required special 

DA funding,   this time from the Procurement of Equipment and 

Missies,  Army (PEMA) Account. 

Table 3 presents a summary of total FY 71 and FY 72 VOLAR funds 

by apprcpriation and installation. 

Civilian Hire 

The VOLAR-71 program was initiated at about the same time as 

a CONUS-wide  reduction in full-time permanent personnel ceilings. 
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Many proposed projects  required additional civilian hire,   several in 

areas where personnel cuts had Just been accomplished.     The effect 

of the VOLAR project,   then,  was to restore some of these cuts. 

VOLAR hire against civilian spaces  currently allocated was authorized. 

Additional spaces were available through regular manpower channels, 

but never required. 

Most of the new employees hired were on temporary appointments 

not to exceed one year.     The majority of temporary employees were 

in the graded wage board positions,   such as ground maintenance,   and 

were specifically identified as VOLAR support personnel.     A number 

of permanent appointments were made in hard-to-fill positions such 

as journeyman craftsmen,   hospital personnel,   and a few professionals. 

The largest number of civilians hired were in support of the   Facilities 

Engineer,   normally an installation's largest single employer.     Table 4 

presents a summary of civilian and contract hire support of all 

installation VOLAR activities.    Installation-level detail is presented 

in Appendix B. 

Authority to extend the initial one year VOLAR temporary appointment 

through 31 December 1972 was  received from the Civil Service 
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Committion to allow adtquat« tim« to eomplot« the VOLAR experiment 

and validate the reeulte without penalicing other permanent or temporary 

employee! who might have been affected by the FY 72 reduction in the 

Army'e full-time permanent personnel ceiUage. 

Equipment Support 

A basic VOLAR objective was to return soldier■ to soldiering by 

releasing them to the greatest extent possible from ancillary,  non- 

military duties.     This was accomplished not only through civilian 

hire,  but also by the purchase and use of labor-saving devices to 

increase the effieleoey    of performing tasks auch as grass-cutting, 

building,  grounds and vehicle maintenance,  and trash collection. 

The conceptual approval of equipment which was required in support 

of a particular VOLAR project and which required DA authorisation 

was included in DA's approval of the proposed VOLAR project. 

In FY.Tl, the requirement to submit Table of Distribution and Allowances 

(TDA)/Modificattan Table of Organisation aad Equipment (MTOE) 

changes was first waived and then modified to require after-the-fact 

TAADS (the Army Authorisation Documents System) documentation. 

In FY 72 requests for increases in TDA/MTOE items of equipment 

in support of VOLAR were submitted for documentation in accordance 
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with eitabUihtd «margancy authoriiation procedures.     Requatte ware 

required to include sufflcient Juetificatioa to indicate hem the particular 

item« would enhance the VOLAR teat.    The •ubmission of raquaeta 

fcr such increasae for VOLAR-72 installationi were authoriaed prior 

to FY 72   to reduce delays.     Requisitions for approved equipments, 

however,   could not be submitted until FY 72. 

Additionally.  SAMVA sponsored a series of visits by Office of the 

Chief of Engineers specialists in maintenance and services equipment 

and land management of VOLAR-72 installations to assist them in the 

selection and acquisition of such equipment for grounds maintenance. 

Given particular attention ware those items needed to compensate for 

labor previously contributed from troop units, predominately in 

grounds maintenance and policing responsibilities.    A detailed on-iite 

review of current plans and methods was also performad to aatitt in 

optimum performance of grounds maintenance. 

EXPERIMENTAL VOLUNTARY ARMY TRAINING PROGRAM  (EVATP) 

The Fort Ord contribution to VOLAR consisted of two distinct,  but 
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related components:    (1) life siylc inncA   vioni as discussed above, 

and (2) development of new techniques of basic and advanced individual 

training.     Commencing in January 1971,  the modified approach incor- 

porated individualized,   self-paced,   tliands-on" instruction in job- 

relevant situations,  and performance-based assessment of specific 

skills at key points in the instructional process.     By the fall of 1971, 

the Fort Ord EVATP was being used as a model by other Army Training 

Centers in accomplishing a CONARC-directed,   CONUS-wide program 

revision which incorporated the best features  of the then present 

program and EVATP to provide tougher,   more comprehensive training. 

The course objectives and performance tests used in the 16 week EVATP 

were determined jointly by Fort Ord and HumRRO and validated by 

Fort Benning,  the training proponent.    Seven skill subjects in the 8 

week BCT program were changed to a performance-based system. 

Advanced Individual Light Weapons Infantry training  (11B MOS) was 

converted to performance-based techniques and reduced from eight to 

four weeks,  and three weeks of either Mortar Crewman (11C MOS) 

or Mechanized Vehicle Driver training added.     Gradual conversion to the 

complete EVATP system was accomplished over a 4 month period. 
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A   complete diecuiiion of EVATP is presented in HumRRO Technical 

Report 72-7,     The Concept« of Performance-Oriented ^netruct^on Uied 

in DevelooinE the Experimental Volunteer Army Training Program. 

REPORTING 

DA made conicioue efforta to minimise the number of reports  required 

from the VOLAR installation*.     Certain installation or command reports 

required to provide the necessary information and justification for 

evaluating or programming expanded resource supported actions were, 

however,  periodically required: 

(a) Major commanders  report to the Chief of Staff on MVA actions, 

initially required bi-monthly,  then quarterly and finally semi-annually. 

(b) Project VOLAR Financial Report (RCS CSCAB-285),   submitted 

by VOLAR-71 installations monthly and containing funding level,   expendi- 

ture and obligation levels of each VOLAR project. 

(c) Financial Status of Modern Volunteer Army (RCS CSCAB-285), 

submitted quarterly by all FY 72 MVA activities,   to include VOLAR-72 

installations,   on the status by fiscal code of appropriated funds allocated 

for VOLAR projects and other MVA purposes. 

(d) Supplemental MVA/VOLAR Report on Funded Manpower 

Resources  (RCS CSFOR  78), submitted quarterly beginning for the period 
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ending December 1971,   on military and direct or indirect hire civilians 

by  functional area,   detailed personnel,   and service contract personnel 

performing unit level as well as  post level support functions. 

(e) Installation-level VOLAR evaluations,   submitted each six 

months beginning at the end of FY 71,   through the period ending 30 June 1972. 

(f) MVA Statistical Data Report,   submitted by VOLAR-72 installations 

during the first quarter and then discontinued on morale and discipline 

indicators. 

RELATED SUPPORTING AREAS 

A  number  of MVA programs,   though not a formal part of the VOLAR 

test,   contributed significantly to it.     The specific effects  of some  of 

these will be discussed in Chapter 4.     The objective here is  to 

describe  these contributing programs. 

Barracks  Improvement Program 

The FY   72 MVA Budget contained two programs to improve barracks 

living conditions.     The first,   a  $2 million OMA program,   was designed 

to provide privacy in temporary,   World War II barracks principally 

by the installation of a commercial demountable partitioning system. 

The second and larger,    a $42.5 million MCA program,    involved 
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permanent privacy partitioning and minui  electrical work,   or complete 

modernization (to include partitioning) to new construction standards 

in permanent barracks.     Twelve CONUS VOLAR posts plus additional 

VOLAR installations in Hawaii and Alaska were among more than 30 

installations world-wide who participated. 

The scope of this barracks Improvement program and specific installa- 

tions involved are summarized in Appendix C. 

Barracks  Furniture Program 

In FY  71 VOLAR Installations  spent $6 million on barracks furniture - 

desks,   chairs,   desk lamps,   and rugs.      The FY 72 Budget contained 

$10 million to procure barracks furniture world-wide in support of the 

MVA.     Procurement was deferred until the August 1971 Fort Jackson 

display and then accomplished centrally by GSA-Washington.     Nine of 

the VOLAR-72 CONUS installations plus  each of the three VOLAR-72 

overseas  commands were recipients  of these extra OMA f*inds.     The 

remaining four VOLAR posts,   all VOLAR-71 installations,   completed 

their barracks furniture procurement with VOLAR-72 funds. 

A  breakout of the $10 million FY  72 Barracks Furniture program by 

command and CONARC installation is also included in Appendix C. 
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Unit of Choice Recruiting 

On  1  February 1971.  DA began a CONUS Unit of Choice Enlistment 

Option which offered qualified applicants training in the combat arm« 

in an MOS to be determined by the'Army,   and 6 month«  stabilization in 

the applicant1« unit of choice upon successful completion of training. 

On 15 July 1971,   the period of stabilization was increased retroactively 

from  6 to 16 months. 

As  a  result of the success  of the CONUS Unit of Choice Enlistment 

Option,   a similar program was initiated,   tested end  by the end of FY 

72  expanded to allow 23  units to recruit for numerous  non-combat 

MOS.     This option,  the U.S.  Army Special Unit Enlistment Option, 

offered the applicant a selection of MOS in which to receive training, 

choice of units in the program,   and  16 months stabilization with that 

unit upon successful completion of training.     In addition,   a similar 

program was implemented for 6 CONUS-based Military Police 

battalions. 

Seven additional unit of choice type enlistment options  offer applicants 

training in various MOS and overseas assignments of their choice. 

Although most of these programs were funded from other MVA  sources. 
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some did rec«iv« a d«gr«« of VOLAK tua* uupport.    Whatever the fund 

source,   however.   Unit of Choice recruiting programs did impact on 

VOLAR,   and VOLAR on the Unit of Choice Program.     To »nist in 

as tea sing thia impact,  the participating unit«,  the effective date they 

became participants in the program and the total numbers recruited 

through the end of FY 72 are listed in Appendix D. 

Centralised Feeding Experiment 

An outgrowth of      commendations from the DA Subsistence Operations 

Review Board was a time-phased Army-wide food service improvement 

program.    A major project in this  seven-year plan was the establiahment 

of centralized food preparation facilities which would aupport many 

units,   operate with fewer kitchen personnel and lass equipment, 

and permit more accurate forecasting,   recipe calculating,  and yield. 

An interim centralised food preparation facility was in operation at 

Fort Lewis during FY 72.    The Fort Lewis system prepared and 

delivered chiliad auf frosen foods to six dining facilities and operated 

a central dishwashing facility.    Dining facilities were modified to 

accomodate the new serving technique and to improve the dining 

atmosphere.    Modular,  free-standing serving units provide heated or 

chilled foods la a salf-sarvics serving Una. 
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CHAPTER .! 

THE EVALUATION PROCESS 

A VOLAR «valuation plan was «itabliahad a« an Integral part of th« 

VOLAR oxporimant to provido for a syatomatlc analyiii of th« effective- 

neft of VOLAR actions in accomplishing overall MVA objectives and to 

develop associated information for us« both in refining the on-going 

progran  and in determining which actions were most appropriate for 

continuing application on an Army-wide basis.   The methods of assessment 

consisted of: 

o  Specific evaluative studies of attitudes about the Army   and VOLAR 

and MVA innovations conducted by each VOLAR installation. 

o A series of attitude and opinion surveys administered across the 

several VOLAR locations, and Army-wide. 

o An analysis of cost data associated with VOLAR projects and actions, 

and 

o A series of studies associated with Experimental Volunteer Army 

Training Programs (EVATP) training innovations. 

GENERAL CONCEPT 

To provide the most thorough possible analysis, two levels of VOLAR 

evaluation were undertaken.   One level coneisted of assessments by 

VOLAR installation commanders, with technical guidance and assistance 

from a contracted research am. aaalysie organisation.   Each commander 
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jadged which actions he had undertaken were most effective in 

strengthening professionalism or improving Army life.   A second, over- 

all evaluation was simultaneously conducted by a contractor under the 

direct supervision of SAMVA.   His task was-to determine the impact of 

VOLAR actions on attitudes and retention in terms of their generality 

for application on an Army-wide basis. 

Installation/Command Level Evaluation 

The responsibility for the evaluation ot VOLAR at installation level 

rested with major commanders.   In CONARC. each installation 

conducted its own formal evaluation.   Analysis above installation 

level was   not required.   Major commanders overseas conducted and 

evaluated VOLAR at major command level.   Installation/command level 

evaluations, in assessing the many aspects of VOLAR innovations, 

utilised the services of both military and civilian personnel from their 

own resources.   In some cases civilian consultants were also hired by 

the installation. 

As in the administration of the VOLAR program, the decision was made 

not to dictate rigid approaches for the installation-level VOLAR evalua- 

tions.   Recognising, however, that many installations in FY72 lacked the in- 

house capability to conduct an evaluation such as that required of VOLAR, 

DA contracted with System Development Corporation (SDC) to provide 
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technical assistance tc commanders in preparing their VOLAR-72 

evaluations.     SDC provided technical, support in the 

development of analyses plans, questionnaires and methodology, training 

in questionnaire administration, quality control of data,collection procedures 

and use of data, and preparation of evaluation reports.     This support was 

provided during a VOLAH evaluation workshop    co-hosted by SDC and SAMVA, 

three liaison visits to each VOLAR installation,  and by telephone and 

mail consultation. 

Within the general guidlines prescribed in the DA VOLAR Evaluation 

Plan,  installations had the freedom to choose between a number of 

evaluation tools.    The various types of analytic tools used by the VOLAR 

72 installation are presented in Table    5 Appendix E summarizes 

the types and composition of these various analytic tools by installation. 

Table  9 
VOLAR-72 Installation Level Evaluation 

Type of Analysis # Installations 

Permanent Party Questionnaires 16 (All) 

Trainee Questionnaires 2 

Commanders Questionnaire 5 

Dependents Questionnaire 7 

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis 4 

Career/Separation Decision Study 3 
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Contractor Evaluation 

Department of the Army reeponalble for the overall evaluation of 

VOLAR,  «elected different contract reiearch organisations In FY 71 

and FY 72 for this task. 

In FY 71 Human Resources Research Organisation (HumRRO) was the 

principal DA contract evaluator. They concentrated their effort in a 

series of studies: 

o   An evaluation,  with Fort Ord,   of the combined effects of the 

Experimental Volunteer Army Training Program (EVATP). 

o    A comparative study of men astigned to training at Forts Ord and 

Jackson between January and July 1971,  to include:    a longitudinal analysis of 

quettionnaire responses by men as they progressed through training; 

a questionnaire study of trainees from the Midwestern United States, 

compared with regular trainee input at the two posts; a questionnaire 

study of Fort Jackson trainees who participated in an accelerated 

individual training program,   compared with EVATP trainees at Fort 

Ord and 'fcontrol" trainees at Fort Jackson; and a study of the background 

characteristics and perception of Army conditions of men who go AWOL 

while in BCT or AIT. 

9   An evaluation of the effects, on permanent party personnel at 

the VOLAR--71 test and control installations    and a Army-wide ]% 

sample,of a number of different,  rather general VOLAR innovation 
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made at VOLAR-71 inatallations.    Included in this study wai an analyaU 

of the career intentions expressed by VOLAR-71 permanent party 

personnel and any actual reenlistment or separation action they may 

have takm prior to 29 February 1972. 

0   An evaluative summary and consolidation of the findings of both 

HumRRO permanent party and VOLAR-71 installation evaluations. 

Research Analysis Corporations (RAG) contribution to the VOLAR-71 

evaluation was a cost-effectiveness analysis in which they determined 

the cost of VOLAR-71 actions and related these costs to the effect 

which they had on the attitudes  of military personnel.    In FY 72 

RAC evaluated the effectiveness of the entire MVA program on accessions 

and retention and attempted to select the least cost mix of MVA 

projects and funding levels to meet Army manpower goals. 

HumRRO, though not the principal evaluator,   made significant 

contributions to the VOLAR-72 evaluation.     They developed the FY 72 

survey imtrument using experience gained during VOLAR-71.     They 

also conducted an analysis of responses to questionnaires administered 

in FY 72 to samples of men surveyed at VOLAR installations in FY 71 
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to determine whether there were Uiffcr«   • i r  in the reaction of the men 

to VOLAR programs at VOLAR-72 locations,  depending upon whether or 

not the men received their training or were assigned to a VOLAR-71 

installation. 

SOC was the principal VOLAR-72 evaluator.     In addition to technical 

support provided VOLAR-72 installations,   they were responsible for: 

o    Evaluation of data from the VOLAR-72 questionnaire developed 

by HumRRO to determine: the attitudes of both VOLAR and non-VOLAR 

soldiers toward the Army and identify attitudinal changes over time; 

which VOLAR actions had the most positive effects on attitudes toward 

the Army in general and on retention; and which type of projects had 

the greatest effect on professionalism and Army life. 

o   In-depth interviews with selected individuals who reenlisted and 

those who did not. 

o   An evaluative summary and consolidation of the findings of 

the VOLAR-72 evaluation,  to include the VOLAR-72 installation/command 

■level evaluations discussed above. 

VOLAR versus non-VOLAR 

In the VOLAR-71 experiment the only variable clearly controlled was 

money available for improvements and innovations at the experimental 
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posts,  but not at the control posts,  which wor« fro«,  and in fact encouraged, 

to innovate within available reeources at they eaw fit.    Furthermore, 

there were Army-wide innovations in effect at all poets.    Since there 

is no reason to euppose that expensive innevatione will,  in principle, 

be any more effective than cost-free innovatioae,  the dietinctlon 

between "experimental" and "control" eonditiena waa not maintained 

with any rigor,   except for the Experimental Volunteer Army Training 

Program (EVATP) where radical changee «are made to basic and 
i e ' 

advanced individual training itself.     Neverthelese,  for the mass of data 

developed in conunctton with the VOLAR evaluation to have any appli- 

cability on an expanded baais it wae necettary to determine the back- 

ground characteristics,  attitudes, and reenlietment plane of an Army- 

wide sample that could be used to support generaliaation of the findings 

from the study of VOLAR inetallations to Hie entire Army.    A secondary 

purpose was to provide a baseline to compare the results of the VOLAR 

studies discussed above and for future Army-wide attitude surveys, 

SURVEY INSTRUMENTS 

As illustrated above,  a number of methods were need to aseess the 

effectiveness   of specific VOLAR actions and the program overall. 

Commanders (and even contractors) used both subjective and objective 

techniques in an effort to meaeure the effect of VOLAR on the morale 
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and perfornumce of their command«,     'ihr principal evaluative tools used 

to measure the effects of VOLAR innovations on attitudes and career 

intentions, however,  were attituiinal questionnaires administered to 

officer and enlisted personnel asiigned to VOLAR test and control 

installations,  «ad to other-than-VOLAR participants Army-wide.     Two 

euch sets of questionnaires are the subject of this section: permanent 

party questionnaires administered in both FY 71 and FY 72,  and three 

different questionnaires administered to VOLAR-71 and VOLAR-72 

control trainees as they progressed through Basic Combat and Advanced 

Individual Training. 

VOLAR   Surveys     I,  U,  JU, IVE and IVO 

The FY 71 HumRRO Survey,  VOLAR-IV E for enlisted personnel and 

VOLAR-IV O for officer personnel,   asked questions  on background 

characteristics,  attitudes toward the Army and reenllstment,   the impor- 

tance of a number of specific actions or aspects of Army life (Check 

List 1),  the chance of finding an item in the Army (Check List 2), notice 

of innovations when they took place (Check List 3),  anJ the degree to 

which certain items would influence the respondent to reenllst in or leave 

the Army (Check List 4). 

The three FY 71 trainee questionnaires,  VOLAR-I,  II,  and IH used 

Check Lists 1 and 2,   1-3,  and 1-4 respectively, and were administered 

to trainees during their "fill",  eight (last) week of BCT, and eighth (last) 
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week of AIT.    In addition,   VOLAR I asked a question on draft motivation 

and both VOLAR II and m asked queetiona on training.    No separate 

trainee questionnaires were administered in FY 72. 

MVA Evaluation Questionnaire FY 72-E and FY 72-0 

The FY 72 survey was developed by HomRRO and administered by SDC. 

Basically a refinement of the FY 71 survey instrument,  it asked for the 

same general background,  attitude and' reenlistment intent information. 

In lieu cf die four Check Lists,  however,  the questionnaire asked a three 

part question on 88 different items.     The respondent was first asked 

if he had noticed a change in that itomf if so,  he was then asked if the 

change was good or bad,  and what effect that change would have on 

his intent to reenlist. 
Survey items in both the FY71 and FY72 questionnaires are summarized in 
Table 6. 

Sample Selection 

VOLAR permanent party attitudinal questionnaire were administered to 

approximately 450 enlisted and 50 officer personnel from the total 

military population of each VOLAR post.    In FY 71 samples were drawn 

using the last two social security account number (SSAN) digits,   and so 

that no individual was tested more than once.     In FY 72 some samples 

r/ere completely randomly drawn; others included designated VOLAR-71 

followup personnel as will be discussed below.    All BCT and Infantry 

AIT trainees at Forts Ord and Jackson completed the VOLAR-I, II, and 

III questionnaires. 
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In both FY 71 and 72 an approximately 1% Army-wide sample (lest 

trainees,  VOLAR participants,  Southeast Alia personnel and personnel 

not stationed on a military installation) was drawn using the last two 
t 

SSAN digits. 

Administration 

During the last five months  of FY 71 permanent party questionnaires 

were administered eleven times at Forts  Banning,   Carson,   Ord,   Jackson 

and Knox,  and twice at Fort Bragg and in USAREUR.     The trainee 

questionnaires were administered to all men who began training during 

the period 25 January through 21 June 1971, and as men progressed 

through training.     The last trainee questionnaire was administered during 

the week of 11 October 1971. 

In FY 72 questionnaires were administered in December 1971,  March 

1972,  and June 1972 to the three type installations shown in Table  7 

Type I 

Table     7 

VOLAR - 72 Survey Administration Schedule 

Type II Type III 

Fort Campbell Fort Banning In USAREUR At 
Fort Dix Fort Bragg Gelnhausen 
Fort Hood Fort Carson Kitsingen 
Fort Jackson 
Fort Knox 
Fort Lewis 
Fort Ord 
Fort Polk 
Fort Sill 
Fort Greely 
Fort Richardson 
Fort Wainwright 
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For the December end June edxnlnUtrmtiona,   Type 1 inatellatlons drew 

samples  randomly selecting every n-th person from a DA supplied post 

roster.    At Type 2 installations each sample included all Fort Ord 

and Fort Jackson trainee follow-up personnel plus a randomly selected 

post sample which together totaled approximately 500 men.     At Type 

3 installations each sample included all trainee and all VOLAR-71 

permanent party follow-up personnel plus a randomly drawn sample 

which together equalled or exceeded 500 men.    For the March 1972 

administration all installations were treated as Type I,   i. e..  the 

entire sample was randomly selected and no follow-up personnel 

were included. 

In lY 71 questionnaires were developed,   printed and administered 

by HvuriRRO.    In FY 72 HumRIlO developed the survey instrument. 

Printing was contracted for by OSAMVA.    The Adjutant General's 

Office (TAGO) distributed the questionnaire along with administration 

instructions prepared by OSAMVA.     The Army-wide surveys were 

distributed and collected by the Office of Personnel Operations (OPO). 

VOLAR survey administration details are presented in Table 7. 
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TA0LE   I 

vobM lummr MMxatnmnoM 

_ i—«—f—m tow, 
UMKJ tin *•«• QUltllOtll OM 

tm 
HuaUO VOLM I All aaa aatarlitf KT at 

rorta OH * Jaokaen 
■rill* VMk of KT 
11 Jan - 11 Jua »1 

17,llf •aekfroun«, attitude toward Army  Ito 
lnelu«a rooallataaat Intention    vt 
«raft aotlvatleaL Upertanea of itam 
(Cheek Llat 1), ehaaoe at finding 

NuaJtao VOUM IZ 

VOLAR   Itt 

All aan «ho teak VOIA* t 

All aan «he b^an KT la 
1*71 thru 21 Jun «he «It 

Laat (tth) «aak of 
■CT It Jaa - U Aof 71 

M,««l 

4,707 

Attitude (to laeluta rooallatwnt 
lataatleo t attltatfaa towarda »CT 
training), Check llata 1 c 1, and 
netloe of Innovation* «han they too« 
plaee (Cheek tlat )) 

•aokground only» adaanlatared 

HumRRO VOLAR  III All graduataa et MT at 
rorta Ora t Jaokaen «ho 
■ant on to AIT at theaa 
peata 

Laat (tth) «oak of AXT 
It Apr - 11 Cot 71 

1,011 
(4,041 of 
■klau ha« 
taken VOLM 
1 or Hi) 

Attitude (to Include reenllatnant 
Intention and attltudaa toward* 
training). Cheek Llata 1,1 i 3, and 
«hat Itaaa «euld Beat Influenca to 
roonllatlng and leave Army.   (Chack 
Llat 41 

Humiuo 

VOLAR  IV-I 

ranaiMat party M at 
rorta tanning. Caraen, Ot4 
Jaakaee, Kno« J/ 

ranaaaat party IN at rert 
iratt • 1" owuaim 1/ 

11 tlaoa fro« 
1 rab - 11 Jun 

Apr t Jua 71 

It, WO 

1,1)0 
raanllataent Intention)  and Chack 
Llat* 1, 1,  ), 4 

Ipaelal survay ot 

Any lit«   («C» ON 

Aiay-«lda 11 aa^la ot M Mr 71 4,711 

HumRRO 

VOMR IV-0 

-1 OMlaara at rorta aannlng, 
Caraen, Or«, Jaokaen, Kite« 

UttniM'ror» ■*" •l» 

11 tlaaa troa 1 Mi • 
11 Jan 

Apr * Jua 71 

1,141 

Itt twM aa VOLM tv-l 

Special »atvy et 
■ttltudai toward* 
Axw Ufa  («Cf 

oro 
An»-«l«a it aaapla of 
eftleara 1/ 2/ 

•Car 71 Ml 

MC 
for VOLAll IV-I oeat 
iffaotlvama* 

ranaaaat party m at rorta 
tanalnf, Ctraen. Or«, 
>aakaaa, biea, aratf }/ 

Apr « JIM 71 4,990 
«(toot of Itaa en aatlafaetlon with 
Ar«y, lapertanoe of itra,  reault .>; 

KAC ■urvay aupplaBant 
tor VOLM iv-o coat 
•tfactlvuww 

Dftlaart at Mrta •annlnt, 
Caraen, Or«, Jaokaen, 
Rao«, teaaa 1/ 

Apr t Jua 71 419 
Itaaa en raenllataent,  tree raiponaa 
en other notion* Influenolna 
reenlletaent. 

rv7j 
NVA «vaiuAtlon quoa- 
tionnaln PYTl-l 

410 M (parmanant party 
an« tralaaaa) at aaah of 
It rrn VOLA» looatlana 
V  i/ 

Dae 71, Nar/Apr 71, 
Jua 71 

:i,itt • 

IOC MVA •valuation quaa- 
tlonnalra fY7J-» 
RCt CiOCf-lt« 

o»o 
Any-«l«a 11 aaapla of M 
V   2/ 

Dae.71, Mar/Apr 71 10,749 

•aokground, attitude toward Any, 
parciptlon of ohaagea In Iteai* and 
iapaot of ehaaoe* en attitude 
tovard Any and retention, and 
intluanoe of wlfa'a attitude on 
raanllataent deolalon. 

NVA a valuation quaa- 
tlonnalra rY7»-o 

90 eftleara at aaeh of 1» 
mi VOLM looatlana 1/ 4/ 

Dec 71, Mar/Ayr, 
Jua 71 

l,ttl 

NVA «valuation quaa- 
tlonnalra rY7J-0 
DCS CIOCI-1H 

oro 
*ny-«l«a 11 aaapla of 
eftleara 1/   |/ 

Doe 71, Mar/Apr 71 1,1» 

RAC lurvay aupplaaant 
for VOLAA-71 coat 
•ftaotlvanaaa atudy 

90 eftleara t 490 BKpar- 
■aaant party an« tralaaaa) 
at rorta ■aaalnf, traf«, 
Caraen, Jaokaon, Knon.Or« 

Daa 71 - ra» 71 1.4tt M 
IM eftteora 

•aokground, raonllataent intent. 
laportaaoo of Itea, reault of learn 
en roonllataent, relative contri- 
butioo ot VOLM, pey inerea**, vart- 
abla bonua, proficiency pey, enllat- 
■ent aonue, en« enlietaent option« 
to an laereaae la reonlKtaent or 
OBllataant, free reapena* on aug- 
Watten* for NTO orejuag. 

1/    Aandoaily aaleote«. 
2/    Not included «are nan in viataan an« at peata In naln atudy 
t/   Adnlniatarad at aaaa tine aa RvaMO IV-»/IV-0 aurvey*. 
1/   turvey* were a<k>iniatarad at theaa 'Type' inatallatlen* 

Adninintaro« at aaaa tine aa NvaMO IV-»/IV-0 aurvey*. 
turvey* were aikainiatarad at theaa 'Type' inatallatlen 
Type li    utAAMA«, rorta Canpball, Dis, lee«, Jaokaon, «nor, Lewie, Or«, tolk, 1111, dreely, «lohardaon, an« Nainwrlght 
Type 2i    rorta kenning. Iragg, Caraen 
Type Ji    In UIAMDI at Selnhauaen an« Kitiing*-, 
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ANALYSIS 

The mass of data generated during VOLAR was analyzed in a number 

of ways.     In general,   however,   the analyses addressed these questions: 

o   What was  the attitude toward a particular  VOLAR action,   as 

measured by questionnaire or interview? 

o   For what types   of soldiers  did the  VOLAR action have th.-  greatest 

impact? 

o   What was  the relationship between attitudes toward the VOLAR 

action or program,  as portrayed by performance and statistical data? 

o   What was  the  relationship between the impact of the VOLAR 

action and its  cost? 

Attitudinal Data 

The primary question addressed throughout th'j VOLAR test  was that of 

determining which of the various actions had the n.ost positive impact 

on attitudes toward the Army as a whole and on retention.     At the 

same time, other relevant aspects which might bear on the interpre- 

tation of results and on the conclusions to be drawn were also addressed« 
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e.g.,  the effect that demogrephio   difference among posts might have on 

the apparent impact of certain- VOLAR action«. 

The general plan followed by HumRRO in analysing VOLAR-71 

information was to determine how much a criterion,  such as 

reenlistment intention,  was  related to background,  attitudes toward 

the Army,  and to certain experiencsewith the Army,  pavticularly with 

VOLAR innovations.   Information collected on personal morale,  general 

attitudes toward the Aany,   and attitudes toward specific features, 

taken iu conjunction with the background information on the respondents, 

was used to assess the general input of Army life upon men of differing 

backgrounds.     Using the number of favorable responses to 10 questions 

concerned with feelings about the Army,  HumRRO developed a Composite 

Attitude Score as a measure' of general attitude toward the Army. 

Stated reenlistment intent provided a measure of specific attitude. 

The Check Lists provided data concerning specific innovations which, 

in turn,  was analyzed overtime and with each other.     Data analysis 

was done,   for the most part,  in terms of posts,  time of questionnaire 

administration and the characteristics of the respondents themselves. 

In FY 72 SDC made the same type analyses on background characteristics, 

general attitude toward die Army as measured by   a    Composite Attitude 
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Score ,   and  reenliatment intent.    Initial data analyses were made utilizing 

automated statistical analysis program to provide selected seta of 

descriptive  (means,   standard deviation,   frequency counts,  percentages, 

correlation ratios,   etc.)   and sampling (analyses of variance and 

chi-square) parameters.    Significant patterns,   trends,  and relationships 

both among the sets  of questionnaire response data, and between these 

data and those derived from other sources  such as installations - level 

evaluation reports were identified. 

Cost Effectiveness 

A cost effective analysis,  used first by Research Analysis   Corporation 

(RAG) in FY 71 and later by VOLAR-72 installation using the RAG 

approach,  was  conducted on a fixed cost basis to determine how much 

effectiveness  could be achieved in return for a given expenditure 

of resources.     The evaluation of effectiveness was based largely 

on the results  of attitudinal surveys which measured the effect of VOLAR 

actions on stated isenlistment or career intent,   and on the expressed 

degree of soldier satisfaction with different VOLAR items. (See Appendix F). 

The first step in the cost effectiveness analysis was to aggregate project 

costs to a number of assigned VOLAR  categories corresponding to 

the survey instrument.     An "effectiveness score" was then computed 
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for each VOLAR project category by multiplying the satiefaction score by 

the precent improvement «core (or moit important areas for improvement). 

The aggregated costs and effectiveness scores were ranked and 

correlated using the Spearman formula for rank correlation. 

Morale,   Discipline and Performance Data 

Among the measures taken to evaluate the effect of VOLAR was the 

analysis of morale,   discipline,  and performance data.     These included 

not only traditional morale and discipline indicators such as delinquency 

data,  AWOL's,  Article IS's,  courts martial,   and raenlistment and 

retention data,  but also the subjective view of commanders at all levels. 

INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

The key to drawing meaningful conclusions from the mass of data 

generated during VOLAR is in proper interpretation.     Interpretation 

of attitudinal data begins with a review of the survey instrument.    How 

did the questionnaire address the questions to which you are seeking 

answers?    Should one expect systematic differences between sampling 
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result« and the true  population value?     Tins  section will diicuis these 

and other factors one should consider. 

Influencing Factors 

VOLAR was not an "experiment" in the true sense of the word.    Army- 

wide MVA innovations were in effect at all posts.     No or bw cost 

innovations   were being implemented by VOLAR and non-VOLAR 

commanders alike.     The Army was in considerable turmoil.     As 

Vietnam wound down the size of the Army was  reduced.     As efforts 

built to reduce  reliance on the draft,   the Congress  enacted sizeable 

pay increases,   especially at the entry level,   and special pay incentives. 

DA    acted   a» well,   expanding recruiting activities and options and 

raising the quality standards of recruits and careerists.     With the 

imposition of stringent strength ceilings the Army was  forced to involun- 

tarily release tens of thousands of officers and men before their normal 

term of service expired -- —       this in the face of high unemployment. 

Appendix G presents a chronological recap of Army-wide actions thit 

should be considered when interpreting the result*  of attitudinal data 

or the VOLAR program as a whole. 

VOLAR Administration 

Just as with EVATP,   development and implementation of VOLAR 
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required geveral months.     Individual ph.ng were in almoat all cases, 

approved before the effective start data of the program.    In spite of 

this,  however,  procurement of equipment in support of VOLAR experienced 

delays ranging from a few months to almost a year in the case of 

barracks furniture.     Procurement regulations requiring exhaustive 

advertising and bidding procedures added months to the start dates 

of numerous projects.     The FY 72 Barracks Improvement Program, 

though not a VOLAR project,  had received considerable publicity 

beginning early in the fiscal year but by year-end had barely begun. 

Civilian hire required to support a number of VOLAR 

projects was slow.     In the case of some skills such as journeyman 

craftsmen,   medical technicians,   or professionals,   advertising 

procedures were extensive and personnel were difficult and sometimes 

impossible to find. 

To illustrate this problem,  consider Fort Rilay,   a fairly typical 

installation,in the implementation of their VOLAR program.    At the 

end of the first quarter of FY 72 only 13% of their original 56 

projects were on-going or completed, in the second quarter 33% were 

completed,  21% in the third quarter,  and 20% in the fourth quarter. 

At the end of FY 72 eight projects had net been completed. 
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Statistical Methodology 

The mean rating was perhaps the most used statistic for characterising 

or summarising the  responses made by survey respondents.     The ranges 

of the rating scales were very small (generally 3 or 5 points),  while 

the mean rating differences derived from them were even smaller. 

To spread them out,   therefore,   they were generally rank ordered. 

Three precautions  must be observed when interpreting such ranks : 

(1)    while the highest and the lowest ranks are usually trustworthy, 

"anks in the middle are not;   (2)    the highest and lowest ranks are 

relative positions and do not necessarily correspond to the highest or 

the lowest or any other possible rating on the rating scale; and (3) 

ranks show nothing about the absolute value of the mean rating. 

A final note should be made about "significance".     Contractors and some 

installations have been very careful to report the extent to which an 

observed difference between two measures  represents a real difference, 

that is,   one not due to sampling error.     While a difference,   may be 

atatiatically significant,  however,  it may not be significant in the 

pr^ct^cal sense.     In addition,   when a difference is not  identified as 

statistically significant,   no real difference may,   in tact,   exist. 
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Post Compwi''   ..j « 

Both HumRRO in FY 71 and FY 72 report considerable differences 

among VOLAR and non-VOLAR samples In terms  of many of the demo- 

graphic characteristics  of the questionnaire respondents.     HumRRO 

concludes that comparisons can not be made between posts using data   ■ 

developed unless all appropriate statistical compensations kre made for 

such differences.     SDC expresses a similar warning, suggesting that the 

differences in demographic characteristics could,   in a large measure, 

account for or obscure differences in attitudes toward the Army and in 

VOLAR action effects.     The message is clear -• Installations should not 

be compared with other installations.     This is especially true of re- 

enlistment intention or even actual reenlistment data because of 

compensations which must bo made for age,   race,   region of origin, 

marital status,  education and the like.    On the other hand,  there are 

less likely to be demographic changes within a post over time and 

observed changes are more likely to be attributable to factors within 

the post and r«lst&ble to VOLAR activities. 

VOLAR-72 Questionnaire Format 

The VOLAR-72 questionnaire addressed 88 different items in this 

manner:    "Have you noticed a change?   If so,  do you think it is a good 

thing?    Would it affect your plans to rednliit or leave the Army?" 
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Seemingly Illogical conclusion! could result if the interpreter of the data 

fails to consider these factors in. actions wherein changes were noted. 

o   Changes in one area may have resulted in changes in another area 

but the cause of these latter changes had been erroneously credited 

by the respondent. 

o   Changes were assumed to have been made because the item 

appeared in the questionnaire,   the change     occured    at another post, 

or because of publicity. 

o   The change noted had in fact occurred but was not due to a 

VOLAR action or was funded from other sources and therefore not 

identified in VOLAR actions listings. 

o   The change referenced by the respondent was  that experienced 

in transferring from one post to another. 

Negative responses to actions that should logically have favorable results 

might have these possible explanations; 

o   Actions might have been taken only in selected units with 

resultant dissatisfaction in unsupported units. 

o   An action was implemented and subsequently curtailed or dis- 

continued. 

o   An action,  while in a favorable direction ,    was less than expected 

o   An action,  while good in and of itself,   may have bad consequences. 

Relief from KP,  for example,   may not be favorably received if the 

soldier is not employed in meaningful training or work, 
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SHORTCOMINGS 

The U.S. Army Audit Agency (USAAA),   in response to a request from 

SAMVA,   conducted a review of VOLAR evaluation procedures.     Their 

findings   with some explanatory comments are helpful in interpreting the 

present findings and as an aid   in extending and refining future MVA 

evaluation efforts. 

Installation Level Evaluation 

Shortcomings were noted in five general areas: 

o   Reports were not uniform in general content or presentation. 

The installation evaluation,   however,  was purposely decentralized    to 

serve the needs of DA and those of the installation commander.     A 

lack of     uniformity did not,   in itself,  degrade the effectiveness 

of the  installation evaluation. 

o   More elaboration in discussion form of the statistical   data was 

needed. 

o Questionnaires were not uniform in general content,   presentation 

or wording .    Somewhat greater questionnaire refinement would have been 

beneficial if time had permitted.     A highly structured,   centralized 

questionnaire,  however,   would not have provided the installation 

commander the necessary degree of focus. 

o Multiple attitude questionnaires administered at the same 

installation had considerable duplication of Questions,   and oueitiona 
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addretttng th« ■»me araai  of   iniereav       ro not comomtlble 

in compotitlon or «tructure.     Complementary studies were, 

however,  being conducted in parrallel,  each employing questionnaires 

designed to best serve the objectives of that particular study.     Since 

similar areas were being addressed,   similar supporting data such as 

demographic characteristics,   attitudes and action effects were   required. 

o   Statistical treatment and reporting was not uniform, 

nor was it to be expected with the varying capabilities which 

existed at the installations.     The major emphasis by 

the  installations should have been placed upon Interpretation rather than 

the  development   of fancy analysis  techniques. 

Contractor Evaluation 

Shortcomings were noted in these areas: 

o  Report did not correlate attitudes to specific prolects.     Prior 

existing conditions and need« were sufficiently different among the variety 

of installations that        Army-wide conclusions or recommendations 

must address a general type of action rather than a specific project, 

o   Not all action categories were addressed by the aufstioi-malre 

items.     This should be the subject of any future refinement in the 

questionnaire. 
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o    The appraisal of the impact, of mujor actions,   such an civilian 

KP.   was  based on rcsponsns  to a aintile aufistion.   althoujh several 

different actions  mav have been  imr.lemcnttid in the arc?   referencttl. 

The desirability of a larger number of questions must,   by necessity, 

be balanced by the practical size of the survey instrument.     In most 

cases focus had to be on the  relative effect of types  of actions with 

supplemental information dnl*ived from the installation reports. 

O    Responses to questionnaire  Items  resulted in some  seemingly 

illoKical  results.     Overall action effects should have been, and in moet 

case    were,  explained.     Installation-level detail should be interpreted 

in light of what was  discussed above under VOLAR- 72 Questionnaire 

Format. 

o    Scoring and altitude computations on individual questions should 

be limited to those installations that  had VOLAR actions  in effect. 

The multitude of action categories,   changes implemented independent of 

the VOLAR program and the possibility of spill-ovor   ruled against such 

an approach. 
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CHAPTER  3 

* 
ATTITUDES 

This Chapter will ■ummarise VOLAR-71 and 72 finding» which datcribe 

the VOLAR participant,  hi« attitude» toward the Army and the VOLAR 

program,  and areas of significant differences in his attitudes and 

those of non-VOLAR groups studied.    It will also discuss trends in 

these attitudes over time.     Finally it will discuss some of the more 

common characteristics  of men staying in the Army. 

BACKGROUND DATA 

Information collected on the respondent's background    was used in 

analysing their attitudes and reactions to innovations.    Age,  rank, 

and length of service,    for example,  can be expected to influence 

reactions to innovations. 

Enlisted Personnel 

There are differences in the backgrounds of enlisted men in the 

permanent party at VOLAR and non-VOLAR installations in both 

FY 71 and FY 72. 

Aye.     The VOLAR and non-VOLAR survey respondent in FY 71 wai 

generally younger than the FY 72 respondent,  perhaps because of 

the FY 72 early release program.     In FY 71  the average VOLAR 

«6ee Tsble 16 (p. 127) Suawsry of Attitudes Toward the Any 
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participant at 23.1 years of ag»   was  s' .    !y younger than hit Army- 

wide counterpart (49.2% of the men were 22 years old or younger versus 

50.5%).    la FY 72,  the   «m-VOLAR enUsted group also had a higher 

average age (25.8 versus 24.4 years).  Average age at the posts 

varied from less than 22 years at Fort Polk to over 28 years at 

Fort Sill, both in FY 72. 

Grade.    The average grade for both VOLAR and non-VOLAR samples 

in both FY 71 and FY 72 was between E4 and E5.    The FY 71 Army- 

wide and FY 72 VOLAR groups were slightly junior to their opposites. 

Average grade varied from 2.4 at Fort Dix to 5.3 at Fort Sill during 

different survey administration in FY 72. 

Time |j Armv.    The percentage of men with less than two years 

of service   held fairly constantly at VOLAR-71 and yOLAR-72 posts drifting 

slightly from 55 to 53%.    The Armywide sample,  on the other hand, 

dropped drastically from over 60 to 39%.    Individual posts vary from 

a high of 96% at Fort Benning to 22% at Fort Sill,  both during the June 

1972 survey administration. 

Race.    The overall racial mix shifted slightly between FY 71 and 

FY 72 with a small increase in the percentage on non-whites.    VOLAR 

posts,   on the average, had 2-3% more  non-whites than the Army-wide 

sample.    The racial mix varied considerally between VOLAR poets 

from 13% non-whiteiat Fort Greely to 41% at Fort Dix,  in different 

FY 72 survey administration 
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Marital Statu«.     The percentage of married • oldie re changed 

■lightly from FY 71 to FY 72,  decreasing lor VOLAB »an- 4ee <57 to 50%) 

and increaeing for the non-VOLAR •ample (49 to 56%).    Individu»! 

■ample marital rate»  ranged from 27% at Fort DU to 69% at 

Fort Sill,  both in FY 72. 

Education.    HuznRRO did not present FY 71 data on the avenge 

education level.    The SOC FY 72 data, however,  ■hoe« equal average 

educational   attainment between VOLAR and non-VOLAR samples. 

Individual installation samples, however,  ranged from 11.4 years et 

Kitzingen to 15.0 years at Fort Banning. 

In summary this can be said about the background characteristics of 

enlisted permanent party personnel sampled during FY 71 and FY 72. 

o   In background characteristic, the enlisted samples drawn 

from one installation varied only slightly during FY 71.    In FY 72 

several of the posts show marked changes from one survey period 

to another,  possibly due to sampling procedures    changed to include 

designated VOLAR follow-up personnel or mission changes. 

o   Pest samples differ considerably from one another in demographic 

characteristics.     These pronounced differnees preclude poet comparisons 

until appropriate statistical compensations aie    made. 
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o   In both FY 71 and FY  72 the V U.AR tampUs war« g«n«raUy 

youngar than fh« Army-wide «ample.    In FY 71,  however,  the VOLAR 

eamples were generally slightly more senior in grade.had a greater 

percentage under two years of service,  and more likely to be married 

than the Army-wide sample.    In FY 72 the VOLAR «ample was slightly more 

junior.had a considerably greater percentage of men with lass than two 

years of service,  and less likely to be married than the Army-wide 

sample, 

o   The FY 72 the characteristic of the survey samples generally 

parallel those of U.S.  servicemen as reported in "Profile of the 

U.S.  Serviceman",  dated 23 June 1971,  in terms  of age,  percent 

married,   education level,   etc.     However,  the percentage of enlisted 

men who had completed high school was somewhat lower.    Generalisation 

of the VOLAR findings, is there/ore appropriate. 

o    The observed differences between groups and the changes of 

groups    over time may obscure real difference in attitudes and in 

reaction to VOLAR actions or they may account for certain observed 

differences and apparent change.     To partially compensate for the 

compounding effect of these demographic differences,  the nurvey 

samples were further partitioned into under-two and over-two years 

service length groups in the analysis of attitudes and action effects. 
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In many d the background characteriftict th« VOLAR aampl« of otfictn 

in both FY 71 and FY 72 differ eonaiderebly from those of the Army-wide 

sample.    The VOLAR sample is younger by approximately two years, of 

junior rank with 14-21% more company grade officers, has a lower 

proportion of married men by 6 to 8%,  and has an 8 to 10% greater 

number of obligated tour officers.     These differences are not surprising 

considering the nature of the posts involved in the VOLAR sample. 

As with the enlisted samples» post samplss differ considerably in 

demographic characteristics.     For example,  FY 72 post samples 

varied in average age from slightly over 25 at Kitsingen to almost 

33 in USARHAW.       The percentage of company grade officers varied 

from over 93% at Kitzingen to <.5% in USARHAW,  both in FY 72. 

Service length and tour status varied timiliarly. Marital statvs 

varied from 58% at Fort Polk to 100% at Fort Carson,  both in FY 72. 

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE ARMY 

Three primary measures of attitudes were employed in the analysis 

of questionnaire responses: Composite Attitude Scores basod on th« 

percentage of positive responses to selected attitude items; expressed 
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r««aU«tm«nt Intent: and changeg in opinion of th« Army.     This toctioo 

diaetMfOf this analysis, which,  whan conaidarad in conjunction with 

the background information,   over time and batwaan groups,  can ba 

used to assas the general impact of Army Ufa and tha VOLAH program 
■ e a 

upon man of differing background«. 

General Attitude 

Whan the intercorrelation of a set of related attitude questiona will 

allow it,  it is generally more convenient and more meaningful to 

summarize the responses made to them in the form of a more general 

attitude score.    A smoewhat general measure of attitude waa obtained 

in this way for both the enlisted men and the officers t      A composite 

attitude score.    In FY 71 a sat of 10 (9 for officers) anri in FY 72 

a sat of 19 items concerned specifically with attitudes towards various 

features of Army life were combined into a measure of general attttuda 

toward the Army . These composite scores together with maaaures 

of career intention were then used as primary indicatora in aummarising 

analytical findings. 

Overall,  tha moot favorable attltudea are held by oülcava is tha ov«t» 

two years service group,  followed by the enlisted orer-two,  officav 

undar-two,  and enlisted under-two groups. 
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In terms  of VOLAR/non-VOL.u-   civip..        is,  the attitudes  of enlisted 

men in the VOLAR-72 under-twc group were significantly more positive 

averaging 3% higher in composite attitude scores,  than those of the 

comparable non-VOLAR group.     For the other officer and enlisted 

groups there were no significant differences between the VOLAR and npn- 

VOLAR sets.    Attitudes toward the Army are only slightly better in 

the VOLAR-71 sample than in the Army-wide sample. 

There were considerable differences among the VOLAR posts«  in 

boat FY 71 and 72 in the attitude of their enlisted personnel. 

While the composite attitude score for the VOLAR-71 sample was 57%, 

the interpost range was from 48 to 59%.     The VOLAR-72 under-two 

group as a whole averages 44% with an Interpost range from 30 to 60%; for 

the over-two group,   the average is 65% with a range from 48 to 73%. 

While there were changes in the attitudes of enlisted personnel at 

several of the posts,  the relatively ranking of the posts on the basis 

of composite attitude scores  remained relatively stable both in FY 71 

and FY 72. 

Analysis of responses to individual attitude items provided additional 

information bearing on major survey group attitudes and associated 

trends.    Item responses of particular note include the following: 
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0    Only approximately 40% of the enlieted aamplc    likes being in 

the Army.    Among the under-two year group this figure drops to less 

than 11%.    Both enlisted and officer samples, however, are becoming 

Increasingly positive. 

e   Only slightly more than 40% of the VOLAR and non-VOLAR 

FY 72 enlisted samples feel their jobs are interesting and less than 

49% feel their jobs challenging.    Over 77%,  however,   feel their jobs 

are important. 

o   Approximately 35% of the enlisted and 50% of the officer FY 72 

respondents  (both VOLAR and non-VOLAR) indicate that the Army is 

getting too soft,  with marked differences between the over-two 

(55%) and under-two (15%).    However,  the general consensus of opinion 

as expreesed in the VOLAR installation-level evaluation reports is that 

VOLAR responses are not attributable to MVA or VOLAR programs per se. 

but rather to differences between expectations based on prior 

experiencee and current realities. 

Career Intent 

The categories of the predictor variables combine in approximately 

the same way for both Composite Attitude Score and Reenlistment 

Intention based on regression analyses on the entire sample, 

and show essentially equivalent correlations with them.     Those posts 
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which rank   highest in compo.siic {«ttitt.ti<    •   i res of the undcr-two 

group also tend to rank highest in reenlittment intent. 

The data on reenlittment   Intention   ii «umxnariced in Table 9 

for the FY 71 and FY 72 VOLAR and Army-wide (non-VOLAR) samplea. 

for men anawering Y^e  or Not Sure to the eurvey question on reenlistment. 

Taking the March 1971 Army-wide figaree at etandard,   the overall 

reenlistment intention of VOLAR personnel in both the under-two 

and over-two years service groups was below standard.     Only one 

post group,  the Fort Ord over-two,  was above the March 1971 sample. 

By June 1971 the under-two and by December 1971 the over-two year 

groups had reached or exceeded the March 1971 standard.    Note, 

however,  that differences in reenlistments intent between a poet and 

the Army-wide standard reflecti  only the special selection of men 

at that post.    HumRRO clearly points out that in the FY 71 data, 

when the background characteristics of men at different posts was 

controlled,  there were no significant differences in attitudes on 

reenlistment intent either across posts or between nominally 

experimental and control posts. 
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Th« reenlUtment Intent of enlisted pamormel in the under-two years 

service group st VOLAR-72 posts is significantly greater than at the 

non-VOLAR posts,  and even higher for the VOLAR-71 posts.     As shown 

in Figure     1, comparison of trends from February 1971 to March 

1972 shows a significant increase In reenlistment intent (based on the 

percentages of "stay" plus  "uncertain" responses) on the part of the 

under-two group for VOLAB-71,  VOLAR-72 and non-VOLAR or Army- 

wide groupings.    The over-two years service groups show a sUght 

upward  trend in reenlistment intent with no major differences among 

the three by-post groupings. 

The data on Career Intention for officer personnel is summariaed 

In Table   10. Overall,   the Army.wide and VOLAR samples 

are In essential agreement about their plans for the future.     There 

are no major differences among the VOLAR-71,  VOLAR-72 and non- 

VOLAR Army-wide groups «a Figure   2   shows,  although officers 

In the Voluntary Indefinite/Regular Army (VI/RA) group shows a 

slight upward trend overthe February 1971 to March 1972 period. 
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Opinior  ol the      'i-.y 

Change« in opinion of the Army (Figure 3   ) ahow a •igniftcentupward 

trend for both VOLAB  and non-VOLAR enlieted personnel in the under- 

two year« service group,but with the VOLAR-72  group being higher than 

non-VOLAR group and the VOLAR-71 group being oven higher.     For 

the over-two year* enlisted troup,  there has been a slight decrease in 

opinion of the Army with no major differences among the three by- 

post groupings. 

Reenlistment Intent versus Behavior 

Included in the HumRRO study effort was an analysis of the reenlistment 

intentions of enlisted men as expressed on the VOLAR IV-E 

questionnaire and actual reenlistment action taken pxior to 29 February 

1972. 

Table   11     shows that expressed reenlistment intent is a reasonable,  but 

not uniformly,   accurate predicator of later reenlistment action,   at 

least within a year of such action.     Within the limits  of very small 

obligated tour officer samples,  the rate of favorable action at each 

level of intention is the same for obligated tour officer and for enlisted 

men.     This apparent relationship may have important implications for the 

determination of future manpower need* of the Army. 
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Table 11 
Action Taken,   by Responeee to 

Reenlistment Question on VOLAR IV-E 

Action Taken 
• 

Over 5   '        Interpost 
Pests                   Range 

1%)                   r*» 

"No" Response 

Re enlisted 
Left Army 

?.2            ».?-4.4, . 
96.8              98.1-95.6 

"Not Sure" Response 

Reenlisted 
Left Army 

'Yes" Response 

Reenlisted 
Left Army 

ZL1 
62.9 

81.3 
18.7 

19.2-50.0 
80. 8-50. 0 

36.5-12.1 

Trainee Attitudes 

The HumRRO  comparitive study of Fort Ord VOLAR and Fort Jackaon 

VOLAR-control trainees in FY 71 produced some interesiing findings. 

The longitudinal analysis of men as they progressed through training 

produced the finding  of perhaps of greatest importance: most attitudes 

toward the Army deteriorate over the 16 weeks of training,  although 

reenUstment intention appears to change less than the others. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL PROFILE  ON REENLISTEE 

Simple analyses chowed that the attitude!measured «ere all strongly 

related to such background characteristics as age,   grade,  time in 

the Army,   race,   marital status,   region of origin and education. 

Several VOLAR-72 installation attempted to correlate certain attitude 

and background characteristics with reenlistment decisions.   HumRRO 

did the same with expressed intent.     This  section will attempt to 

consolidate some of these findings. 

HumRRO analyses of the multiple regression of reenlistment intent 

upon the various background characteristics and certain of their 

interaction showed reenlistment intention to be significantly influenced 

by the following background  characteristics,   in the  order listed below. 

Explanatory comments by VOLAR-72 installations are also included. 

o    Time in Armv. 

o    Draft Motivation.     ("Do you think you would have come into 

military service even if there had not been a draff").     Fort Lewis 

suggests that the draft had a negative effect on reenlistment intention 

among enlisted personnel in either case. 

o    fiace by Region of Origin.     Overall,   blacks show a higher re- 

enlistment intention then whites,   although the difference between them 

varies from one part of the  country to another.     Fort Benning and 

Fort Knox report similar findings. 
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o    Njimber of Dependent!.    Marrica soldiers are decidely more 

apt to stay in the Army.     Both Fort Benning and Fort Knox suggest 

that the rednlistment decision is predicated on the presence of family 

responsibilities.     Fort Ord indicates that career intentions and overall 

career satisfaction are more closely associated with family life 

satisfaction than any other variable. 

o   Grade. 

o    Grade bv Education.     Fort Benning iu*> . atee that an attraction 

to service does exist for soldiers who are mentally well qualified. 

Fort Polk reports that the soldiers with a high school education are less 

likely to leave the service than either their contemporaries without 

a high school education or those with a college degree.    As is in- 

dicated above,  however,  increasing time in the Army is more closely 

correlated to intent than is education. 

o    Race bv Education. 

A separate regression analysis of the data from men with two years 

of service or less showed the best predicators of reenlistment 

intention for them to be, in the order listed: 

o   Draft Motivation 

o   Race    by Region of Origin 
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o    Education 

o    Number ai Dependent« 

while the best predictors  of reenlistment intention for men with more 

then two years of service,   also in the order listed,  were: 

o    Time in Army 

o    Draft Motivation 

o   Grade 

o   Marital Status 

None of these regression analyses accounted for much more than 

one third of the observed variation in reenlistment intention,   ncr 

was Posts a significant variable influencing reenlistment intention. 

In all analyses,   the differences  in reenlistment intention among 

posts disappear when they are adjusted for the differences in the 

background characteristics  of the men assigned to the permanent 

party at the various posts. 

Installation evaluations suggest some other interesting factors which 

bear on reenlistment intention.     Fort Lewis indicates that among first 

termers,   most positive decisions to reenlist are made while in a 

permanent party status.     Fort Bragg adds that after this decision has 

been made,  the individual has  substantially made a career decision. 
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Fort Dix indicates that Home/Peer and Wives attitudes correlat 

highly with reenlistment intent and suggest the probable utility of 

a public relations effort aimed specifically at parents of first termers 

in yielding additional reenlistments. 

Fort Benning indicates that a soldier not working in his MOS was. 

considerably less likely to reenlist than a soldier who was.     The 

key point,  Fort Benning adds,  for both the reenlisting and separating 

groups of soldiers is that they eniov what thev are assigned to do 

and the nature of what they are doing is usefu^ to themselves and/or 

their organizations. 

ATTITUDES TOWARD VOLAR PROGRAM 

To address overall reaction to the MVA and VOLAR programs,   each of 

the VOLAR-72 post and the SDC evaluation reports was reviewed to 

develop a consensus of findings  concerning attitudes of soldiers as 

determined by surveys in depth interviews,   observations,  and analyses. 

The resulting findings are summarised below. 

With few exceptions, the installation-level findings indicate a favorable 

reaction m the part of the target population. Over time, the response 

has become more favorable.     Resistance to the program has not materialized 
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to My tubstantial degree; very few adverse effects on morale and 

mission performance are reported with the benefits generally far 

•xceeding any undesirable side effects.    Some installations  found 

the response to the overall program tb be nwst favorable among the 

more Junior personnel while others found the most favorable attitudes 

among senior personnel.     The interviews showed a more definite 

positive attitude toward the program among those reenlisting than 

those separating. 

A number of reservations  and qualifications tend to condition the degree 

of overall favorable response.     There appears to be an apparent continuing 

lack of understanding of MVA programs,  plans,   and objectives among 

portions of the target population.     Delays in actual project implementation 

challenged the Army's credibility.     Soldiers were critical that monies 

had frequently been allocated to seemingly trivial or low-priority areas. 

Finally»   certain changes which individual installations felt were important 

to their program and which would have a major impact if implemented 

were not within the province of local commanders. 

An interesting note from virtually all evaluations sourcee is  that many 

changes which have contributed most significantly to the overall 
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favorable attitude toward the  VOLAK p-   .i-*m have been centered in 

the no or low cost policy and procedures areas. 
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* 
CHAPTER   4 

VOLAR ACTION EFFECTS 

Certain MVA actions were Implemented on an Army-wide basis 

as early as December 1970.     In January 1971    Project VOLAR 

began with a number of VOLAR actions implemented on a post-    • 

wide basis at one or more of  the VOLAR installations.     In some 

instances,  the action represented a major change in operating 

concept,  such as hiring civilian KP's.    In other cases,   the 

action reflected an added emphasis within existing policy, such 

as  concentrating resources on repair and maintenance of troop 

barracks    or improved and expanded avocational and recreational 

special services programs.     This chapter will summarize the 

results of   the various analysis efforts directed toward identify- 

ing those ar-tions which had the most positive effects on atti- 

tudes and on retention. 

METHODOLOGY 

The FY71 HumRRO and FV72 SDC evaluations used different analysis 

techniques in assessing the effect of VOLAR actions. 

HumRRO 

HumRRO evaluated Innovations  in terms of: 

o The personal importance to the respondents of objects 

of potential innovation  (Check List 1).    An item judged as 

having relatively little personal importance is necessarily 

«6ee Table 17 (p. 128) Summary of General Effsots on VOLAR Aetlona 
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limited in its effectiveness as an object of innovation. 

o T^ie respondent's estimate of his current or expected 

chances of finding these and other items in the Army (Check 

List 2).  Even an item judged as very important may not be an 

appropriate object of innovation unless it is, in addition, 

not easily found in the Army. 

0 The respondent's awareness of any innovation actually 

made, or actions tak »r by the Army in respect to these objects 

of potential innovations (Check List 3). This serves as a 

measure of the extent to which an action has impacted on the 

target population and as a basis for comparing relative aware- 

ness between different samples.  Whether an item is judged 

important or not, an innovation focused upon that item can be 

considered only latently effective if the men concerned do not 

perceive that someone in the Army is doing something about it. 

o The influence that each object of innovation would have 

on the respondent's decision either to reenlist or leave the 

Army (Check List 4). It serves as a primary indicator of those 

actions having the most and least positive effects on retention. 

Any item that influences numbers of respondents either to 

reenlist or to leave the Army needs to be considered as a potential 

object of innovation. 

SDC 

SDC evaluated innovations in terms of the respondent's 

awareness of any change noted in a particular area, the 
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respondent's perception of the change as either good» bad, or 

neither, and the effect of the change on the respondent's 
i 

intention to remain in the Army at the end of his present 

tour. From these responses SDC developed four indices to 

assess the relative effect of specific types of actions: 

o Percent Noticing Change, which approximates HumRRO 

Check List 3. 

o Overall Effect, which represents the average effect 

value for all responses to that item. The effect value 

associated with each response combination ranged from 1 for 

bad/leave to 5 for good/stay. 

o Percent "Good"Reaction, which serves as a basis for 

more definitive consideration of effects in terms of positive 

contribution to attitude. 

o Percent "Stay"Effect, which approximates HumRRO Check 

List 4 and serves as a primary indicator of those actions 

having the most positive effects on retention. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The great mass of data generated during VOLAR prevents a detailed 

summarization of the findings. This section will, however, 

attempt to synthesize the findings of HumRRO, SDC and the 

installations using these criterion: the most positive areas 

of MVA and VOLAR action, areas of least importance or overall 

effect, and areas requiring special emphasis. The section 
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will conclude with a discussion of special study area findings, 

results pf the various cost-effectiveness analyses, and trends 

of various morale, discipline and performance indicators. 

Findings will generally be discussed in terms of enlisted 

personnel and, when retention effects are discussed, in terms 

of enlisted personnel under two years of service. Officer 

findings, as well as findings from RAC and other source^ will 

be discussed in context. A more complete presentation of 

contract findings can be found in Appendix H. 

Most Positive Areas 

This subsection will summarize results of the HumRRO Importance 

Check List 1, the SDC Overall Effect Index, and HumRRO Retention 

Check List 4 and SDC Percent Stay Index analyses identifying 

those actions or potential innovations which are personally 

important to the soldier or which have the most positive effects 

on his attitude and retention. 

Four areas are consistently ranked most important and offer the 

greatest and most consistent influences on satisfaction with 

the Army: 

Civilian KP 

Barracks Privacy 

Medical and Dental care 

Chance to Plan Own Future 

In these areas (except for Barracks Privacy where no specific 
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survey question was asked In Fy72)  there is a generally 

Increasing high percentage of both VOLAR-72 and Army-wide 

survey respondents noticing positive change.    It is interesting 

to note that of the 4 items-, medical and dental care is the only 

area wl »re significantly more VOLAR-72 respondents note change 

than do Army-wide respondents.    The Army-wide sample is more 

aware of positive change in the civilian KP area, perhaps in 

anticipation of the Army-wide program to civilianize KP. 

Four areas show increasing importance from FY71 to FY72: 

Educational Development 

Opportunity for Travel and Experience 

Chance to be Own Boss 

Choice of Job Location 

There is a high but fairly constant percentage of both VOLAR-72 

and Army-wide survey respondents noticing positive change. 

Opportunity for Travel and Experience jumped from one of the 

10 least important in both VOLAR-71 and Army-wide groups  to 

among the 5 most important in VOLAR-72 and Army-wide groups. 

Several areati, though still highly ranked, show a decrease 

in relative importance from FY71 to FY72, possibly due to a 

change in the background characteristics of the respondents 
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(VOLAR-72  respondents were generally younger)   or an 

increasing awareness of Army efforts.    These areas were: 

Treated as  a Responsible Person 

Fair Treatment on the Job 

Treated with Respect 

Interesting and Satisfying Work 

Earnings or Job Security 

Good Family Life 

Food Quality and Convenience 

Among the VOLAR respondents there was increasing awareness 

of positive  change  throughout FY72  in Fair Treatment on the Job 

and Good Family Life.     Responses of VOLAR and Army-wide 

samples were in close agreement,  except for two areas where 

VOLAR respondents observed more positive change than their 

Army-wide  contemporaries:    Treated with Respect and Food 

Quality and Convenience.    The latter change can probably be 

attributed to local VOLAR innovations. 

In addition to actions  ranked as most personally important, 

those which influence  a man to reenlist must also be considered 

as potential objects of innovation.     Those programs from the 

HumRRO,  SDC»and installation reports which showed the greatest 

and most consistent inducements  for increasing enlistments among 

VOLAR and Army-wide  samples in both FY71 and FY72 were: 
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Stabilized Tours 

i Retirement Benefits 

Those showing Increasing Importance from FY71 to FY72 as 

reenllstment Incentives were: 

Education Programs 

Specialized MOS Training 

Choice of Job Location 

Money Opportunities 

Reenllstment Bonus 

Opportunity for Travel and Experience 

Chance to Plan Own Future 

Chance to Serve Country 

Of these, Education Programs and Reenlistment Bonus were 

ranked among the top 10 incentives at VOLAR-72 Installations 

only.  In addition. Chance to Serve Country, while ranked 

highly by all enlisted personnel was ranked lower by under-two 

year personnel. 

Reenllstment in Unit of Choice showed decreasing relative 

importance among both VOLAR and Army-wide personnel. 

Several action which were identified as having the most 

influence on VOLAR-71 respondents to reenlist were not 

included in the FY72 questionnaire. These are, nonetheless, 
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program« f.»ich appear to have excellent potential but deserve 

additional atudy by attitudinal survey and/or other method«. 

Retraining in MOS of Choice 

Resign on 30 Days Notioe 

Excra Leave as Reenllatment Bonus 

Promotion as Reenllatment Bonu« 

Weekend« and Holiday« Not Charged a« Leave 

Better Education for Dependent« 

Shorter Reenlietment Term« 

Of these. Resign on 30 Day a Notice was ranked first overall 

by VOLAR-71 under-two year «nil«ted personnel. 

Tho«e action« having the greatest importance or most positive 

effects on the soldiers'  attitude and retention are summarized 

in Table 12. 
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Table 12 

Most Positive Areas 

Professionalism 

Most Positive Areas C 

Personal      Retentio: 
Importance       Effect 

Civilian KP X 
Educational Development 

Education Programs X x 
Specialized MOS Training X 
Retraining in MOS of Choice X 

Job Assignment 
Choice of Job Location X        X 
Stabilized Tour X 
Reenlistment in Unit of Choice X 
Shorter Reenlistment Terms X 
Resign Enlistment on 30 Days Notice X 
Chance to Serve Country 

Leadership and Supervision 
Treated as Responsible Person x 
Fair Treatment on Job X 
Treated with Respect X 
Commander's Open Door Policy x 

Work Conditions 
Interesting and Satisfying Work 
Chance to be Own Boss X 
Chance to Plan Own Future X X 
Chance to be of Service to Country 

Army Life 

Barracks Privacy X 
Post Services 

Medical and Dental Care X 
Food Quality and Convenience X 
Better Education for Dependents X 

Pay and Benefits 
Earnings or Job Security X 
Money Opportunities X        X 
Retirement Benefits X        X 
Reenlistment Bonus X 
Extra Leave as Reenlistment. Bonus X 
Promotion as Reenlistment Bonus X 
Opportunity for Travel and Experience        x        X 
Weekends and Holidays not Charged as Leave X 

Good Family Life X 
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Least Important Areas 

An itMi judged as having relatively little personal importance is 

necessarily limited in its effectiveness as an object of innovation. 

The DA level evaluation considered the personal importance criteria 

in FY71 only.    Nine items were ranked by VOLAR-71 and Army-wide 

enlisted samples as items of relatively little personal importance. 

Six of these same items were also ranked low by both officer 

samples.    A complete list of these items is presented in Table 13. 

Table 13 

Least Important Areas in FY71 

Enlisted Personnel Officer Personnel 
VOLAR Army-Wide VOLAR Army-Wide 

Bus Transportation X      X      X      X 
Social Life X      X      X      X 
Free Personal Services X      X      X      X 
Chance to Play Sports X      X 
Opportunity for Travel X      X 

and Experience 
On-post Entertainment X      X      X      X 
Money Problem Counseling X      X      X      X 
Freedom from Physical Danger X      X 
Time Off For Overtime X      X      X      X 
Place to Get Together With Friends X 
Free Job Training XXX 
Discount Stores On-Post X      X 
Legal Counsel X      X 
Someone to Talk Over Problems With X      X 
Regular Work Hours X 

The VOLAR-72 installation evaluations illustrate an important factor 

in utilising such data. Three of these least important items were 

actually rated most important by certain VOLAR-72 installations. 
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Fort Jackson and Fort Riley survey respondents both rated 

Bus Transportation as one of their installations' most 

important projects. Forts Hood« Jackson, Polk and Riley 

each rated Special Service activities, to include recreation 

facilities, as areas of most importance to their particular 

post population. Opportunity for Travel and Experience 

jumped all the way from an item of least importance in FYTl 

to one of most importance in Fy72. The point illustrated above 

is simply this: General guidelines may be developed and applied 

as Army-wide policy, but each installation presents a unique 

set of circumstances and an environment which dictates that 

programming and management decisions must be accomplished at 

that level to accommodate installation-specific strengths and 

weaknesses. 

Areas Requiring Special Emphasis 

Any item that influences numbers of soldiers to leave the Army 

needs to be considered as a potential—and indeed urgent—object 

Of innovation. This subsection discusses two such analyses: 

HumRRO's Reenlistment Checklist 4, which identifies items 

influencing a soldier to leave the Army, and items which rank 

low on SDC's Overall Effect and Percent Stay indices. 

Four areas are the greatest and most consistently ranked 

inducements against reenlisting by enlisted personnel with 

less than two years service: 
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Barracks Conditions 

Public Rsaction to the Military 

Nay Rules are Stated and Enforced 

Food Service (Quality) 

Junior officers consistently chose two areas which detracted 

from their continued service: Public Reaction and the Risk 

of Physical Danger. 

Two other items increased in rank from FY71 to Py72 and are now 

among the ten greatest deterrents against staying in the Army, 

PX/Ccmmissary Prices 

Post Entartslnmnt 

Junior officers agreed on PX/Commissary Prices and added Bachelor 

Officer Quarters Conditions. 

Three items have declined somewhat but are still a strong influence 

on leaving: 

Amount of Overtime Required 

Amount of Evening and Weekend Duty 

Action on Complaints 

Junior officers voiced similar concerns on the Amounts of 

Overtime Required and Evening and Weekend Duty. 
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On«   itM  «•■        not included in the FY71 questionnaire but 

in FY72 ranked in the top 10 as inducements against reenlisting: 

Waiting in Lines 

Junior   officers   «grood   on   laundronat,    and   additionally   citad 

Personal   Property   Safety   and    Officer   Clubs. 

Junior enlisted personnel appear to be relatively more pleased 

with three items which in FY71 were ranked as deterrentst 

Money Opportunities 

Family Life 

Mickey Mouse 

Money Opportunities jumped all the way from the 6th greatest 

inducement against reenlistment to the 8th greatest inducement 

for reenlistment. Junior officers agreed with improvements 

concerning Mickey Mouse and also noted improvements in the Way 

Rules are Stated and Enforced (which remained a major irritant 

for enlisted personnel), Choice of Job Assignment, and 

Opportunity to Speak and Be Heard. 
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Th« SDC "Overall Eff«ct" ranking Hat contalnad thrae 

itana with a aignlfioant nunbar of nagativa ehangaa eauaing 

anliatad raapondanta to laava and not includad 

above: 

Amount of Discrimination 

How Inspection Results are Used 

How Inspections are Scheduled and Accomplished 

Officers noted four areas not previously mentionedt Job 

Security, Career Counseling, Promotion and Advancement 

Opportunity and Having Respect for Supervisors. 

Areas requiring special emphasis are summarised in Table 14. 
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Table 14 

Areas Requiring Special Emphaaia 

EM Leas Than    Junior 
Two Yeara Service  Officers 

Professionalism 

Leadership and Supervision 
Way Rules are Stated and Enforced        X 
Action on Complaints X 

Work Conditions 
Overtime Required XX 
Evening and Weekend Duty X X 
Riak of Physical Danger 
Public Reaction to the Military X 

Army Life 

Barracks and/or BOQ Conditions X X 
Post Services 
Waiting in Line X 
Food Quality X 
PX/Commissary Prices X 

Post Entertainment X 

Leundromat Fac* litles X 

Special Study Areas 

Four special study areas will be considered in this subsection: 

o The effect of VOLAR innovationa on men in training at Fort 

Ord, a VOLAR-71 post, and Fort Jackson, a non-VOLAR-71 post. 

o The results of the Experimental Volunteer Army Training 

Program (EVATP). 
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o An «valuation of several project« dealing with 

individual and unit incentives, unofficial off-post 

transportation, and on and off-post entertainment and 

recreation, all supported with non-appropriated funds. 

o Free Quarters Cleaning test conducted at Forts 

Benning and Carson 

Men in Training 

In FY71, one of the HumRRO studies was to determine whether the 

many VOLAR innovations focused on the men in training at Fort 

Ord affected their attitudes as compared with those of men 

in training at Fort Jackson, a non-VOLAR installation. 

In terms of personal importance, there was strong overall 

agreement between the two posts on all three questionnaires, 

VOLAR I, II and III. There was strong but slightly less 

agreement from one questionnaire to the next. As the trainees 

progressed through training, there was increasingly stronger 

agreement with the permanent party. 

At both posts 

Barracks Privacy 

Freedom from Mickey Mouse Stuff 

Personal Freedom 

all became increasingly more important from VOLAR I through 
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VOLAR II to VOLAR III, while 

, Someone Who Will Do Something About Complaints 

became more important at Fort Jackson alone. 

At both posts 

Good Family Housing 

Good Retirement Benefits 

Good Relations With People of Other Races 

Respect for Superiors 

all became less important, while 

Forming Satisfying Friendships 

Freedom From Physical Danger 

became less important at Fort Jackson alone 

In terms of the influence of certain items on reenllsting or 

leaving the Army, the men finishing AIT at both posts agreed 

with one another and with the permanent party about what would 

influence them most to reenlist; 

Retraining in MOS of Choice 

Weekends and Holidays Not Charged as Leave 

Better Education for Dependents 

Retirement Benefits 

Reenlistment in Unit of Choice 

Stabilized Tour as Reenlistment Bonus 

Promotion as Reenlistment Bonus 

They agreed with one another and with the permanent party that: 
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Ov«rtlme Work 

• Mickey Mouse Stuff 

Lack of Barracks Privacy 

Evening and Weekend Duty 

would influence the» most to leave the Army. Other items 

influential with these men but not with the permanent party 

reflect their statue a* trainees. 

EVATP 

Performance tests used in the 16 week EVATP were 

determined jointly by Fort Ord and HumRRO and 

validated by Fort Benning, the training proponent. In 

general, men in each mental category who received BCT under the 

Fort Ord EVATP performed in a superior fashion to men in the 

same mental categories who were conventionally trained at 

Fort Jackson.In the AIT pnase, men trained in the 4 week 

Individual Light Weapons Infantry (11B MOS) EVATP phase 

demonstrated superior performance in 7 of 8 subjects compared 

to the 8 week 11B MOS Fort Jackson trainee. Tests of Mortar 

Crewman (11C MOS) trainees were inconclusive. 

HumRRO attributed the superior performance by EVATP men 

to three factors: redirection of training system toward 

acquisition of skills; redirection in training methods toward 

active practice, repetition and review» and establishment 
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of an integral system of  performance testa, verifying that 

skills were mastered and retained throughout the training 

phases. 

Non-Appropriated Fund Test 

Non appropriated fund (NAP) projects fell in three general 

categories: 

o Individual and Unit Incentives 

o Off-Post Transportation 

o On and Off-Post Entertainment and Recreation 

The individual projects which comprise these general categories 

and detailed findings are further described in Appendix I. 

Overall results for projects in the Individual and Unit Incentives 

Category are, at best, inconclusive and it is doubtful that the 

data would support any legislative change. In terms of overall 

effect, the general area of job performance recognition ranked 

near the middle on the SDC and installations evaluations for 

both enlisted and officer personnel.  Fort Benning did, how- 

ever, recommend that outstanding Soldier Awards, their NAP project 

be implemented at other installati-ons as applicable. Unit Re- 

enlistment Incentives, one of two Fort Cerion NAP projects in this 

category, ranked quite low in terms of importance to eoldiers. 
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The general area of on and off-post transportation ranked 

near the middle in the SDC evaluation but increased in 

relative rank in terms of overall effect near the end of 

FY72.  The Fort Benning installation evaluation and SDC 

evaluation of data from Fort Benning provide substantial 

(but not conclusive) evidence that the two Fort Benning 

NAF projects which provide bus service to Columbus, Georgia 

and selected recreation areas on weekends,  have a sufficiently 

positive impact on attitude and on retention that legislative 

authority for such projects might be sought. 

In terms of overall effect, the general area of on-post 

entertainment fell near the bottom for enlisted personnel in 

SDC's FY72 evaluation, as did the chance to play sports in 

the HumRRO's FY71 evaluation.  Neither the Fort Ord On and 

Off-Post Entertainment project nor Fort Carson Ski Trip 

project received ratings substantively different than SDC's 

overall findings, which would not support implementing 

legislation. 
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Family Quarf re Cleaning Teat 

In their*initial VOLAR-71 plans, Fort Henning and Fort Carson 

both proposed to provide contract cleaning at Government expense 

for occupants of government quarters who were transferred on ■ 

permanent change of station orders. The OMA funds provided for 

VOLAR were not legally available for such purposes and DCSLOG, 

provided the necessary FHMA funds to test the proposals. 

Concurrently, DCSLOG began a test using an authorized con- 

tractor prepaid by the occupant. Both programs are discussed 

in more detail in Appendix j. 

Opinion is divided as to the desirability of adopting the govern- 

ment paid program vis-a-vis the prepaid contractor approach. 

Proponents of the government paid program cite improved morale, 

and cost and time savings to the clearing occupant, while 

opponents cite high costs (estimated at $2 million annually 

plus BAQ funds paid to personnel while quarters are vacant 

awaiting cleaning), inequities between on and off-post residents, 

and a lowered feeling of responsibility toward government quarters. 

In terms of improved attitudes, the Fort Henning and Fort Carson 

evaluation rank the program moderate to high, with senior enlisted 

and officer personnel rating the program somewhat higher than 

junior personnel.  Fort Henning recommends it for Army-wide 

implementation. 
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Cost Effectiveness 

For the most part, the eight installations who made cost- 

effectiveness analyses allocated their VOLAR funds so as to 

finance those projects which would have the greatest impact 

upon the soldiers' attitudes and the amount of dollars spent 

was proportional to the projects impact upon improving soldiers' 

attitudes toward reenlistment. 

Recognizing the inherent weaknesses of using ranks (as des- 

cribed in Chapter 2)» the differences between cost and effec- 

tiveness ranks can, nonetheless, help in allocating funds in the 

future. 

Program areas where the effect rank was generally greater 

than the cost rank included: 

Reduce Extra Duty Detail 

Work Conditions 

Post Security 

Family Housing 

PX/Commissary Facilities and Services 
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Educational Assistance 

Kedlcal Service 

. Transportation Service 

Personal Problems Assistance 

while In these program areas the effect rank was generally less 

than the cost rankt 

Barracks Improvement 

Common Room Improvement 

Recreation and Special Services 

Training 

Several categories of no or low cost actions ranked very high 

with the soldiers surveyed. Installation evaluations were 

almost unanimous in their agreement that some no or low cost 

actions contributed most significantly to overall favorable 

attitude toward the VOLAR program. The immediate, high Impact 

of these type action was generally unrivaled by most of the 

funded actions. 

A more complete discussion of cost effectiveness is contained 

in Appendix M. 

Morale, Discipline and 
Performance Indicators 

Traditional morale and discipline indicators and reenlistment and 

retention data have long been objects of close scrutiny by com- 

manders (even though HumRRO suggests that statistical indicators 

typically have insufficient relisbillty and validity to serve 

as good measures of discipline), and so it was during VOLAR. MVA 
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detractors were quick to cite supposed breakdowns in these 

areas as. indicative of the eventual failure of the Army's 

MVA efforts. The almost unanimous concensus of VOLAR 

installation commanders was that they were wrong.  There was . 

no indication of such a trend. 
4 

Eleven installation evaluations discussed statistical indicators in 

varying levels of detail.  This  subsection will summarize  these data 
trends. 

o AWOLS.     Down,  but mixed   (that is trends vary between 

installations). 

o Article 15s.    Up,  but mixed. 

o Courts Martial.     Down* 

o Crimes of Violenre and Against Property.    Mixed,  but 

generally unchanged. 

o Driving Offenses.    Mixed. 

o Administrative Eliminations.    Up.    Fort Riley suggests 

that this is in keeping with the MVA objective of retaining only 

quality soldiers. 

o Congressional Inquiries.     Down. 

o Inspector General. 

Requests for assistance - Up.    Soldiers appear to be 

solving their problems at the installation level. 

Complaints - Down. 
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Only three Installation« reported performance data. The 

consensus of trends among them Include: 

o Maintenance. Mixed. 

o Annual General Inspection Ratings. Up. 

0 Individual and Unit Training Proficiency. Up. 

Reenllstment and retention trends must be interrupted careful1 y. 

DA reenllstment objectives changed 5 different times during the 

18 month VOLAR program, making measurement confusing and 

difficult. In February 1971, the Army instituted the Quali- 

tative Management Program in an effort to retain only the best 

career soldiers.  In August 1971, reenllstment eligibility was 

further tightened and DA began the initial phase of its early 

release program, which was considerably expanded in December 1971. 

In this context, then, retention trends were for« 

First Termers. Down sharply in August 71* then up. 

Career.  Slightly down. 

Reenllstment for Present Duty Assignment. Up. 

Junior Officer Retention. Down, but mixed. 

A chronological recap Army-wide actions impacting on VOLAR 

plus some selected retention statistics are presented in Appendix 

H. 

Overall Comparison 

The overall and comparative impact of the various types of 

actions on attitudes and career intent can be summed up as follows: 
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o Action areas in which changes were noted most 

frequently are primarily in the areas of Civilian Hire, 

Hours of Work, Opportunity for Growth and Experience, Mess 

Hall, Health Care and Personal Services. There were, however, 

wide variations both within general areas and between instal- 

lations. Additionally, not all changes noticed were associated 

with VOLAR or MVA actions. 

o Actions having the greatest overall effect on attitudes 

and on retention are primarily in the areas of Civilian Hire, 

Education Development, Job Assignment^ Leadership and Supervision, 

and Pay and Benefits* 

o Actions which had a high impact on attitudes but a 

relatively low Impact on retention are found primarily in areas 

concerned with personal activities, preferences, and conveniences. 

o Actions concerned w:.th Job Assignment, Work Conditions, 

Hours of Work, and Leadership and Supervision have a high 

impact on retention but a relatively low impact to date on 

attitudes, indicating that these areas require additional emphasis, 

o Areas in which the VOLAR set showed a significantly more 

favorable reaction than the non-VOLAR set were primarily in the 

Army Life class, and particularly in the Personal Conveniences, 

and Entertainment and Recreation areas. It is interesting to 

note, however, tiat actions in the Entertainment and Recreation 
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category showed a general decrease In positive reaction, 

possibly due to accustomizatlon and a reassessment of 

prioritias by survey respondents« 

DETAILED FINDINGS 

For analysis purposes, various VOLAR actions were grouped 

into 18 categories paralleling those described in the MVA 

Master Plan. The FY72 SDC evaluation is used as a principal 

data source in this segment; VOLAR-72 installation-level evaluation 

findings, HumRRO FY71 findings, and in-depth interviews are used 

to verify, supplement, and condition the resulting findings. 

Professionalism 

Actions in the Professionalism class are generally higher in 

retention impact than those in the Army Life class.  Among 

soldiers there is a definite concern that Army life and work 

be professionally demanding and satisfying. 

Return Soldiers to Soldiering.  Civilian KP and civilian labor 

are among the most promising actions for Army-wide implementation 

in terms of both impact on attitudes and retention effect. The 

effectiveness of these actions appears to be increasing over 

time and have a relatively higher impact on the under-two years 

service enlisted group than on the over-two group.  Civilian 
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hire for semi-military duties such as post security has a less 

favorable impact on attitudes and retention than do other 

types of actions in this category.    In addition, projects 

dealing with releasing soldiers for duty by hiring civilians - 

were cost effective. 

Installation-level reports indicate that the use of labor 

saving devices is well received and has a beneficial effect 

in terms of morale, efficiency,  and increasing availability 

of soldiers for primary mission performance.    Preliminary 

cost/effectiveness ratios   (expressed in terms of device costs 

and man-hour savings)  suggest that actions in this area be 

continued and perhaps increased. 

Continued actions to economize on ancillary, non-military duties 

are viewed as vhry important to the achievement of MVA objectives 

by contributing to the efficiency and professional image of the 

Army and increasing the availability of resources for primary 

mission performance. 

Training 

Changes in training methods and techniques with emphasis upon 

performance-oriented instruction, upgrading capabilities of 

instructors, and increased focus on primary mission and unit- 

centered training were among the more effective types of 
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actions in this category. The pattern of questionnaire responses, 

however, -indicate that the changes noticed, especially in 

irrelevant training, have generally been less than desired or 

expected but that those that have been implemented have a 

moderate impact on retention. 

Relative dissatisfaction with the current state of training 

was found among many soldiers.  Decentralized training 

demonstrated its potential to correct previous shortcomings 

when continued, but shortages of personnel, MOS imbalance, rapid 

turnover, heavy commitments, and rapidly changing operational 

requirements presented themselves as very real obstacles.  In spite 

of obstacles such as these, the decentralized trainina policv was 

credited with an increase in the percentage of Fort Riley soldiers 

passing their quarterly Comprehensive Training Examination. 

Fort Dix reported some interesting findings which might bear 

further investigation.  In surveys of both trainees and 

permanent party the majority of men of all ranks favored more 

demanding and challenging BCT and AIT training.  There was also 

feeling that not enough material is covered and that there is 

insufficient training to work in one's primary MOS. This 

feeling was most prevelant among men most recently completing 

BCT and AIT. 
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Educational Development.  Together with certain actions in 

the Return Soldiers to Soldiering, Health Care, and Pay and 

Benefits categories, actions in this area rank at or near the 

top of all actions in terms of personal importance, positive 

reaction and impact on retention for both enlisted and officer 

personnel.  While a variety of educational and self-development 

programs have been implemented at various VOLAR-72 posts, all 

such actions appear to have an almost uniformly high impact. 

The positive reaction to these programs has increased over 

time, reflecting a high and continuing interest in self- 

improvement and education on the part of the majority of the 

soldiers. 

The responses to changes in this category are similar both to 

the under-two and over-two enlisted group in both VOLAR and 

Army-wide samples with the percentage of positive reactions 

showing an upward trend over the survey periods. Responses 

to the SDC question on "opportunities and facilities available 

to continue one's education," ranked first in overall effect 

on each survey, are presented in Table 15. 
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Table   15 

SDC Results on "Continue Education" 

%  "Noticing Change" t  "Good"              %  "Stay" 

AB           C ABC ABC 

VOLAR                    66       65       67 86     83    91 41     38     46 

ARMY-WIDE            64       68       — 89     89     ~ 38     42     — 

Surveys:  A-December 1971,   B-March 1972,  C-June 1972 

It remains  for the reader to decide if the VOLAR education projects 

made a unique contribution to improved attitudes toward the Army 

and on retention.    Whether they did or not,  the apparent appeal 

of educational opportunities  throughout the Army indicates the 

value of increased promotion of these programs,  both in and out of 

the Army. 

Leadership.    While viewed as an extremely important area,   the 

overall effect of changes have been only moderate but with 

certain actions having a greater impact than others.    Those 

concerned with supervisory support of      job performance and 

with being treated as a responsible person have had a relatively 

high impact;  those concerned with respect by and for superiors 

and performance recognition have had a more moderate impact; 

and those concerned with treatment on the job and superiors' 

attitudes rank quite low.    While  a number of the installations 

report a highly favorable response to and successful results 

from actions  in this area,  it is suggested that the full 
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benefits from such actions have not been realized to date. 

Findings,at all levels of evaluation indicate tftat actions 

in this area should be continued and amplified. 

Several installation/conunand evaluations contained excellent ' 

findings which bear repeating.  USAREUR reports that leadership 

was chosen by all respondents as being the most important 

category of professionalism and also the one in worst condition. 

Fort Hood field grade officers generally agreed that they could 

not let their subordinates make mistakes as a learning vehicle 

because these mistakes were interpreted by senior commanders 

as po^r  leadership on the part of the field grade officers. 

Fort Polk reports that permanent party El to E4's  exhibit 

little or no confidence in his leaders^with a developing 

pattern of ircreasing confidence in one's peer group but less 

in one's superiors. 

Actions which provide for access to, and active participation 

in, the decision making and problem solving process are among the 

more effective actions in terms of impact on attitudes.  Actions 

which provide direct access, such as through commander's open 

door policy and hot lines, are more effective than those pro- 

viding intermediate access, such as through councils. The 

response to resultant action taken on complaints is quite low, 

indicating that continued action in this area is needed. 
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Job and Work Conditions. Actions in the area of job assignment 

generally rank quite low in terms of percentage noticing changes 

but very high on potential impact on retention. The more 

effective actions to date have been those concerned with location 

preference, unit of choice, and stabilized tours. Actions 

concerned with job/man matching, such as consideration of training 

experience, and job preferences, have had less of an impact, 

indicating that continued and increased attention to this area 

is in oraer. 

Changes in work conditions have been generally well received 

but the overall effect on attitudes and retention has been only 

moderate.  Actions having the highest impact are those which 

increase the soldiers' feelings of belonging, of having adequate 

administrative and logistic support, and of having a worthwhile 

and meaningful job to perform rather than those dealing with 

physical conditions of work per se.  One exception in this 

area was a decrease in positive response to Opportunities For 

Advancement on the part of the officer group, indicating a per- 

ceived decrease in such opportunities. 

Changes in Hours of Work have been generally well received 

and have a considerable impact on both attitudes and retention. 

The more effective actions to date have been the five-day work 

week and compensatory time off for overtime; major changes in 
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w«akand/«v«nlng duty requirements have bean precluded by 

mission requirement« and current transitions In force structure 

at many of the Installations and have had less of an Impact. 

Among junior enlisted and officer personnel, the Amount of 

Overtime Required and Evening and Weekend Duty continue to be 

areas requiring special emphasis. 

Army Life 

Barracks Life 

Housing 

Barracks improvements ranks quite high among changes indicated 

as being most Important by personnel directly affected. While 

a variety of such actions have been initiated/ findings to date 

concerning their impact are somewhat tentative, due in part 

to only partial implementation of planned changes at most 

installations as a consequence of construction lead-time 

requirements.  Also, the response to changes has been mixed, 

particularly when the anticipated changes were slow in being 

accomplished or the results less than expected. However, it 

is generally Indicated that changes to date concerning barracks 

comfort, conveniences, privacy, and the installation of washers 

and dryers in the barrrcka have a moderate to high impact on 

attitudes but a relatively low impact on retention; personal 

property safety is an area of major concern in which actions to 
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date have been somewhat less than successful in accomplishing 

the desired degree of overall improvement. 

Food Service 

Changes in food programs are highly visible and have an 

immediate impact on a large segment of the enlisted population. 

While such changes are quite favorably received, they have a 

relatively low impact on retention. Particular actions having 

the greatest impact are those concerned with food choice, such as 

short-order lines and beverage availability« and mess hours, 

such as extended hours o! operation, particularly during 

weekends and evenings.  However, there has been some decline 

in the impact of these actions as the soldiers become more 

accustomed to them. An area meriting more attention is that of 

"rush and hurry" in the mess halls as perceived by the lower 

grades. 

Dignity and Respect 

Actions in the area of dignity and respect tend to be noticed 

by the soldier and to impact strongly on attitudes, although 

the retention impact for certain of these is relatively low. 

Actions concerned with increases in personal freedom and trust, 

such as the removal of travel restrictions, elimination of 

bed-checks, and sign-in/sign-out procedures, are the most 

effective types of actions to date in this area, particularly 
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for the under-two years service group. Those concerned with 

rules enforcement, waiting in lines, and inspection!! have 

been less effective, indicating that more attention is needed 

in these areas. 

Family Housing. This area is viewed by a large percentage of 

the married soldiers and their dependents as one of critical 

concern in which substantial improvement actions are required. 

VOLAR actions implemented during FY72 in this area were generally 

limited to maintenance and service-type actions at selected 

locations. Service-type actions such as quarters maintenance, 

..musing referral services, and refuse collection, have generally 

been well received and viewed as a step in the right direction. 

The free quarters cleaning experiment at Fort Banning and 

Fort Carson was viewed as particularly effective in terms of 

its impact on morale and reduction in costs, time, and dis- 

ruptions which normally confront the departing family. 

Post Services 

Health Care 

Of all actions considered by HumRRO in FY71, only medical and 

dental service could be classified as a strong potential 

satisfier, i.e., classified as very important and found in 

the Army. Actions in this area rank among the top VOLAR-72 

actions in terms of impact on attitudes and retention.  The one 

exception is with regard to drug and alcohol abuse programs which. 
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while ranking high in effect on attitudes, has a relatively low 

impact on retention. The retention impact of actions in the 

Health Care category is considerably higher for married than 

for single personnel, and for over-two than for under-two 

personnel. Comparing VOLAR and Army-wide samples, a larger 

percentage of VOLAR respondents indicate that they noticed a 

change in medical and dental quality and convenience while of 

those who have noticed a change, a larger percentage of the 

Army-wide sample rate the change as good and having a favorable 

impact on their reenlistment. While actions must be tailored to 

fit the needs and conditions at each installation, the uniformly 

favorable response to such actions indicates the desirability of 

continued actions in this area. 

Retail Services.  The overall impact of actions in this category 

is generally moderate to low while the percentage good response is 

near the middle, the retention impact is quite low, generally 

falling in the bottom quarter.  Reaction to VOLAR actions 

varied widely from post to post, depending on the type of action 

implemented, its scope, and number of people affected. 

PX and commissary services are cited as an actraction of Army 

life but also as an area in which improvements are needed. 

The overall reaction to changes noted to date is generally 

moderate and the retention impact is relatively low, although 
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somewhat higher for the higher grades and married personnel 

than for,the lower grades and single personnel.  Actions to 

date bearing on the quality and range of goods and services, 

hours of operation, and customer treatment have been well 

received while expanded services through mobile PX and 

commissary trucks have met with varying degrees of success 

from one installation to another. Changes noticed in PX 

and commissary prices have generally been negatively received, 

reflecting the influence of continuing inflationary trends. 

Actions concerned with laundry and cleaning service and laundromat 

facilities were generally ranked in the lower middle quarters, 

but varied widely between installations; Laundry and cleaning 

show a considerably higher percentage good response for the over-two 

years service group than for the under-two year group. 

Personal Convenience and Services. While the overall Impact of 

reception and in and out-processing actions is moderate to low, 

the reactions obtained at some of the installations indicates 

that the potential impact on attitudes and morale can be quite 

high, particularly for married personnel.  Actions in this area 

having the more positive effects include one-stop processing centers, 

welcome centers and related activities such as welcoming com- 

mittees, orientation programs, ?a 1 sponsorship programs which 

reduce the disruptions associated with relocations. The general 
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level of dissatisfaction with conditions in this area indicates 

that continued and increased emphasis upon such actions is 

needed. 

Expanded phone service, expanded and upgraded guest facilities, 

and facilities directory and information services programs impact 

differently at VOLAR installations depending on the prior exist- 

ing conditions and priority of soldiers' needs at that post. 

Which reaction to such changes are generally favorable, the 

impact on retention is quite low. 

Actions concerned with tax assistance, personal problem aid, 

and free legal aid are quite high in percent noticing the changes. 

Such actions generally have a relatively high impact on attitudes 

and a moderate impact on retention with free law aid being the 

more effective of these actions to date. At the same time, 

there appears to be a high level of satisfaction with the 

current facilities and services provided in certain of the 

personal services areas such as those concerned with religious 

services and a commensurate low level of impact of additional 

improvement actions.  The one notable exception is in the pay 

and finance area where continued and increased empahsis is 

required. The general category of Personal Services is one of 

the few areas in which the Army can, and in most instances does, 

provide services superior, in terms of conveniences and 
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availability to the average person, to those offered by the 

civilian community. With continued emphasis, particularly 
i 

through programs designed to increase awareness as to the 

availability of these services, it is anticipated that the 

impact of such actions may Increase considerably. 

Transportation. Improved transportation services was one of the 

more effective actions in the Army Life class, with generally 

favorable reaction but retention impact near the middle. The 

impact varied widely between posts.  Fort Benning, for example, 

reported that improved on-post shuttle bus service had been 

extremely well received and du ■' utilization had quadrupled; 

charter bus service to Columbus and other recreation areas on 

weekends was also well received. At Fort Dix, 67% of the 

soldiers indicated that on-post bus service was an excellent 

idea and 251 indicated that it would encourage them to reenlist. 

Entertainment and Recreation. Actions in the area of entertain- 

ment and recreation have been generally well received and have 

a relatively greater impact for the lower enlisted grades; 

however, following an initial enthusiastic reception, such 

actions have tended to show a decline in the degree of positive 

response accorded them. The impact on retention is quite low 

and in keeping with the relatively low importance rating 

attached to such actions by soldiers at a number of the instal- 

lations. However, when tailored to meet particular needs 
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or perceived deficiencies, such actions have been favorably 

received-and serve as visible evidence of the Army's concern 

for the overall well-being of the soldier. 

The areas of post entertainment, service clubs, and recreation 

fell in or near the top quarter and the areas of post TV and 

personal vehicle repair facilities fall in the mid-range for 

personnel in percent noticing a change, with awareness con- 

siderably higher among the enlisted under-two years group than 

for the over-two group. 

Overall, installation and SDC findings seem to indicate that 

the general availability of entertainment and recreation both 

on-post and in surrounding communities at most locations is 

such that this area is not one of primary concern to most 

personnel. 

Dependent Programs. Actions in this area are primarily designed 

to augment actions taken in other areas such as family housing, 

health care, personal services and conveniences, which impact 

on the dependent population.  Due to their ancillary nature 

and relatively low importance rating, the augmentation-type 

actions which included upgrading playgrounds, expanding access 

to post facilities, driver education programs, and community 

services have had a relatively low impact.  However, localized 
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success is reported for actions which address specific 

deficiencies at particular installations. 

With reference to araas of particular concern to married 

personnel, the results of three SDC surveys were practically 

identical: family separation and health care for dependents 

have the greatest influence on decisions to remain in or leave 

the Army for both officer and enlisted personnel. Wives 

feelings about family disruption, station location, health care, 

and pay and benefits also have a large impact on these decisions; 

those concerning personal services and conveniences, interpersonal 

ralations, and leisure time activities have the least impact. 

Fort Hood provided an even more general observation reporting that 

the group of factors related to welfare of dependents was more 

responsible for low morale, discontent and failure to reenlist 

than any other category of factors. Fort Ord supports this 

view suggesting that career satisfaction is more closely related 

to family life satisfaction than any other factor. 

Pay and Benefits. Actions in this area are among the most 

effective types of actions both in terms of impact on attitudes 

and on retention. Of the three major types of actions, pay 

increases have had a similar impact on all soldiers; reenlistment 

bonuses have had a relatively higher impact on the under-two 

years service group than on the over-two years service group; 
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and ratlrMMnt b«n«fltt hav« had a higher impact on the over-two 

group. The response to this latter type of actions, however, 

showed a considerable increase in impact on the under-two group 

over the three survey periods. 

Accession System 

Actions designed to support recruiting efforts and to promote 

reenlistments were implemented at a number of the VOLAR-72 

Installations. Among such actions, programs emphasizing unit 

of choice enlistment and reenlistment have been well received 

and quite successful at the several installations which have 

stressed or emphasized these programs. A major factor in the 

success of such programs at the installation level is the 

involvement in, and feeling of responsibility for, such efforts 

on the part of the individual soldier. Limited use of cash 

incentives (contribution to unit funds) to promote such interest 

and involvement has had a very limited impact. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The MVA Program h>«. on the whol>f    gaintd wldctpraad acceptance 

hf    met with a generally Quite favorable reeponae. 

a. All installations but one indicateda favorable reaction,  increasing 

over time. 

b. Decreases in discipline and performance did not materialise. 

c. Reservations were primarily those of: 

1)A general lack of understanding of the overall program. 

Z) Disagreement on program priorities at specific posts. 

3) Dissillusionment when promises exceeded results. 

4) Skepticism concerning achievement of an all volunteer Army 

in the near future. 

2. The VOLAR Program produced positive  results,   narticularlv among 

the under-two vears enlisted groups. 

a. Opinion of Army showed significant positive increase. 

b. Reenlistment intent showed significant p9sltive increase. 

c. Attitudes were significantly higher at VOLAR posts. 
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3. Both the Career Intentions of Officers and the Reenliatment Intention? 

of enlisted men predict their respective Career and Reenlistment Actions 

well,   although not  perfectly,   within a  period  of a  year  or less. 

4. Posts   involved the  longest and most intensively  showed the  most 

favorable   results. 

5. Interpost differences  indicateda high  potential  for continuing 

improvement. 

a. Areas in which concerted efforts were made by the VOLAR posts 

generally ahowedmore favorable results at these posts than at non-VOLAR 

posts. 

b. Differences  among the  VOLAR posts  in the  response to particular 

types  of actions ( e. g. ,'training,   work conditions,   barracks,   food services, 

transportation services),   indicated that many of these actions have  a 

considerably higher potential then has  been realized to date. 

*>-     A tentative basis  for selecting among future Armv initiative«  wa«  

established. 

a. Certain types   of actions  (e.g.,   education,     pay and benefits, 

health care) had a high positive impact on both attitudes and retention. 

b. Others   (e.g.,   civilian hire   to return soldiers to soldiering) had 
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a high impact on attitudes and a more moderate impact on retention. 

c. Still othen (e.g..   entertainment and recreation) had a high 

initial impact on attitudes but a low retention impact. 

d. Actions in the Professionalism class were generally higher in 

retention impact than those in the Army Life class. 

e. The impact of a given type of action may vary as a function 

of the demographic characteristics of the target population and the 

particular needs and conditions at a given installation. 

f. Within action areas,   some types  of actions were more 

effective than others. 

1)    Actions judged most successful were those affecting the 

greatest number of men over an extended period of time and producing 

the most apparent and continuing effects on their day-to-day lives. 

These actions generally addressed: 

a) Thone personal needs and aspects and conditions 

of Army life rated most important by soldiers. 

b) Irritants *nd ine juities perceived by men now in the 

Army. 

c) Conditions that men say would influence them to remain 

in the Army. 
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2)    The mo»t •ucce«iful kction generally had theie cor.inon 

characteristics: 

a) The action affected the performance of men and the 

organization. 

b) It focused on specific objectives, addressed a real, 

high priority need,   and produced an observable effect. 

c) Action costs were in line with actual (and expected) 

results. 

d) Once implemented,   it was supportable on a continuing 

basis or,   if necessary, was able to be discontinued with a minimum 

of disruptive effects.    It was politically feasible,   both in the view of 

Congress and the military organization itself,   to implement the action 

on a large scale basis,   and had a positive effect on the Army's 

public  image. 

3)    The  overall set of actions  provided a well balanced program, 

given the totality of objectives,   resources,   needs,   conditions,   and 

differences among target populations. 

7.     Continuing innovation,   experimentafon.   and evtluation is  strongly 

indicated. 

a.   The  range of innovative actions were not fully evaluated during 

the current experimental period. 
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b. Current findings ar« more indicative than conclusive; a number 

of questions remain unanswered and a more focused evaluation is in 

order. 

c. Accordingly,  continuing evaluation is needed to ensure the continuing 

currency of findings and maximum effectiveness of the on-going MVA 

Program.    In this regard,  the experiences gained and capabilities 

developed at both the installation and DA staff levels provide a solid 

foundation for initiating such an on-going evaluation effort. 

8.   Thw ii » nwior mrt for QsäUUiü. to MW»"! imahnii ^M 

implementation to accommodate differences among installations in conditions. 

a. Differences among installations in existing conditions,   characteristics 

of the post populations,  and primary and secondary missions may 

preclude achievement of a uniform response to specific actions. 

b. Accordingly,  the program implemented at each post should be 

tailored to best accommodate the needs and constraints existing at that 

particular installation. 
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FUTURE DIRECTION ^ 

The continuing viability of the MVA Program and achievement of its 

objectives is dependent to a large degree upon continued and expeditious 

action at both the installation end DA levels.     Toward that end,   the 

following general recommendations based on a consideration of current 

findings are submitted.     General recommendations'presented in the 

individual installation reports are presented in Appendix K. 

Actions 

1.     Continue future overall MVA program emphasis  on actions that 

■upport profe««ionalism. 

a.     Concentrate DA effort on these no or low cost improvements 

or policy-indicated changes: 

1) More professionally demanding and satisfying work. 

2) Increased correspondence between a soldier's aptitudes, 

capabilities and preferences,   and his  actual duty assignment or job. 

3) More meaningful,   realistic and challenging training. 

4) More personal control over a soldier's life and 

mere latitude in determining career direction. 

5) Greatly reduced t rbulence and full strength units. 

6) More emphasis on human relations and motivational 

development. 
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f b.    Continue and .where necessary, place increasing emphasis 

on these areas requiring DA resource support: 
1 i 

1) Return soldiers to mission-related work or training 

by civilianieing.to the greatest extent possible, KP and roads and 

1 grounds maintenance. 
i 
J 

2) Maintain and,where possible, improve    Army self- 

development educational opportunities and programs. 

3)    Develop improved selection and development programs 

for Army officer and enlisted leaders. 

2.     Maintain a balanced MVA program «neomnaiiing mo«t.   if not ell, 

of the current Armv  Life and Aeee»«ion ma<or  eategorlen   of action. 

a. Place increased emphasis rather than exclusion on actions 

(e.g.,  barracks housing) which to date have had relatively low overall 

impact due to limited resources and implementation lead-time 

requirements. 

b. Consider the following promising actions in etch category 

as proper candidates for emphasis and continuation. 

1)    Barracks Life:    barracks upgrade; personal freedom 

and trust policies. 
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Z)    Family Housing:    maintenance upgrade; major construction 

at aelected locations. 

3) Post Services:    health treatment (but not necessarily 

facilities); retail facilities treatment; convenience and quality of food;   . 

family oriented services. 

4) Pay and Benefits:    retirement benefits: travel 

opportunities. 

5) Accession System:    reenlistment bonuses,  to include 

cash and extra leave. 

Administrative 

S,     Insure Flexibility at Installation Level in Actions Selection, 

Implementation and Modification. 

a. Encourage installation-specific innovations and experi- 

mentation within installation resources. 

b. Allow responsibility for MVA program selection and approval 

to reside at installation command level,  whenever possible, and restrict 

the role of DA and intermediate headquarters to that of   assistance, 

general policy guidance and the interpretation of regulations or statutes. 
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Evaluation ^ 

£ 4.     Furthar Devlop MVA  Program M>n>g«m«nt *nA   Evaluation  Cap»- 

hHUiM   at InitaUatlon  and  DA  Staff LavMa. 
i 

a. Maintain or «ttabliah MVA program managemant/evaluation 

eapabilitiea at aach Army inctallaüon    btcausa    of the need for 

flexibility in actiona implementation and the tailoring of such action« 
j 

i to meet the needs and condition! preeent at each individual initallation. 

b. Continue DA level evaluation efforti to include lyntheiis 

i                 of inetallation-level findings and the results of cost/benefits analyses 

to ensure the continuing currency of actions and findings in terms 

el their applicability throughout the Army. 

j e.    Develop a comprehensive DA survey instrument to be 

v administered to men enlisting,   reenlisting or leaving the Army to 

ascertain the reasons for that docision. 
i 

d.     Conduct these followup studies,in-house if possible,  to 

further validate the expressed career intent of VOL.AR survey res- 

pondents, as a step in developing a useful tool to determine future 

manpower needs of the Army. 

1)   Refine and enlarge the technique and derived regression 

equation developed by HumRRO to Include the important demographic 

variables,   and then cross-validate the HumRRO findings. 
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c Z)    Relate reenliitment action with reenliatment intent 

•jqpreeaed on the FY 71 HumRRO questionnaire!,  to eatablish the 

predictability of reenliitment action* onf to twcf veare prior to that 

action. 

3)    Relate reenliitment action with reenliitment intent 

exprened on the FY 72 MVA Evaluation Que'itionnaire to validate and update the 

croei»validated HumRRO reiulti for acüoni taken within one year of 

their itatement of intent. 

6.     Vie Current Imtallation and Contract Evaluation Reports ai 

Management Tooli in Further Developing and Refining the On-going MVA 

a.     Utilise the current let of reporti (See Bibliognphy)is msnagsment toot 

in further developing and modifying the program and the associated 

seta of actions to insure the continuing attention of all areas addressed 

by the MVA program. 

b.     Develop a set of specific questions which are of paramount 

interest to the Congress,   DOD,   and DA; then develop a follow-on 

questionnaire which addresses  these questions,  incorporates the best 

features of the present survey instrument,  and can be periodically 
« 

administered by DA to designated follow-up and randomly selected 

personnel. 
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c. In future evaluation,  place the bulk of the DA,   major 

and intermediate command,   and installation effort into in-depth analysia 

of data already available.     Addreat in the future only selected questions 

to insure currency. 

d. Confine future MVA evaluation to in-depth analysis of 

specific critical actions  or programs. 

1) Eliminate from future surveys,   questions on areas 

previously identified as  of little personal importance to soldiers, 

and those having only moderate or little impact on his  attitude toward 

the Army or reenlistmont plans. 

2) For these less important actions,   continue the analysis 

of data previously generated to determine: 

- Which installations had particularly effective 

actions for follow-up in-depth study by appropriate Army staff sections. 

- Which installations had areas which require higher 

headquarters assistance. 

e. Provide specific DA guidance in future installation or 

major command level evaluations. ^ 

1) Suggest analyses techniques based on VOLAR experience. 

2) Specify the level of detail required in areas  of DA 

special interest. 
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APPENDIX A 

FUNDED VOLAR PROJECTS 



.- --.*   '*!> ■-.■■■. i i: 

FORT BENMNG 
TV 71  OMA FUNDED VOLAR PROJECTS 

PBWBCT f PROTECT   TITLE 

1 EiUbUihmant of • W«leonnli>| li Ctntrtl PrecMilng Cfntor 
2 Contr»ct for CivllUn KPi. In Unit MMI«I Poit-Wida 
1 CivllUn Datttl Labor Force 
4 Hlro ClvllUnt and Purchaaa Equlpmant for Malntananc* I« Pollca of Roada 

and Groundi 
5 Hlra ClvlUaiu !■ Purchaaa Equlpmant for Collaetlon of Rafuaa k Carbaga 
6 Hira CivllUn« and Purchaaa Naeaaaary Equlpmant to Enhanea tha Pravantlva 

Malntananca Program 
7 Partltlona In Troop Barracka 
i Eatabllth Racaptlon Booth at Columbua Airport 
9 Convart Eilatlng Building Into ElrE4 Night Club Typa Facility 

10 Extand Conuniiaary Hour* 
•    11 Purchaaa Labor Saving Davlcaa 

12 Contract for Local Motal Facllltlaa to Provide Ouaat Houaa Accommodation» 
13 Extend Quartermaater Clothing Salaa Store Houra 
14 Improva Poat Shuttle Bua Service 
15 VOLAR Implementation,   Control It Evaluation 
16 Furniture for Soldier Barracka 
17 Hire Civilian* fur Expanded Medical Service» 
IS Medical Equlpmant li Renovation 
19 Infantry School Learning Canter 
20 Infantry School Programmed InatrucHco 
21 Banning Houaa Project 
22 Special Servlcea Aetivitlea 
23 Hire CPO Clerka 
24 Collage Tuition Aaalatanee 
25 USAiS Big Screen TV Receiver* 
26 Pilot ROTC Cadet Program 
27 Phaaa IS ACCS Slmulatora 
29 Carbonated Beverage Machine InataUatioo 
30 Service Club Dance* 
31 Hire Legal A*»l»tance Clerk 
32 Hire Army Community Service* Clark 
33 Hire Public Information Offie* Clerk 
34 Student Affair* Office 
35 Conatruct a New Parking Lot Adjacent to Infantry Hall 
36 Expand Dependent Dental Care 
37 Directional Signa for Incoming Student* 
38 Renovat* Troop Medical Clinic» 
39 VOLAR Photo Support 
41 Dining Hall Floor Repair 
42 Interior Painting 
43 Purchaa* Adr***ograph Imprinter 
44 Purchaaa Recording Equipment for USAIS 
45 Purcha»* Special Service Camper-Trailer* 
46 Rehabilitate Recreation Area •  Poat Marina 
47 Purcha** curtain* for Cla**roonn* 
48 Upgrade Televiaion Production Engineering Equipment 
49 Refurbiah Hoepital Clinic Waiting Rooma 
51 Kitchenette Unit* in Nur»**'   Quarter 
53 Enlightened Leaderahlp Package* 
54 Renovation of Mod Shop 
55 Hire Peraonnal Required to Provide a Baae for VOLAR Imp!«mentation 

Reqidrementa 
56 Renovate EM Club at Florida Ranger Camp 
57 Eatabllah Coffee Houaea 
51 Extend Cuatodial Service in Admin Building 
60 Security Lighting 
62 Update   Hoapital Paaaenger Elevator* 
63 Renovate Comml**ary Lounge 
64 Experimental Volunteer Army Training Program 
65 Provide Improved Poat-Wide Speed Reading Program 
66 Improve Lounge Arena in Day rooma 

TOTAL 

FUNDINQ LEVEL 

87.000 
1,222,300 

126,300 
. 244,100 

400 
514,100 

177,400 
1,600 

31,400 
63,300 
33,300 
50. 000 
4,500 
30,000 
62,100 

221.800 
258,600 
47, 900 
35,200 
13,400 
35,800 
28,600 
41,700 
18,200 
9,100 
91300 

37,500 
9,400 
1,800 
3,000 
2,400 
3.200 
2.900 

22.400 
82,500 
2,400 

104,800 
7,000 

18,000 
19,200 
2,900 

53,300 
8, 100 

13,600 
29, 800 

407,600 
35, 900 
20,200 
4,800 
1,300 

528, 100 

2,200 
7,600 

34,200 
14,300 

146,500 
11,900 
9,700 

17,512 
607 

5,000,000 

IF 
2F 

3F 
4F 

FY 71 FHMA FUNDED VOLAR PROJECTS 

Hire Civilian* and  Purchaaa Equipment for Collection of Refuae  !• Garbage 
Hire Civilian* It Purchaa e Equipment to Enhance the Preventive Maintenance 

Program for Family Quarter* 
Free Quarter* Cleaning 
Hire Peraoonel Required to Provide a Baae for VOLAR Implementation 

Requlrementa 

TOTAL 

32,500 
171,800 

44, 100 
13,000 

259, 000 

A-l 



FORT BRACC 
FY 71 OMA FUNDED VOLAR PROÄCTS 

rawiCT HTM PKWICT t 
1 Pollea «o»d» ud Ground« 
I B*rr»cks rurattur« 
5 PrcTMittva Mtlatnunc* 
I ■•AM« CetUctton 
6 ClvlUu KP 
T RacrMttOD r»eilit/ 
• PUyhoui* Raaevttioa 
9 Peat Bui SlgM 

At Ranovat* laMrlar ot Tau Eat«rtaljun«ot C*at«r« 
AS Hlr« fauMtratiM 
A4 Expand On-Poat Bui Sarvlc« 
A6 Cmrad Bu« Stopa Poat Wlda 
AT Ra-roel MMI Kalla 
AB Paint Barracka Latrlaaa 
A9 Rapalr PUitar and Palst Barrack* and Maaa Halla 
A10 Rapalr Thaatar 
AAt Womaek Army Hoapltal EUratora 
AA2 RayUea Stadium Ufhta 
AAS Rapalr Company Straata In RTC Aral 
AA4 Paint Interior of Main Poat BOQa 
AA6 RapUea Maaa Kail Flotfra 
AA7 AdminlatratloB and Evaluatlen 

TOTAL 

OMUB yam 
$      ss«,too 

■OS,900 
411,200 
167,S00 
259,400 

. 219, OO1" 
M.TOw 
4,000 
7,100 
l.tM 
11,100 
IS,400 
li, 100 
SO,100 
2«,600 
10,100 
107,S00 
25.600 

200,000 
21,600 
21,600 
IS,100 

t  S,000,000 
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PB9JKCT f 
»-7J 
31-71 
5t-Tl 
»J-71 
S4-71 
5S-71 
56-71 
S7-71 
»9-71 
61-71 
64-71 
65-71 
7Z-71 
75-71 
77-71 
84-71» 
97-71 
98-71 
99-71 
100-71 
101-71 
102-71 
103-71 
104-71 
105-71 
107-71 
108-71 
109-71 
111-71 
112-71 
114-71 
115-71 
116-71 
117-71 
111-71 
120-71 
121-71 
122-71 
125-71 
121-71 
129-71 
130-71 
131-71 
133-71 
134-71 
137-71 
131-71 

TORT CAMON 
ry 71 OMA FUNDED VOL* H PKOJICTS 

pnwicT aaa 
Xqutpmant (or ComMaalloa BaikattaU ud VolUytall Court« 
Support (or laocopo Cottoo Houa« 
Tultica AtoUUBC« 
Athlotlc »ad koeroattoMl SqulpmMit 
EmploymaDt of SpocUl Sorvlcoi Portonaol 
Contract Support (or ChapUlo 
Temporary B»rr»ck« Portltloa« 
Btrracko rurnltur* 
ClviUm KPi In Solactod MMIOI 
Mold Sorvic* la Boeholor Ouorton 
Improve Modlcol Sonrteo 
Cootract Spoea (or Ouoot Hou-- 
Eatro Book« oad Covora" 
Troaaportolton ot 00  . .*. Uopoadonta 
Support of Drug Contor 
Support al RoaaUitmoat Program 
Chaplain ProfoaalOBallam Training 
Purchaia Equlpmaat (or Chapol 
Employ BoUgioua Education Otractora 
RahaUUtat« RaaaUitmaat Buildlag 
OK-Poit BaUglou« hatraau 
Funüahlagi (or Community Sarvlc« Cantor 
Purchaia Two Unlvaraal Gym Sato 
TOY (or VOLAR Admin Travel 
Cuatodlal Sarvlea (or Admin Spaea 
Turkey Creek Recreation Area Water Development 
Re(uaa DUpoaal 
Labor Saving Oavlcoi 
Purchaia lea Cream Machine 
Maintenance o( Training FadUtlai 
Referred RIU Maintenance 
Convenlanca Telaphonai in Troop Barrack« 
Purchaia Unit Eiprlt Itema 
Day Roomi Furniture 
Junior High School Bui Service 
Renovate Electric Slatributioa Syitem 
Provide Airport Traatpottatlan (or Milttery Penonnel 
Improve lafermnHea OfAeer Capability 
Improve Foad Sarvlea Operationi 
Community Faellitlai aad Reereatloai Araai 
Improve Medical FaciUHei 
Widen Tratte Interieetioni 
Purehaie Efulpmeat of BnUated Men'a Clubi 
Equipment (or New Gotta« How« 
Improvement ot Military PoUoo Capability 
Improve Library Sarvlea 
Racial Harmony Program 

TOTAL 

FWIPINO LEVEL 

7,400 
2.300 

66, 700 
24S.300 

16,600 
7,300 

267,400 
1,431,500 

140, 700 
14,400 

486.500 
20.000 
64.300 
7.200 
8.000 

14.000 
3.800 

30,400 
2.300 

17,600 
4,000 

15,100 
4,600 
7,400 

46,700 
9,600 

87.500 
252,900 

75,800 
22.300 

856,300 
18,100 
65.000 

201,400 
1,600 

50.000 
36.900 
31,300 

104,500 
90,100 
93,000 
2,000 

16,100 
17,300 
8,600 
9,300 
8,200 

5,000,000 

FY 71 FHMA FJNDED VOLAR  PROJECTS 

58-71 
60-71 

Loaae Family Homing Uniti 
Free Quartan Cleaning 

TOTAL 

90,200 
18.200 

108,400 

A-3 



rOMT 0*0 
TV Tl  OMA rUNDID VOLAR PHO.'JLCTS 

CduesttoMl TV 
TrUaiB| Arau 
Trtlnini Aid* 
Individual TrainlBf Iqulpitwnt 
Education AtiUUac« 
AthUttc Cquipmaat 
Barrack* Alttration 

10 Barrack« ruraltur« 
Contract tor Civilian Bakory ProdueU 

12. Dayreom/La<u|* raciUtla« 
Waahar/Dryar luttlUUon 
Raator« raclliti** EafiMar Maapowar 
Madleal Car« Support 
Library Book* aad Cqulpmaat 
Spaelal Sarvica« FadUtla«  (Expand Hour., 
Spaclal Sarvica* Gqulpm.at 
Auto Craft Shop* 
latra-poat Bui Contract 
Labor Saving Equlpmaat 
Clvillanii* Commtiiary 
Clviliani«» Bag Bay* la Commiaaary 
Drug Abu** Cwtar 
Ivaluatioä 
ClviUan KP* 
Civilian Supply Support 
Civilian Admin Support 
Carpat* •Clothing U*u* 
Support to Marehaalaad Training 
Information Oriantatlon 
Picturo* far Henw-Town Papar* 
Kltehan Equlpmaat 
Civilian for Bakary Contract 
Laundry Equlpmaat Supplia* 
(.iviUaa for Bu« Contract 
RaBalih Oym Floor 
BahaMUtat« Sport n.W* 
RahabiUtata ACS Building 
BahaMUIata Mac Hall* 
Bahablllttta CUjireem Building 
BahaMUtat« Building 1046,   Prejaet Traaaiti 
BahaMUtat* Educational TV Sactlea 
Outlato for Ba*r Machina* 

41 000 
46 900 
•S 100 

340 600 
111 600 

IS 200 
«6 100 

i.m 400 
1*4 SOO 
14T 900 

S SOO 
ISO 200 
».9 000 

46 SOO 
10 SOO 

117 200 
17 SOP 
» S00 
17 600 
M 400 
9J 100 

S SOO 
SO 700 

194 SOO 
2 200 

IS 700 
I 100 

M SOO 
46 700 

100 
16S 700 

t 000 
S SOO 

16S 400 
S 300 

44 600 
11 000 

144 000 
SI 000 

SOO 
12 700 

200 

TOTAL S. 000, 000 
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0. 1.  ARMY,  EUROPC 
FY 71 OMA rUNDEO VOLAR PROJECTS 

PROJECT TITU rmmwo LEVEL 

ClvUaalMtlon of KP $             1,114,300 
Barncks rundtur* 114,400 
VOLAR TMI (••rneka,  M«M,  Hwi k Hal WaMr Dtttrtbutlon 1,111,700 

Improvanwali and Eaflaatr lupyUaa  • KltaUfaa k Oalnhauaaa) 
raeiUttaa RahaMUtetten 1,407,000 

TOTAL ( 7,074,400* 

•AddlMeaat fund* abwra VOLAR-71 aUecatlon.of $7 mllUoB war» mad« avalUbla from tha PV 71 USAREUR 
Comimnd Opoimtinf Budgat, 
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FORT BENMNC 
FY TZ OMA FUNDED VOLAK  PROJECTS 

PBQJMT t PBWSCT HTM FUWMNO LEVEL 

1 Oparttlon et t Walcom* «nd Car.tnl Prootalng CanMr                                $ 117,000 
2 CoKract (or ClvllUn KP» In Unit MuiM l'o»t-Wld« 2.575.500 
] ClvllUn Datttl Labor Fore« 368,500 
4                              P»y ClvllUn*,   Purch»«* and Maintain Equlpmant for Malntananc« 473,700 

and PoUea of Roadt and Greundt 
6 Pay ClvllUni,   Purehai« and Maintain Nacataary Equlpmant to Enhanoa 1,164,700 

tha Pravantlva    MalnUnane* Program 
7 Provlda POV AUowanc* for Panonnal OparaHng a Small Raeaptlea 1,000 

Booth at Columbua Airport 
I                            ClvUlaa Pay (or Expandad Commiatary Houra 143,300 

*                                      10                              Civilian Pay (or Expandad   OparatiBg Houra  of tha QM Clothing 8,300 
Salaa Stora 

11 Maintain Improved Poat Shuttla Bua .Sarvica 86,800 
12 Implamantation,   Control and Evaluation Coata of Projact VOLAR 88,000 
13 Pay (or MEDDAC Civilian Employaaa 937,500 
14 Provlda a Laarning Cantar (or Privat» Study by Individual* 32, 000 
15 Expand Uaa of Programmad Inatructlon at USAI8 33,100 
17 Pay Civilian Janitor* (or Spacial Sarvir* Actlvltla* 11,000 
18 Provlda Collaga Tuition Aatiatanea fo. OHlcar* and NCO* 30,000 
19 Provlda Fund*  (or  ROTC Cadat VUlt Program 39,100 
20 Civilian Pay (or Augmar.tatlcn of tuff of Army Emargancy Raliaf Saetlon 7,800 
21 Conduct USAIS Uaiaon VUlt* to Othar Inatallation* in Connaction with 14,000 

Projact VOLAR 
22 Pay of ono. Civilian Employ** In tha Studant Affair* Offlc* USAIS 6, 800 
23 Hlra Paraconal Raqidrad to Provlda a Baaa (or VOLAR Implamantation 1,025,600 

Raquiramanta 
24 Expand Dapandant Dantal Cara 58,000 
21                              Pay of on* Civilian Employ«* In tha Public In(orr*tlon Offlc* 6, 000 
32 Continua Malntananca of FurnKura (or Soldiara' Barrack* 50,900 
33 Continua Employmant of CPO piarki 51,800 
35 Provlda Photographic Support for Projact VOLAR 10,900 
37 Purehaaa Suppliaa «a Maintain Pha** in ACS Simulator 5, 000 
48 Augmant Cuatodlal Sarvica* in Admin Building* 150,000 
S3                            Ineraaaa Support for ACS Walcoma Wagon 2.100 

TOTAL      I 7,500,000 

FY 72 FHMA FUNDED VOLAR PROJECTS 

IF Rafuia Collaetion and Dlapoaal,  Malntananca of Raal Proparty Faellitiaa        $     628,000 
and Fraa Quartara Claaning 

A-6 



FORT BRAGG 
FT 71 OMA FUNDED VOLAR PROJECTS 

PflWCT f                                                                           PROJEKT TITI.t rUWDID LEVEL 

1 Contlnu* Civilian Hlr« (or Ro«<l« and Croundi Malntananc« $ B«, 000 
2 Continue Poct-Wld« PM  Pro|r«m 1,230,300 

ii Contlnua Rafuaa CoUaetton 166,000 
4 Contlnua Sawing Sarvlea .   37,300 
6 Purchaaa and Maintain Racraatlonal Equipmant and Eatabllah laaua Facility 132,400 
7 Contlnua Civilian KP Sarvlea 2,043,000 
S Expand VOLAR Bua Sarvlea Contract 183,000 
9 Buy Barracka fumltura 93,000 

*                                       10 Maintain Barracka  Furnitur« 60,000 
12 EatablUh Hl-Nalghbor Program 10,300 
14 Purchaaa Recording Tapa and Film 2,000 
16 Furnlah Chapal Activitioa   Rooma 4,000 
17 Purchaaa Vlaual Alda-Rallgloua Education 1,000 
15 Maintain Dayroom and Club Fumltura 48,000 
19 RafurUah Tranaportatlea Building 87,600 
20 Eatabllah Hoapltal Cantral Appolntmant Syftam 27,500 
22 Expand Troop Dlapanaary to Cara tor Dapandanta 7,600 
23 Ranovata ftoop Madleal Clinic 75,900 
29 Ranovata Dantal CUnlca 127,600 
30 Improve Drug Abuaa Program 30,000 
1A Initiate Civilian Ammunition Dump Guard Service 57,900 
2A Provide (or Proficiency Award! Program to Develop Teamwork at Small                                 5, 000 

Unit Level 
3A Eatabllah Fund for VOLAR Admlnlatratton 46,700 
5A Eatabllah "Inarapa"  (Coffee Houae) 10,000 

Poat Harmony in Mualc Program 3,400 
6A Hire Civilian Augmentation (or IO 3,700 
7A Begin Rallgloua Retreat Program (Duty Day with Qodl 7, 100 
8A Air Condition Dining Rooma 46, 100 
11A Rehabilitate Temporary Barracka with Limited Partltiona 38,000 
12A Purchaaa Steam Cleaning Equipment 7,200 
13A Eatabllah One Stop Pereonal Service Center 30,000 
14A PubUah New«letter and Dependant Bulletin 15,000 
17A Purchaaa Color TV Sate (or Hoapltal Ward« 39,400 
ISA Purchaaa Radio Diapateh Syatam (or Hoapltal Ambulance« 8,300 
3AA Purchaaa Dayroom Fumltura (or NCO Academy 4,000 

TOTAL $ 3,643,000 

A-7 



FORT CAMPBELL 
ry 72 OMA rUNOEO VOLAR PROJECTS 

BMgg I PMOJECT TITLE 

Eit>bUah Ia-Out Proeuaiaf »ad Wdcom« Ftcttlty 
Hlra ClvtlUa KP 
Improv« Special Sarvleai  Acttvlttaa 
Ramovata Troop Madlcal CUaic* 
Hlra ClvtUa» Labor Foreo 
laatall Short-Order Maaa  Llaaa U 46 Maai Halla 
PoUco ol Roada aad Crouada  (Coatract) 
Raaovata Daattl CUalca 
Raaovata Hospital CUalca aad Emvrfaacy Room« 
Raaovata Raeapttoa StaHoa Maaa Hall* 
Purchaaa Furaltura (or Soldlara' Rarraeka 
Hlra Ctvtllaaa (or Ra(uaa CoUaetiaa 
Hlra ClvlUaaa to Eahaaca PravaaHva Malntananc* Program 
Paving and Lighting at Sldawalka 
Hlra Education Couaaalora (or tha Poat Education Cantar 

FUNDED LEVEL 

42,400 
616,700 
45,400 
•0,400 

4M, 100 
4J,600 

212,000 
11,000 
74,000 
10, 000 
75,000 
30,200 

249,400 
15,200 
15,000 

TOTAL i, 118,000 
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FORT CARSON 
FY  72  OMA  FUNDED VOLAR   PROJECTS 

PB9JECT f PROJECT  TITLE FUNDING  LEVEL 

31-71 Coll»» HoMt» Support                                                                                                         $ 9,400 
S4-71 Employment of Tan Spacisl Servlc« p«rionn*l 65.500 
S7-71 Purcha«« Barraeka  Furnitur« 95,600 
61-71 Prarlda  Maid Sarvic« In BAchalor Quartan 34,500 
64-71 Improva  Madlcal Sarvlea 429,300 
75-71 Tranaportatton of Off-Poat Dapandanta 21,700 
78-71 Hlra ACS Social Workar 9,600 
84-71 Support of Raanllatmant Program 2,500 
97-71 Chaplain Profaaalonal  Training 11,800 
99-71 Employ  RaU|loua  Education Oiractora 19,400 
101-71 Conduct Off-Poat RaU|loiv!  Ratraata 7,000 
104-71 VOLAR  Admlnlatratlon and Traval 27,600 
109-71 Purchaaa Labor Saving Dovicaa 62,800 
114-71 Dafarrad RfcU Maintaunca 964.100 
115-71 Inatall Claia A4 Convanlanca Talaphonai In Troop Barraeka 29.000 
116-71 Purchaaa  Unit Eaprit Itama 131,400 
121-71 Provida  Tranaportatton to and from Airport 110,700 
122-71 Improva Information Program 35,900 
131-71 Purchaaa Equlpmant for EM Club* 10,000 
138-71 Eatabllah Racial Harmony Program 5,400 
1-72 Expand  Budgtt Counaaling Sarv c« 5,700 
2-72 Purchaaa Sound Mddulaa  for Muaic Houta 25,200 
3-72 Modarniaa Salf-Sarvlca Supply cantar 32.700 
4-72 Improv»  Tranaportatton Sarvicaa 50,900 
5-72 Civilian Hlra to Raplaea  Datall Soldiart 173,300 
6-72 Contract rivilianlaation of KPa 1,437,600 
7-72 Ettabliah Laarning Laboratory 44,500 
8-72 Expand Uaa of Milk Shaka MacMnaa 3,200 
10-72 Civilian Racruitmant Support 5,400 
11-72 Improva Inatallatlon Sacurlty/Ralaaaa Soldlar from Guard 20,000 
12-72 Improva MP Profaitlonalltm .and Public Itnaga 13,000 
13-72 Improva Dining Facility Oaeoratlon and Equlpmant 164,300 
14-72 Playground Improvamant 7,900 
16-72 Purchaaa Equlpmant for Craft Shop) 3,000 
17-72 Ettabliah Fin* Art* and Special Evant* Program 107,100 
18-72 E*tabll*h Bookmobil« Sarvic« 21,900 
19-72 Rahabilltat* Poat Nur*ory 33,500 
20-72 Radaeorat* ChapaU-in-tha-Round 6,400 
21-72 Purchaaa Road and Gun Club Equlpmant 20,700 
22-72 Conatruct lUumlimtad Map and Information Board 6,000 
24-72 Support Moral* and W*lfar« Activity 133,400 
27-72 Publlah Fort Caraon Magaiina 12, 100 
28-72 Expand Comml**ary Hour* 131,000 
29-72 Improva  Billating  Facilltlaa 78,900 
30-72 E«t»bll«h a Vialtor C*nt*r/Mu**um 38,200 
51-72 Renovate  Rod and Gun Club 7,200 

TOTAL $ 4,705,000 

FY 72 FHMA FUNDED  VOLi«    PROJECTS 

67-71 Free Quarter*  CUanlng $ 140,000 

A-9 



FORT DIX 

FY  71 OMA VOLAR PROJECTS 

PHWKCT i PBQJKCT HTM riiMDiNG UVCL» 

1                      RapUe« th« HMttai «nd Plumbing SyiUm la 27 Hi- %             1,466,200 
Man Barrack* 

Z                      EatablUh PravanUva Malataaaaca Forca 244,600 
3 Eatabtlah Cantrallaad Walcoma Preeaifta| Caatar 115,500 
4 Hlra Paraooaal to Provlda Extra Hour Madleal and 158,500 

Dantal Sarvlca 
5 EiUbUah ClvlUan Pollco aad Labor Forca 286,000 
6 Contract (or ClvlUan KP In Parmanant Party Manaa 417,200 
7 Raplaca Oamagad Docra  on 43 Parmanant 126-Man 67,000 

Barracka 
8 Rapair 27 Warmlnf Huta on Rangaa and In Training 107,000 

Araaa 
10 ImplamantaMon,   Control,   Admlnlatratlva and Evaluation 10,000 

Coat 
11 Purchaaa Equlpmant for Craft Shop and SpaMal Sarvtcaa 15,000 

ActivlHai 
12 Conatruct Maaa   Faadlng Shattara In Ranga Araaa 10,000 
IS                      Raplaca Wardrobaa In Parmanant 126-Man Barracka                               20,000 

TOTAL $ 2,917,000 

*aa of 31 Dacambar 1971. 
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FORT HOOD 
FY  Tf  OMA  FUNDED VOLAR  PROJ .CTS 

FPOJtCT f PBWICT TITM rWMMHB HYtL 

1 Purch»n Furnitur« In  Btrrtcka  for EnUitid Ptrtoanal                                             $ S75, 400 
2 RahaMUUU Parmsnaat Barraeka l,SS6,000 
3 Coaatruct Additional Bathrooma In BEQ Bul\dlnft 19,100 
4 Expand TVa to Alt Tamporary Dayrooma,   UEQa,   Sarvlca Cluba.   AU 406, 100 

CuUclad Room» In Parmaaaat Barraeka,   Hlr« Civilian Aataaaa 
Syatama Rapalrmaa 

5 Improva Army Food Program 174,100 
6 Raplaca and Upgrada Equipmaat In Madlcal/DanUl Cllalca aad Extand 1,176,700 

Hour, of Oparation of lapattaat/Outpattaat FaelUHaa 
7 Provid« Improvad Laundry Sarvlca 1SS, 700 
8 Provid« Civilian* to Raplaca Troopa In tha Pollca of Common Ua* Araaa 144, 000 
HA Contract KPa for Offlcar.' Fiald Ration Maaa 2a, 100 
SB                       Provid« Contractual Cuatodlal Sarvlca aad Hlra SU Contract Inapaetora 117,100 
9 Conatruct Latrlna« for Spaclal Sarvlcaa Waldlag and Motor Craft Shopa 16,000 
10 Provid« Additional Audlo-Vlaual Equipment for Racruiting Taama 12,000 
12 Provid« Adaquata Facility to Rapalr Dayrooma Radloa and TVa 61,100 
1} Improv« Switchboard and Information Sarvlca 24,000 
14                       Improva Educational,   Profaaaloaal,   Vocational Training for tha Offlcar aad 69,100 

EnlUtad Man 
11 Provid« Adaquata Racraatloa Fadlitlaa for Troopa and thalr Oapandant« 211,000 
16 Davalop Night.Club Typa Facility for EM,   E-l -E-4 17,200 
17 Improvamant of Chtpala 42,000 
18 Improva Sport«  Prograif 81,100 
19 Improv« Sarvica Club Program 77,800 
20 Improva Art«  and Craft«   Program 61,000 
21 Provid. Sail Boat Activity at Balten Lak* 28,000 
21A Improvamanta at Balton Lak* 101,400 
2IB                    Admlnlatratton of VOLAR  Projact« 71,100 
22 Purchaa* Book«, Racording* and Film« for Library 12,200 
21 Extand Drug Abuaa Program 18,000 
26 Poat Laval Entartalnmant 11,000 
40                       Improv* Traaaportatioa Support 21,800 
49 Provid« Lov* FUld Military AaaUtanc* Taam 21,000 
50 Provide Troop Labor Savin» Davica» 11,000 
11                        Barrack« Partitioning 84,000 

TOTAL $ 1,641,000 



roar JACKBON 
FY 72 OMA  FUNDED VOLAB  PROJECTS 

PBWtCT i PMQIECT TITU 

Upgrade CUtiroom« 
Chin» and lUUUd Itam la Maai HalU 
CompUt« Coavanloa to 16" BMU 
Imrtov» Dayroom ruralahlnft 
Conatruct Two Waapoaa  ClaaalBf Ä"«ai 
Covorod Shlpplni Araaa,   Ovaraaaa  Ropkeomoat Station 
Eatabllih Evanlaf Clinic 
ClvlUaa KP Contrae« Sarvlca 
Float TV S«U (or Tomporary Uaa 
Improva Army CocnmuBlty Sorvtco Actlvltlot 
Improve Special Sorvleo Aetlvltt*« 
Loaaa Off-Poat Guoat Houaa Facllltla* 
Improva Ctothlaf laaua Faellltloa 
CoaatructloB,  Malataoaaca and Rapalr la Unit Aroaa and CUaarooma 
Conatruct and Malntananca Ranga Facility 
Improve Financial Service 
Improve Pereoaael Sarvlcea 
Street Ltghtlag 
Purehaae aad Maintenance Labor Saving Equipment 
Hire Houaehold Coode Inapectora 
Claea B Telephoaea (or NCOe la Permanent Barrack* 
EM Supper Club 
Hire Talephoae Operator! 
In«tall Latrine,   Hilton Field 
MVA Control (jroup 
Upgrade Preaent Service Club Facllltla« 
Enhance Preveallvo Maintenance Program Poat-Wlde 
Improve GED Program 
Upgrade IO to Support VOLAB 
EatabUih a PaHeat'a AKalre Office 
Purehaae Barrack«  Furniture (or E-5 and Abfrve 

FUNDING LEVEL 

50,000 
60, 000 

Z86. 100 
260, 000 

11,700 
9,000 

21,000 
S23.000 

1J.S00 
12,600 

250.000 
159,700 

11,400 
299,500 
170,000 
101. 100 

11,200 
21,900 
66,000 
18,900 
15,900 
70,700 
12,000 
23,000 
46,000 
54,000 

197,800 
46,000 

7, 100 
35,000 

202,500 

TOTAL 2,917,000 
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TORT KNOX 
FY 72 OUA VOLAJt FUNDID PROJECTS 

PROJECT « 

I  li  2 
».4,»,! 

i,ll,)2 
7.9, U 
10, 11 
12 
13 
IS 
16 
17, 1« 
1» 
20 

21,22 

23 
24,25 
26 
27 
28 
2'» 
10 
14 
12 
I-111 
2,3 
4-IU 
S-1I1 
ll-LU 
lo-iv 
11-1V 
46 
«I 
49 
50 
4-1V 
6-1V 

Ul 

piwrtCT am tamm MMB» 
Furnith Incr«u«4 M«dle«l and Owttl C«r«                                                                     I 1*0,000 
R«h»biUt»t. EM Barrtckt,   C«dr« Room»,   T»oop Barnck« »ad MM« 1,141, «00 

Hall« 
Htro Spaelal Sorvtc« Ponoanol (llfofuardi) and Improvamaau Tt,400 
Htra CivilUn  Datall,   Craaa Mowar and Boilar Flramaa Parioanal 147,440 
Contract  Cuitodial Sarvlca to Includa  BOQ/BEH TTS, 100 
Rapalra to Mount Edan Baa* Camp 14, M0 
Expand CED Program 4,400 
Ranovata Swimmlnf Pool» 17,100 
Inatall Outdoor U(htln( 14,009 
Rapalra to Tamporary Dayreotna and Rahabtlltatad Barracka 310,500 
KP Sarvica School Brlgada ISO, 000 
Provlda Study Araa (or AOAC Studanta by Improvinf Phyalcal FadUttaa of 7,100 

the USAARMS Library and Incraaaa Houra of Operation 
Provlda Study Araa for NGO and Enllatad Studanta by Ranovatlng CUaaroom 14,400 

and Hlrlni 1 Civilian Library Clark 
Purchaaa Clan room Equlpmant lS,i00 
Contrac* Bua Sarvica 40,100 
Purchaaa Equlpmant for Short Ordar Sarvlng  Llnaa 71,100 
Improv« Houaahold Cooda Cuatomar Waiting Araa 2,000 
Ranovatlon of Armor School   BulUlnga 114,400 
RapUca Calling« In Latrlnaa and Moaa Halla 174,100 
Ranovata Clothing laaua Facility 11,400 
Purchaaa Authorlaad Dayroom Fumltura 147,100 
Additional Parking,  Iralaad Army Hoapltal IS, 000 
Raplaca Hot Watar Haatara 11,000 
Raplaca Floor Covarlnga 45,500 
Raplaca  Wiring and Llghta In Thaatar BulUlnga 18,500 
Raplaca Oxychlorlda Floora 10, 000 
Provlda Na« Lighting and Sound Equlpmant for Gaffar Hall 9,400 
Air Condition Madlcal Procaaalng Building 15,000 
Air Condition Saparatlon and Tranafar Building 11,500 
Purchaaa Tranaportabla Facllltlaa for Chaplalna (1,800 
Purchaaa Moblla  Public Haalth Clinic 15,000 
Improv«  Trcop Madlcal Clinic 10, 000 
Provida  Furnitur» for EM  Barrack»   (E5-E9) 210,000 
Paint Intarlor of Building. 10, 000 
RapUca Intarlor Door on Miacallanaoua Parmanant Barrack» 10,000 

TOTAL $       5,175,000 
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FOpT  LEWIS 
FY  72  OMA  FUNDED  VOLAB  PROTECTS 

ElflaCI I PKOJICT   T7TLE 

1)8-71 Improv« C»ntr«l ProcMilag F*clUtt«i 
7-71 Day room Improvamant« 

9)-71 EtlablUh Addition»! Shuttle  Buf S«rvlc« 
MCII-I Hlr« Additional Civilian Partonn«! 
MGH-2 Purchai* Furnitur«,   Furniihlngi tad Equlpmant 
MGH-3 Purchki« B»rr»ck»   Fuisltur« 
141-71 Improv* Troop Clinlct 
139-71 Upgrtd«  Tralninf  FaclUti«» 
141-71 Rtpair Latrin« In  Temporary Buildiaga 
169-71 Raduc* Troop Datall Raqulramaita (eemblnai  144-71,  Crouada Maintaaanca ; 

149-71,   Janitorial Sarvica;  147-71,   Roadaida Pollea: l-Tl,   Troop Labor) 
60-71 Mata Hall Improvamanta 
14-71 Incraaaad Education Cantar Oparatini Heura 

142-71 Upgrade Audio Vlaual Eqidpmaat 
H5-71 EatebUah Drug and Alcohol CanUr 
12-71 Incraaaa Athlatic Compatitlon 

1S4-71 EatabUah Camping Facilitlaa 
148-71 Rahabiliteta Sarvica Cluba 
149-71 Improve Staff Judge Advocate Facilitlaa 
IM-71 Repair and Service Lighting Circuita 
22-72 VOLAR Evaluation Program 
21-72 Improve Secure Parking Facility 
27-72 Improve Recreation Facilittea 

MGM-14 Improve Hoepital Parking 
175-71 Hire Civlllant to Replace Ouarda 
33-72 9th Divialoa Unit of Choice 
28-72 Purchaae Barracka  Furniture 

TOTAL 

rvHMB uaat> 
i    n, too 

343,500 
90.000 

617,600 
90, 000 
39, S00 

147,300 
103,300 
512, S00 

721, 100 
315, 900 

19,900 
76,200 

102,500 
26, 000 
25, 100 

115,500 
40.200 

363,600 
29,500 

9,600 
135,600 
39, 000 
22,900 
52,200 

105,900 

$4,234, 000 
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FORT ORD 
FY TZ OMA FUNDED VOLAR PROJECT* 

f BOJECTI rnWKT HTM FUMDING LEV^L 

1 Hir* ClvilUn KP« (or Uth Engloaar Bn                                                                   $ 120,600 
2 Hin ClvilUn Supply Support 42,000 
3 Maintmunct Support for Mochanliod Trtining 78,000 
s PorioiBol SaUrtoi - Special Sorvlcot 60,000 
b                         Support Drug Abu«* Provontlon ond Control 5,000 
7 GED A»iliUnc« 190,000 

Education Cantor Oparatlont (119,100) 
RahablUuta Education FaclUtiai (45.200) 
Modify Education FaclUtlat (25,000) 

8 Hlr* CED ClvUan Paraonnal 93.500 
9 Hlr« ClvlUan* for Commlaiary lüua and  Ration   Pr«akdown 132,800 

12                         Provld* Po«t Trastportatton Sorvlca     .   . 272,500 
14 Modify Troop FadUtlai 1.751,000 
15 Rattor« DFAE Manpowor 850.500 
16 Hlr« CPO P«r«onn«l 24,800 
17 Evaluation of Project VOLAR Action« 10,000 
18 Hlr« ClvlUan Employ«« FliAO 7,000 
18a Conatruct MulH-Purpo«« Outdoor Baakatball Court« 27,000 
18b Conatruct Outdoor Tonata Court« 22,000 
18c Ronovat« Stockad« Anna« for PCF 35,000 
I8d                       RohtblUtat« MlacalUaaoua  Buildlaga ■ 84,600 
19 Hire Additional Civilian P«r«onn«l ETV 31.500 

•20 Hlr« Civilian KP« for l«t Bd« 75.500 
•21                          Hlr« Civilian KP« for 3rd Bd« 42,700 
22 Evaluation of Projact VOLAR Training Action« 23, dC 
23 Hlr« M«dical P«r«onn«l Jli.nCu 

TOTAL $ l.VO'i.tOO 

Project deleted  by  Fort Ord aub«aqu«nt to •xp«nditor« of amount Indicated. 
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FORT POLK 
FY  72 OMA  VOLAR  FUNDED  PROJECTS 

FRWBgT f PMQIECT TITLE flflMB UYtfc 

1 Provld« Poit Informtlon Cantart                                                                                        $ S9,000 
ZA InateU Sub»cHb«r TV Ctbto Sarvlc« 61, «00 
ZB Proeurcmant of TV SaU 48,300 
SA RahaUUteta Parmuaat Party Barracks ZTZ.SOO 
3B Upgrada Tralnaa Company Dayrooma Z00,000 
iC Provlda Cadra LouBgaa 1ZS, 000 
3E RahaMUtata Parmaaaat Party BEQa 172,000 
JF Procura SaU-Halp MatarlaU 99,900 
4A Coaatruct Cloaa-In AtUatlc FadUtlaa and Procura Equipment 113,200 
SA Upgrada Maaa Hall Martora Z19,900 
fC(5) Clvillaa KP« (or Conunlttaa   Maaa SZ.O0O 
5D Purchaaa Outdoor Picnic Tablaa Z9,900 
6A EatabUih and Man Flnanca Lala an Syaiam 10, S00 
6B EaUbllsh and Man Out-Procaadlng Pay iarvlc« 40,000 
7A Inatall Watar Coolar« and t'ud Waah Faellltlaa 19, S00 
SA Improva ShuttU Bua Sarvica 94, 100 
SD Provlda Additional Shaharad i'ua Stopa Z4,200 
9A Inatall Loaaad Talaphona ClrcblU 1,900 
9D Inaull Additional Talaphom  Lina« 100,000 
9C Expand Public Talaphona Sarvica 5,500 
10A Estand Hour« of Oparation (or Spaclalty CUnlca 72,900 
10B Provlda Pattiology,   Radiology and Pharmacy Sarvica 71,000 
IOC Provlda (or Staffing of Saparata Pädiatrie Ward 11,300 
10D Purchaaa Tan Food Sarvica Cart« 23,000 
10E Ranovata Clinic Waiting Rooma 140,000 
IOC Purchaaa Laboratory Equlpmant 2,300 
10F Rantal of AutomaUd Tablat Dlapanaar 4,300 
11A Ranovata Tamporary Quartara 92,000 
ÜB Oparata Mobil« Clothing Salaa Stora 15,500 
110 Extend Coinml««ary Sarvica to North Fort 49,400 
HD Provlda Fraa Storaga  Facility 3,70 
UF Salacttva Upgrading of BOQa U'J. )0U 

HI Provlda Lounga Araa (or Coxnmlaaary 3,600 
12A Hlra Civilian« (or Special Sarvicaa 63,000 
13A Upgrade North Fort AIT Proceaalng Cantar 13,000 
13B Upgrada Cadra In-Out Procaaalng Cantar 16,300 
14B Hire Civilian Cuitodial Force to Police Entrance Roada 36,000 
15 Hire Driver« (or Laundry Delivery and Pick-Up Service 32,900 
16 VOLAR  Admlnletration 20,000 
17 Purchaaa Street Vacuum 10,000 
IB Purchaaa 601 Seta of Furniture (or Permanent Party 60,000 
19 Improva Toledo Bead Recreatton Area 40,000 
20 Expand ACS Landing Cloeet 9,800 
21 Rehabilitate Human Relation« Canter 14,000 

TOTAL $    2,870,009 
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I'HOJECT  I 

FORT KILTY 
TY 11 OMA  VOLAB  FUNDEI   PROJECTS 

PKOJICT  TITLE FUNDING LEVEL 

' 

10 
I I 
12 

!(. 
17 
It 
19 
10 
21 
li 
27 
2M 
2') 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
•11 
44 
45 
4fc 
47 
4H 
!2 
5) 
59 
60 
62 
(.1 
64 
6S 
6i 
hi 
n 
72 
76 
77 
78 
79 
HO 

Furm»h PorUbU Room Olvidtn »nd Bmuttfy Trotp BIIUU,   Oayroomi 
and Dining Room« 

Maintonanc« and Rapalr of Troop FaciUtU« 
Purchaa« Madlcal and Dantal Equlpmant (or Hoaplt •!,   Dantal Clinic* 

and  Troop Cllniea 
Provlda Company Intercom Syatam (with mualc) 
Provido On« \acuum Claanar Par Company Sla« Ui It 
Provlda On-Po«t Army Bua Syatam During Non-Duty Houra 
Malntananc« ot NAT Air Condltlonara in Dayrooma 
Inatall "Fraa" Talaphonaa (or Troop Bltlata 
Provlda Mora Quality Troop Entartalnmant 
Incraaaa Military Taxi Sarvlca oa Poat 
Conatruct Bua and Taxi Stand Aeroaa (rem Main Foat PX 
EManalon ol Laboratory and   X-Ray Support la Treop Clinic« 
R«(uaa Contract 
DFAE Cuatodlan Contract (or Community FaclUtla« 
Provlda  Furnitur« (or Drug Abuaa Program 
Mora SaU-Halp Itama 
Improv« la/Out Proc«««lng «ad Racrultlag Sarvic« 
Incraaaa Chinawar« In alt Dining FaclUtl«« 
Purchaaa Larga Scraan TV  - Sarvlca Club« 
Provlda  Furnitur« (or Troop Btllat« 
Loral Program Origination (ETV) 
Improv« Spadal Sarvle«« Program 
Expand Education Program 
Expand Civilian Paraoaa«! Otfic« 
Additional UtllltUi to Support MVA Projoct« 
E«tabU«h Mobil« TV R«palr Taam (or Oayrooma 
E«tabU«h Mobil« Equipment R^alr Taam (or Dayrooma 
Additional Improvamaata oi Outpattant CUnlc Sarvic«« 
Equip an Emargancy/Ratcua Squad Typ« Vahlcl« 
Improva Outpattant Clinic Sarvlca 
Estanaion o( tha Dantal FaclUtla« 
ACS Inatructlonal Equlpmant 
Provlda Raadlng Laborator/ Kit (or Education Cantor 
Purchaaa Raproduction Equlpmant - Education Cantor 
Improv« Chap«! FaclUtla« and  Equlpmant 
Improva Enginaar CapablUtlaa to Maintain FaclUtla« and Raduca SD 
Purchaa« Street Sw««p«r«,   Laa( Rakara,   and Straet Fluahara 
Upgrade and Expand TV Sarvic« (Color and Numbar at Cham«;«) 
Provide Color TV S«t« (or Unit« and Hoapltala Contract ClvilUn KP« 
Contract Civilian KP« 
Mire Civilian for Road Polica 
Unit of Choice Adv«rtl««m«nt  (Revolutionary  War uniform«) 
Inatall Safety  Poatcr   Billboard« 
Publicity Program for MVA/VOLAR 
Purchaa« Snow Plow/Cra««  Cutter p«r   Battalion 
Inatall Sauna Bath« 
Sarvic« Club Improvamanti 
Improv« Spaclal Sarvlca« 
Improva EM Cuaat Hou«« 
Carpat Dayroom« 
Advantura Training 
Toola,   Auto Craft Shop 
Additional Bay Telephone« 
Military Police Sh«lt«r« 

TOTAL 

297,000 

1)9,300 
ISO.000 

62,200 
20,400 
41.100 
16, 100 
72,400 
11,000 
10,000 

1,100 
25,100 

112,7*0 
107,900 

6,500 
SI,900 
99,500 
52,B00 
65,000 

195,100 
268,500 
260,100 

15,100 
16,600 
85,600 
?2,.'0n 

MS.    ■HI 
b, 7UÜ 

2/1,000 
19,800 

900 
700 

2,200 
11,000 

124,100 
58,500 
40,000 

104,200 
171,000 

16,600 
1,300 
2,900 
5,000 

22,300 
11,600 
10,000 
98,000 
24,200 
20,000 
14,000 
2,800 

21,000 
1,700 

1,764,000 
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FORT SILL 
FY 71 OMA rUNOXO VOLAF  PROJECT! 

PB9JgCT t 
ClvlH.n Crkai Mowtag «ad AIM POUC« 
Gr«i»  Mowinf Contrtct 
CtvilUa S«U Help 
Light* In Tamp MtMM 
Cmtodlal Sarvic« 
Cuatodial Sarvlc« 
Dayroom Furnltura 
Communlcatton FaclUttaa 
Barrack»  Furnltura 
Maaa Improvamanta 
Cjmblnad  Procaailng Cantar 
rinanca Sarvlca 
Army Community Sarvlcaa 
Spatial Sarvlca 
Ei.tarta'.nmant Cantara 
Raanllatmant Room ImprovamanM 
Bua Sarvlca 
Improva KHG 
CED Program 
LETRA  (deck Improvamanta) 
Training Shaltara 
Ranovat* Youth Gym 
Latrlaa CuMctaa 
Tannia Courta 
Control and Evaluation 
Air Cnditlon Caraar Counaalor Room 
Dayroom Improvamanta 
Library and Art« and Crafta 

A04 Latrlnaa at Softball Fialda 
LlghU in 37 Barraeka 
Floor Covering in Dayroema 
Improve Shower* 
Interior Barraeka Painting 
Cailiaga In Barraeka 
Kitchen Floor* 
Waatharatrlpping in Barrack* 

40 Civilian in CPO 
41 Civilian KP* 

FUNDING LEVkL 

$ 526.400 
SO, 000 

286,500 
37,400 

1S7,S00 
106,900 
100,200 
64,100 

301,000 
116,400 

19,400 
520.500 

12,500 
93,500 
116,200 
48,400 
199, 100 
40, 400 
94,400 
46,100 
21,400 
6,400 
18,200 
22,100 
25,100 
11,200 
32,800 
37,700 
11,000 
107,700 
25,700 
14,700 

273.000 
80,900 
56, 800 

316,300 
24,200 
70,200 

TOTAL $   4,700,000 
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U.  a. ARMY.   ALASKA 
FY U OMA FUNDED VOLAR PROJECTS 

PROTECT TITLE 

ClvllUn KP 
Spaclsl Sttvie»» 
Bamcka Furnitur« and Ptrtttloni 
Man Equlpmant 
Education 
Oayroeir.i 
Civilian Hlra Inatructora 
Conunlaaary 
MEDCOM 
Tranaportatlon 
Band 
Haadbolt Haatar 
Tralnlnf 
EnUatmant/Raanllatmanl 
Cantral Procaaalng 
TV Statten 
OrlanUtlon Film/Booklat 
MVA Evaluation 
El-EJ Clubc 
Barrack« Improv«m«nt«/R«palr 
K!««« Halt Rapalr 
Snow Blowara 
RAP Cantar 
Civilian Cuatodiana 

FUNDED LEVEL 

1,469.500 
574,800 
286,900 
129.400 
99. 000 
79, eOO 
90,100 
71.700 
89. 600 
79. J00 
25.400 
24. 900 
6,000 
4,500 
2,500 

11.100 
2.900 
1,500 

700 
60,600 

115,400 
3, 100 
4,800 

48. 600 

TOTAL 3,271,900» 

* Additional fund« abov« VOLAR-72 allocation of $3 million war« mad« avallabl« from th« FY 72 USARAT. 
Command Oparatlng Budfat. 
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U.S.  ARMY,   EUROPE 
rv 72 OMA FUNDED VOLAR PIOJECTS 

PROJECT TITLE FUNDING  LEVEL 

Barrack*  Furnitur«                                                                                                 t 1,369,000 
Troop Diversion R»ductlon 1,689. 00C 
VOLAR  ChaHang« Traialaf 1, SIS, 000 
SaU Halp Profram 1, SOU, 000 
Spaclal Sarvlca» 900,000 
Athlatte  UaUorma 700,000 
BOQ/BEQ Upirada »IT, 100 
FaciUtla«  RahabiUtation 417,000 
Training Araaa  and Ranga Improvamanta 305,000 
Advantura Training,  Calnhauaan 200,000 
Houaing Rafarral Olflcaa 105,500 
Improvamanta in Unit Racaption 45.00C 
Mail Dalivary Exparimant 30,000 
Dining Room Improvamant,   Klttlngan 30, 000 
Combat Training Thaatar,  Calnhauaan 25,000 
Latrin«  Repair 25,000 
tacaptlon Booth«,   Frankiurt and Milan 22,000 
VOLAR   Control and Evaluation 58,000 
Lockara,   2lat Raplacamant 18,000 
Kaaarna Lighting 216,000 
Rhain Main Racaption Station 15,000 
Athletic  Field,   Telnhauaan 8,500 
Minitura Golf Couraa 2,500 
Movie:    To Hall and Back 1,800 
Rantal VW  Buaaa 700 

TOTAL       t 10,500,000 

i 
Support AFRC 40,000 
Adventure  Training,   Berlin 10,000 
Diapanaary Improvement«,   Kitaingan 35,000 
Dtepenaary Improvamanta,   Calnhauaan 30,000 
Cymnaeium Repair  (JFKBambarg Included) 186,600 
Armed Force«   Televlaion Support 273,000 
Motor Pool Improvement«,   Kitaingan 31,000 
InaUlUHon of Snack Line,  Calnhauaan 30, 000 
Improvamanta in GED (Headatart tr MOS) 45,500 
Special Service« Sporta Equipment 52,800 
Repair of Tannia Court 1,500 
Living Quarter«  (or Cilian KP« 9, S00 
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U.  3.   ARMY.HAWAII 
FY  72 OMA  FUNDED VOLAR  PROJECTS 

PROJECT TITLE FUNDING  LEVEL 

Avoctttontl i RccrMttonal Actlv1tl«t $                 B2,000 
Sport«  Profrtm 67.800 
EnUrtolnmtnt (Thaalar Croup) 3.000 
Sorvlco Ctubt 6.400 
Purchti*  of SuppllM and MatnUMnc« WARC 2,200 
Hlr« Inatructor (or  TAMC Auto Hobby Shop 2,700 
Purehsio of Equipment tad Hlr« Iiulructor Multi-Craft 37,000 
ProcuranMiit tnd R«nul of Cqulpm«nt Education C«nt«r                                                       it, 400 
Tuition A««l(tanc« Program 10,400 
Ranovatlon of Brlgtd« Gym« 137. 100 
Janitorial S«rvlc« Work WARC 2,300 
Band Uniform« (or 25th Infantry Division   Band 1,000 
ClvlllanlB« KP 573,700 
Dlnlni Room R«d«cor«tlon and Rapalr 374,000 
Laundry Pick-up Point 11,000 
Provld«  Furnitur« and Furhlahlnf« (or   BOQ and BEQ                                                                  8, 800 
Purcha«« of Barrack« Furnitur« 626, 500 
R«furbl«h Dayroom« 378,900 
Mini-Car Wa«h 6. 300 
Purcha««  of St«am Claanar« (or Motor  Pool 21.400 
Purcha««  of Adding Machine» H.300 
Improv«   Brigade Claaaroom« 72,300 
Conatruct N«w Confldonc« Couraa 13,300 
Purchaa« of Training Blaachara 16,000 
Improv«  BOQ Lighting 7,600 
Conatruct Motorcycl« Sh«lt«r« 48, 200 
BOQ Malntananca and Rapalr 66, 400 
Ranovat« NCO Acadamy Claaarooma 14,400 
AlUrnaHon« to Troop Billot« 43.700 
Purcha«« and Inatall Waahar« and Dryer« 123.800 
Purchaa« of Labor Saving Dovic«« and Powar  Tool«   (Equipment) 49, 000 
Purchaa« Buffar« and Vacuum 47,700 
N«w«pap«r« 19,200 
Paging Syatam In Brigade Motor Poola 24.000 
Madlcal Facilltl«« 46,700 
Convort TAMC Motor Pool to Hobby Shop 21,200 
Rontal of Computer 2,500 
Mailbox««  for Divl.ion 31,900 
Upgrad« Courtroom 2,000 

TOTAL $ 3,089,200» 

•    Additional (und«  above VOLAR-72 allocation of $1.5 million war«  mad« available from the FY 72 USARHAW Command 
Operating  Budget. 
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APPENDIX B 

CIVILIAN HIRE RECAP 



VOLAR 
CIVILIAN HIRE RECAP 
(As of 30 Jun 72} 

DIRECT INDIRECT 
1NSTAL] ..AT ION HIRE 

(2253) 

HIRE CONTRACT 

(1365) 

TOTAL 

CONARC (3618) 
FORT BENNING 580 164 744 
FORT BRAGG 211 315 526 
FORT CAMPBELL 173 • 174 347 
FORT CARSON 157 157 
PORT DIX 62 62 
FORT HOOD 153 153 
FORT JACKSON 92 146 238 
FORT KMOX 124 205 329 
FORT LEWIS 76 76 
FORT ORD 152 152 
FORT POLK 44 85 129 
FORT RILEY 205 192 397 
FORT SILL 224 84 30C 

USARAL (  14) (  14) 
PORT GREELY 5 5 
FORT RICHARDSON 3 3 
FORT WAINWP.IGHT 6 6 

USAREUR 1/ (  5) (531) ( 536) 

MSARHAV 

TOTALS 

(  24) 

2296 

(  76) 

1441 

( 100) 

531 4268 

1/ Does not include 111 Direct and 3301 Indirect Hire 
Civilian KPs. 
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APPENDIX C . 

Improved Barracks Housings 

INTRODUCTION 

In FY71 and TY12,  Army efforts to improve barracks  living 

conditions consisted of two separate,  but distinctly related, 

programs: 

o Barracks Rehabilitation 

o Barracks Furniture Procurement 

Some of the effort was in conjunction with VOLAR; other efforts 

separate MVA programe.   This Appendix will discuss details of 

these programs. 

BARRACKS  REHABILITATION 

A concerted effort to improve soldier barracks through upgrade 

and modernization was initiated in conjunction with VOLAR-71, 

and greatly expanded as a separate MVA program in FY72. 

VOLAR-71 Improvements 

The initial VOLAR-71 plans from Forts Banning, Bragg, and Carson 

proposed barracks privacy and other minor construction projects 

which exceeded the statutory limit above which OMA funds could 

not be used.    On 30 March 1971 a special $4.2 million MCA 

reprogramming action was approved by Congress to proceed with 

these projects. 



Table c-1 lists the approved projects, their funding levels, 

end status of construction. Note that only Ports lenning 

and Carson included barracks improvement projects. Both 

installations included work in temporary and permanent 

barracks, and both used troop labor. Port Carson did, however, 

use contract construction for the permanent barracks portion 

of the project. Also, note that of the 14 original projects, 

only 3 non-barracks projects were completed as of 30 June 1972. 

FY72 MCA Improvement Program 

The FY72 Budget contained two programs to improve barracks. 

The first, a $42.5 million MCA program, involved permanent 

privacy partitioning and minor electrical work, or complete 

modernization (to include partitioning) to new construction 

standards in permanent barracks. Twelve CONUS VOLAR posts plus 

additional VOLAR installations in Hawaii and Alaska were 

among the more than 30 instalUtiom world-wide who 

were a part of this MCA program. 

Table c-2 lists the installations located in the United States 

and overseas commands who were program participants and the 

amount programmed for that installation or command. Note that 

except at one installation, construction contracts were not 

awarded until May 1972 or later, far too short a time for 
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T*ble C-2 

Py72 MCA MODERN VOLUNTEER ARMY BARRACKS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

INSTALLATION 
UNITED STATES 

Aberdeen Proving Ground 
Arlington Hall Station 
•Port Banning    1/ 
Port Bliss 
*Fort Bragg 
*Port Campbell    1/ 
♦Fort Carson 
*Port Dix 
Fitssimons A.H. 

♦Port Hood 
Port Huachuca 

♦Port Jackson      1/ 
♦Port Xnox 
♦Port Lewis 
Port Monmouth 
New Cumberland A.D. 

♦Port Polk 
Redstone Arsenal 

♦Port Riley 
Port Ritchie 

♦Port Sill      2/ 
Valley Forge G.lC 
Vint Hill Farms 
White Sands Msle Range 
Port Leonard Wood     1/ 
Yuma Proving Ground 
Port Richardson, Alaska 
Schofield Barracks, Hawaii 
Fort Shafter, Hawaii 
Tripler Army Hospital, Hawaii 

TOTAL 

PROGRAMED CONSTRUCTION 
AMOUNT CONTRACT 
($000) AWARD DATE 

63 Jun 72 
40 Jun 72 

1,170 Jun 72 
300 Jun 72 

13,000 Jun 72 
1,760 Jun 72 

766 Jun 72 
400 Jun 72 

60 May 72 
3,350 Jun 72 

68 May 72 
802 Jun 72 
300 Jun 72 

2,009 Jun 72 
177 Jun 72 

54 Jun 72 
1,342 Jun 72 

168 May 72 
1,200 Jun 72 

36 Jun 72 
1,230 Jun 72 

40 Jun 72 
60 Jun 72 

117 Apr 72 
338 Sep 72 
65 Jun 72 

385 Jun 72 
327 Jun 72 
110 Jun 72 
63 Jun 72 

30,000 

OVERSEAS 

♦Europe 
Korea 
Okinawa 
Panama 

10,000 
1,000 
1,000 

500 

TOTAL  12,500 

May 72 
Jun 72 
Nay 72 
May 72 

1/ Complete Modernization project 
2/ Includes both complete modernization in aome barracks and only 

air conditioning in certain others. 
* Installation« or commands to whom VOLAR monies wer« allocated. 
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actual change in barracks conditions to b« noticed at 

installation level. Both initial positive reaction, in 

response to anticipation generated by initial program 

publicity, and later negative reaction, when results were 

not immediately forthcoming, may, however, be reflected in 

VOLAR survey responses. 

FY 72 OMA Partition Program 

• 

The second and smaller, a $2 million OMA program, was designed 

to provide privacy in temporary. World War II barracks princi- 

pally by the installation of a commercial demountable partitioning 

system. The system, developed especially for this program by 

the General Services Administration (GSA), was demonstrated in 

August 1971 for prospective Army-wide users at Fort Jackson in 

conjunction with a display of new barracks furniture. The 13 

CONUS installations who participated in this OMA program are 

listed in Table C-3 .  They include 9 VOLAR-72 installations, 

4 of whom utilized GSA as their purchase agent. The remainder 

handled the procurement locally. 

The OMA program was fraught with difficulties.  Initially 

proposed to provide privacy in trainee barracks, funds were 

diverted to permanent party use when the decision was made 

to maintain BCT austerity. Development and approval of the 

partition system purchase description was not completed until 
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Table C-3 

FY72 OMA BARRACKS PARTITION PROGRAM 

PROGRAM AMOUNT 
INSTALLATION ($000) 

*Fort Dlx 148 
Fort Devens 50 

«Fort Hood 84 
*Fort Jackson 243 
*Fort Knox 359 
«Fort Lewis 38 
«Fort Ord 264 
«Fort Polk 138 
«Fort Riley 141 
«Fort 8111 144 
Fort Leonard Wood 290 
ARAOCOM/3d Army 55 
ARADC0M/5th Army  46 

TOTAL 2,000 

♦Installationo to whom VOIAK aonlta ver« Allocated. 
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March 1972.    As Fy72 closod,  contract awards were just 

beginnin   . 

FY 72  BARRACKS FURNITURE PROGRAM 
i 

In FY71 VOLAR liiö^allat.ions spent $6 million on barracks 

furniture—desks, chairs, desk lamps, and rugs. As FY71 

furniture deliveries were made and furniture put into use 

it became clear that the office typo fur iture authorised, 

although adequate, was not especially well suited for barracks 

use. GSA responded by developing a line of color-coordinated 

furniture specifically for barracks use. 

The FY72 MVA Budget contained $10 million to procure barracks • 

furniture world-wide.  Procurement was deferred until the 

August 1971 Fort Jackson display and then accomplished cantrally 

by GSA-Washington. Nine of the VOLAR-71 CONUS installations plus 

each of three VOLAR-72 overseas commands were recipients of these 

extra OMA funds. The remaining four VOLAR posts, all VOLAR-71 

installations, completed their barracks furniture procurement 

with VOLAR-72 funds. 

A breakout of the $10 million FY72 Barracks Furniture program 

by command and CONARC installation is presented in Table c-4. 
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Table C-4 

FY72 MVA BARRACKS FURNITURE PROGRAM   (ONA) 

IKSTALLATION                                        ' RnORAMEO AMOUl fT 
CONARC $3.9U,000 
Fort Belvoir 217,186 
Port Bliss 350,069 

* Port Campbell 85,900 
Carlisle Barracks 6,368 
Port Oevens 92,194 

* Port Dix 253,876 
Camp Drum 30,173 
Port Eustis 186,295 
Port Gordon 294,390 
Port Hamilton 4,805 
Port Benjamin Harrison 26,548 
Port Holabird 24,501 

•Port Hood 221,720 
Indian Town Gap Reservation 12,236 

*Port Jackson 231,491 
*Port Knox 224,457 
Port Leavenworth 19,878 
Port Lee 82,486 
Port Leonard Wood 122,671 

♦Port Lewis 233,280 
Port McArthur 16,110 
Port McClellan 44,788 
Camp McCoy 14,272 
Port McPherson 11,619 
Port Meade 17,355 
Port Monroe 14,056 
Presidio of San Francisco 33,206 

•Port Polk 138,110 
•Port Riley 217,546 
Port Rucker 104,713 
Port Sam Houston 41,952 
Port Sheridan 37,546 

•Port Sill 342,436 
Port Stewart 90,514 
Port Wolters 9,179 
Military District of Washington 57,721 

ARADCOM 160,000 
8TRATC0M 260,000 
UtAMC 185,000 
ASA 40,000 

•U8ARPAC 1,772,000 
•USAKEUR 3,258,000 
•U8ARAL 223,000 

U8ARS0 125,000 

•Installations or commands to whom VOLAR monies were 
allocated. 
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APPENDIX D 

UNIT OF CHOICE  RECRUITING 



CONUS COMBAT ARMS UNIT OF CHOICE PROGRAM 

PARTICIPATING UNIT 

Ist Inf Dlv, Ft Riley, KS 

4th Inf Dlv, Ft Carson, CO 

197th Inf Bde, Ft Banning, GA 

82d Abn Dlv, Ft Bragg, NC 

1st Cab Dlv, Ft Hood, TX 

2d Armd Dlv, Ft Hood, TX 

3d ACR, Ft Bliss, TX* 

101st Abn Dlv, Ft Campbell, KY 

194th Armd Bde, Ft Xnox, KY 

III Corps Arty, Ft Sill, OK 

XVIII Abn Corps Arty, Ft Bragg, NC 

212th Arty Gp, Ft Sill, OK** 

USA CDEC, Ft Ord, CA 

9th Inf Dlv, Ft Lewis, WA 

TOTAL 1,127    17,5C1 

♦Constrained due to virtual fill of requirements 

**Unlt Initially assigned to Fort Lewis, WA 

EFFECT] :VE TOTAL RECRUITED 
DATE fV71     PV712' 

1 Peb 74     1,550 

1 Feb 62     2,101 

1 Feb 342     1,498* 

1 Feb 175     3,878 

1 Feb 174       947 

1 Feb 247     1,567 

1 Feb 53       837 

1 Nov 2,483 

1 Nov 999* 

1 Nov 346 

1 Nov 210 

1 Nov 460* 

1 Jan 278 

15 Mar 407 
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CONÜS SPECIAL UNIT ENLI8TMBNT OPTION 

SPECIAL UNIT OPTION 

PARTICIPATING UNIT 

197th Inf Bde, Ft Benning, GA 
3d ACR, Ft Bliss, TX 
194th Armd Bde, Ft Knox, Ky 
931st Engr Gp,  Ft Benning^GA 
USA CDEC,   Ft Ord,  CA 
1st Inf Dlv, Ft Rlley, KS 
1st Csv Dlv, Ft Hood, TX 
2d Armd Div, Ft Hood, TX 
4th Inf Div, Ft Carson, CO 
9th Inf Div, Ft Lewis, WA 
25th Inf Div, Hawaii 
82d Abn Div, Ft Bragg, NO 
101st Abn Div, Ft Campbell, K* 
212th Arty Gp, Ft Sill, OK 
III Corps Arty, Ft Sill, OK 
XVIII Abn Corps Arty, Ft Bragg, NC 
ARAXOM (15 Metropolitan Areas) 
504th MP Bn, Presidio of SF 
503d MP Bn, Ft Bragg, NC 
508th MP Bn, Ft Riley, KS 
518th MP Bn, Ft Hood, TX (31 Aug 72) 
519th MP Bn, Ft Meade, MD 
759th MP Bn, Ft Dix, NJ 

MILITARY POLICE OPTION 

504th MP Bn, Presidio of SF, CA 
503d MP Bn, Ft Bragg, NC 
508th MP Bn, Ft Riley, KS 
518th MP Bn, Ft Hood, TX 
519th MP Bn, Ft Meade, MD 
759th MP Bn, Ft Dix, NJ 

TOTAL 
EFFECTIVE RECRUITED 
DATE Fy72 

1 Jan 72 542* 
1 Jan 72 250* 
1 Nay 72 321 
1 May 72 420 
1 Nay 72 339 
1 Jun 72 254 
1 Jun 72 93 
1 Jun 72 23? 
1 Jun 72 551 
1 Jun 72 304 
1 Jun 72 110 
1 Jun 72 66 
1 Jun 72 697 
1 Jun 72 32 
1 Jun 72 42 
1 Jun 72 35 
1 Jun 72 V3 
1 Jun 72 34 
1 Jun 72 19 
1 Jun 72 22 
1 Jun 72 4 
1 Jun 72 52 
1 Jun 72 39 

TOTAL 4538 

1 Feb 72 194 
1 Feb 72 108 
1 Feb 72 67 
1 Feb 72 53 
1 Peb 72 127 
1 Feb 72 M 

TOTAL 647 

'Constrained due to virtual fill of requirements. 
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GEOGRAPHIC AKFfc OF CHOICE PROGRAM 

NAME OF OPTION 

US Army Europe 

US Army Vietnam 

Eighth US Army 
(Korea) 

US Army Alaska 

US Army Hawaii/ 
25 Inf Div 

US Army 193d Inf 
Bde (Panama) 

US Army Training & 
Travel Enlistment 
Option (Europe & Korea) 

EFFECTIVE TOTAL 
DATE ENLISTED 

25 Mar 10,304 

1 May 1,053 

10 May 2,699 

1 Jun 523 

1 Jun 1,782 

1 Jun 812 

1 Oct 6,950 

TOTAL 24,123 
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INSTALLATION/COMMAND LEVEL EVALUATION 
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APPENDIX F 

COST EFFECTIVENESS 

INTRODUCTION 

An integral part in the development of information for use both in 

refining the on-going program and in determining which actions were 

most appropriate for continuing application    on an Army-wide basis 

was an attempt to relate the cost of VOLAR actions to the  effect 

these actions had on the attitudes  of military personnel.    Such 

analyses, made during both VOLAR-71 and VOLAR-72,   are 

the subject ox this appendix. 

CORRELATION OF COSTS AND EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES 

Cost-effectiveness analyses may be conducted on one of two bases: 

a tixed cost basis in which the purpose is to determine how much 

effectiveness can b« achieved in return for a" given expenditure of 

resources; on a fixed effectiveness basis in which it is determined 

how much it co^te  to achieve a given measure of effectiveness. 

The evaluation method established by Reuearch Analysis Corporation 

and hubsequently used in slightly modified form by four VOLAR-72 

installations falla into the first category in that an attempt was made 

to measure the effectiveness  of projects  conducted with VOLAR funds, 
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The «valuation in FY 71 was bäied on tha raaulu of th« BAG 

attitudinal survays which obtained opinions on th« ralativo importanc« 

of variou« potiibl« program area« and th« d«gr«« of •oldi«r aatiafaction 

with different item« in th« VOLAP program.     Th« survey r««pond«nt 

was as had to select 7 of 19 general areas in which improvements 

could and should be made.     The percentage frequency distribution 

was than used as the Improvement Score  (I),     Th« respondent 

was also asked to indicate on a five point seal« th« degree to 

which improvements in 47 specific VOLAR areas would help him 

to be more satisfied in the Army.     The avarage score of improve- 

ments in each of the 19 VOLAR categories became th« Satisfaction 

Score (S).     The product of the Improvement and Satisfaction 

Scores became the Effectiveness Score (IxS)    for each category. 

The costs for each category,  in terms of the percent of the total 

VOLAR funds for the post,   were ranked,   as wi-r* the Effectiveness 

Scores.    The actual measure of "cost-effacttvanoss" for each post 

was then calculated using the Spearman formula for rank correlation. 

The magnitude of the correlation coefficient shows the degree to which 

the effectiveness  ranks and the cost ranks are related to each other. 
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The larger the rank order correlation coefficient,  the greater the 

agreement of pair« of rank*. 

The meaeure of rank correlation between effectlveneas score ranke 

and cost ranke for posts in both FY  71 and FY 72 are presented 

in Table F-l. 

Table F-l 
Rank    Correlation of Cost fc Effectiveness 

FY 71 

Fort Benning 
Fort Bragg 
Fort Carson 
Fort Ord 

Correlation Coefficient 

.438 

.690 

.637 

.426 

FY 72 

Fort Tragg 
Fort Knox 
Fort Riley 
USARIIAW 

.530 

.351 

.697 

.617 

Statistical Significance 

None 
None 

@ .05 level 
None 

None 
Yes 
Yes 

For the most part,  the above installations allocated their VOLAR funds 

so as to finance those projects which would have the greatest impact 

upon the soldiers' attitudes and the amount of dollars spent was 

proportional to the projects impact upon improving soldiers'attitudes 

toward reenlistment. 
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Savsral citegoriet of no or low cost actiont  rankod vary high with tho 

aoldUn lurvayad. Inatallation «valuationt war« almost unanimouo 

in thair agraamant that lome no or low coat actions contributad 

moat aignificantly to the ovarall favorftbla attituda toward tba VOLAR 

program.     Fort Bragg,   parhap»,   said at bast:    "Projact VOLAR... 

alartad ui to tha primary importance of low or no cost actions... 

Tha immediate visibility and  "wt care" image cast by our non-funded 

actions generally resulted in an immediate,  high impact unrivaled by 

most of our funded actions." 

FUTURE RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

Recognising the inherent weaknesses of using ranks (as diaeussad in 

Chapter 3),   the data described above can nevertheless assiet in 

allocating funds in the fiture.     Table F-2       presents the original 

19 RAC VOLAR categories with differences between .ffectivanass and 

coat ranks    summarized for eight different analyses. 
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Table   F-2 
Difference«  Between Effectivenea« and Cost Ranks 

Effect Rank Generally 

Greater than Cost Less than Cost 

Improve Barracks 
Improve Common Roonts 
Improve Recreation  and 

Special Services 
Reduce Extra Duty Oetails X 
Improve Work Conditions X 
Improve Work Hours 
Improve Post Security X 
Improve Religious Facilities 
Improve Family Housing X 
Improve PX/Commissary Facilities      X 
Improve Food b Food Service 
Improve Training 
Educational Assistance X 
Increase Personal Liberties 
Improve Medical Services X 
Improve Post Services 
Improve Transportation X 
Improve Facilities for Handling 

Personal Problems X 
Improve Welcome tt Reception 

Facilities 

X 
X 
X 

No Cost 

Neither 

Neither 

No Cost 

Neither 

Neither 
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APPENDIX G 

CHRONOLOGICAL RECAP OF 

ARMY-WIDE ACTIONS  IMPACTING ON VOLAR 
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APPENDIX H 

HIGHLIGHTS OF CONTRACTOR FINDINGS 
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APPENDIX I 

NON-APPROPRIATED FUND PROJECTS 

INTRODUCTION 

Each of the original three VOLAR-71 inatalUtiona plane included 

certain projects which could not be funded becauae the Army lacked 

legal authority.     In order to teat the proposals special non-appropriated 

fund (NAF) welfare grants were provided the installations by DCSPER. 

A secondary objective was to provide sufficient justification to seek 

legislative authority for implementation with appropriated funds in the 

event the programs proved very successful.     The grant,  initially 

designed to fund projects through FY 71,  was extended to permit 

installations to carry forward unexpended balances to permit contin- 

uation of p rojects through FY 72.     The projects and their funding 

levels are presented in Table 1-1. 

FINDINGS 

The three iiir.taxation reports  evaluated the effectiveness  of their NAF 

in varying degrees of detail.     This section will summarise their findings 

and those of System De/elopment Corporation (SDC).     For discussion 

purposes,  projects are grouped in three categories: 
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o   Individual and Unit Incentives 

o   Off-Post Transportation 

o    On and Off-Post Entertainment and Recreation 

Individual and Unit Incentives 

Three projects fell in this  general category: 

o    Outstanding Soldier Awaydf.  allowed Fort Benning commanders 

to recognise outstanding soldiers with a free bus trip to Atlanta,  a 

hotel room,  $12 in chits for meals at the hotel and $25 in cash to 

sp^nd.    Wives were encouraged to attend.    Participants,including wives, 

totaled 270. 

o    Training Performance Awards,  allowed Fort Carson commanders 

to reward Individuals and units for superior performance in all areas. 

Some funds were retained at installation level to support post-wide 

competition. 

o    Unit Reenlistment Incentives,   permitted Fort Carson to grant 

bash awards to unit funds for superior reenlistment performance. 

Under the program,   $200 was awarded to the winning battalion and 

$50 to the winning company each quarter,  with trophier  awarded annually. 
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In terms  of overall effect,   the general area of job performance 

recognition ranked near the middle on the SDC VOLAB evaluation for 

both enliited and officer personnel.     SDC survey details aro presented 

in Table 1-2. 

Table 1-2 
SDC Survey Resulte  on Job Performance Recognition 

• % "Good" 

A B         C 

Ft Banning 7i 7C       56 

Ft Carsun 77 58       66 

VOLAR-AUEM 63 57       68 

Army-wide-All 
EM 62 61 

% "Stay" 

A B        C 

37 41       31 

29 18      22 

29 25       30 

26 28 

Surveys: A-December 1971,   B-March 1972.   C-June 1972 

Fort Banning results are better than the VOLAR or Army-wide samples. 

It should be noted,  however,   that Fort Banning consistently ranks above 

most installation whatever the question. 

Installation evaluations also rank these project« near the middle.     Fort 

Benning,  however,   recommended that the action should be implemented at 

1 
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other Army installations as  applicable.     Interestingly,  junior officer 

and enlisted personnel at Fort Carson Who indicated that they did not 

intend to stay in the Army ranked Training Performance Awards subotanttally 

higher than those undecided or intending to stay. 

Unit Reenlistment Incentives  in the form of cash contributions to unit 

funds was   ranked quite low in terms  of 

importance to soldiers  (75 of 76 for El-E4s intending to «try in the 

Army).     While Fort Carson reenlistments  exceeded the DA reenlistment 

objectives during 10 of 12 months in FY72, this result was not attributed in any 

substantial degree to the project.     The SDC questionnaire did not 

addrebs the subject of such incentives. 

In summary,   results from both installation and SDC evaluations are at 

best inconclusive.    It is doubtful,   however,   that the data would 

support any legislative change. 

Off-Post Transportation 

Three projects lell into this  general category: 

o    Bus Service to and from Columbus.   Georgia,  provided "free 

ride" tickets  to enlisted men through Fort Benning unit orderly rooms. 
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Approximately 20Q, 000 tickets  were uaed. 

o    Charter Bui Triot to Selecled Re'creation Arena,   provided 

weekend trip« to Atlanta,  Call away Garden «ad Panama City for 

Fort Benning soldiers. 

o    Off-Post  Buf Service,   provided Fort Ord soldiers free service 

to nea by towns  and recreational areas. 

In terms of overall effect,  the general area of on and off-post 

transportation services ranked near the middle on the SDC evaluation 

but increased in relative rank in the June 1972 survey.    SDC survey 

details are presented in Table 1-3. 

Table I -3 
SDC Survey Results  on Off-Post Transportation 

% "Good" 
A B        C 

Ft Benning 83 74       91 

Ft Ord 72 51        64 

VOL,AR(All EM) 68 55       70 

Army-wide (A 11 EM) 60 46 

A 
"Stsy" 

B C 

25 30 41 

24 16 19 

17 14 20 

15 U a 

Surveys: A-December  1971.  B-March 1972.   C-June 1972 
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Fort Denning  results are again better than the VOLAR or Army-wide 

«amplee. 

The Fort Henning evaluation ranked Off-Post Transportation near the 

middle.     They report that service was well received,  was utilised 

extensiv«.ly,   and tended to reduce the number of privately-owned 

vehicles on the  read.     They recommend both actions be implemented 

at other installations as applicable.     Fort Ord did not evaluate their 

project. 

In summary,   results from the  Fort Benning and SDC evaluation 

of data from Fort Benning provide substantial evidence that the  Fort 

Benning projects have a positive impact on attitude and on retention, 

and provide sufficient justification to seek authority to use appropriated 

funds for off-post,   unofficial purposes. 

On and Off-Post Entertainment and Recreation 

Two projects  fell in this general category: 

o    Snorting and Cultural Events,   provided Fort Ord soldiers  free 

tickets to off-post sporting and cultural events and brought some such 

events on p^st. 
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o    Ski Trio»,   provided transportation during FY 71 for Saturday 

and Sunday trip« to «ki areas surrounding Fort Canon.    Participants, 

including dependents    totaled 1240 over  16 weekends. 

In terms  of overall effect,   the area of on-post entertainment fell 

near the bottom for all enlisted personnel ranking 76 of 88 for the 

June 1972 SDC survey.     Favorable response has declined following an 

initially enthusiastic endorsement.     The primary area of decrease has 

been in the percent of good responses while the retention impact has 

relatively constant,   albeit in the bottom quarter,   over all three SDC 

surveys.      SDC survey details are presented in Table 1-4. 

Table 1-4 
SDC Survey Results On On-Post Entertainment 

% "Good" 
ABC 

Fort Ord 74 64       57 

VOLAR(AllEM) 66 61       50 

Army-wide(All EM)        52 16 

S' .Teys: A-Docember 1971,   B-March 1972,   C-June 1972 

Fort Ord results are only slightly belter than the   entire VOLAR 

sample . 
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% 
A 

"Stay" 
B C 

26 17 13 

21 22 19 
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The Fort Carson FY71 evaluation riaka rfki Trips fairly low and in the 
Im 

neutral range on importance.    In the FY 71  HumBRO Evaluation, 

"The chances given to play sports",  the only survey questionnaire 

approximating Ski Trips,   ranked low in personal importance (54 of 57) 

but relatively higher as an influence in reenlistment intention (28 of 83) 

for the Fort Carson sample. 

In summary,   results from the SDC evaluation indicates that the area 

of on post entertainment ranks very low in overall effect indicating 

that this questionnaire item received relatively greater proportion of 

bad/leave to good/stay responses than other actions which suggests 

that this is an area requiring special emphasis in an attempt to 

neutralize any deterrent to reenlistment.     Neither the Fort Ord 

or Fort Carson projects,   however,   appear to provide the answer. 
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APPENDIX J 

FAMILY QUARTERS CLEANING TEST 

INTRODUCTION 

Among the ci iginal VOLAR-71 installation proposals were two by Fort 

Benning and Fort Carson to provide contractural cleaning at government 

expense for occupants of government quarters who are transferred on 

permanent change of station (PCS) orders.    VOLAR  OMA funds were not 

legally available for cleaning family quarters and DCS LOG, therefore, provided 

the necessary funds to satisfy the requirement by reprogrammlng 

from maintenance projects. 

The VOLAR test was Just part of DA's efforts to make early improvemunts 

in family quarters procedures.   On 15 March 1971 DA provided   supple- 

mental policy guidance with a view to removing any unnecessary 

irritants to occupants vacating and cleaning quarters.    It reiterated the 

essentiality of insuring that unnecessary requirements were not placed 

on occupants cleaning family quarters and stressed that the same 

standards bo applied to hired cleaners and occupants who chose to do 

their own cleaning. 

On 25 March 1971 DA also initiated a test of procedures whereby an 
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Army-sponsored contractor would be autliorUed to clean Government- 

controlled family quarters, at occupant expense, upon change of 

occupants.    The occupant prepayed the authorised contractor according 

to an approved rate schedule and obtained final quarters clearance upon 

broom cleaning,  inventory and damage inspection. 

In addition to the VOLAR government-paid and OA occupant-paid 

contract cleaning tests. U.S. Army,  Hawaii sought and obtained DA 

permission to clean quarters at government expense during the last 

quarter of FY 71 from FHMA funds  currently available to the command. 

EVALUATION 

Free cleaning of government quarters has  strong arguments  both for and 

against.    Proponents cite improved morale and cost or time savings 

to the clearing occupant while opponents cite high cost (estimated at 

$8 million annually or 5% of the FHMA ace runt for operations and 

maintenance plus BAQ funds paid to personnel while quarters are 

vacant awaiting cleaning),inequities between on and off-post residents, 

and lowered feeling of responsibility toward government quartern. 

The VOLAR and prepaid contractor tests had these common advantages 

over the earlier procedure which required cleaning, whether by paid 

cleaning teams or the occupant himself, to be accomplished before 
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• 

• 

■ 

final clearance: 

o   Saves service members temporary lodging costs while quarters 

are cleaned, 

o   Permits firm schedule for termination of quarters and travel 

plans for movement to new duty station, 

o   Allows service member to receive basic allowance for quarters 

(BAQ) 2 or 3 days earlier, 

and these common disadvantages: , 

o   Increased vacancy rate for government housing, 

o   Added cost and workload for Family Housing Office. 

Table j-i summarizes some of these and other details on the alternative 

programs. 

The FY 71 Hawaii test results also cite savings in Temporary Lodging 

Allowance (TLA) payments (payable only in overseas areas) which 

reduced the net cost to the government of quarters cleaning to $8 per 

unit.    This presupposes, however, that cleaning by the government permits 

transportation scheduling that actually reduces the overlap of occupants 

in the overseas command.    It should also be noted that the same TLA 

savings could be achieved by the prepaid contractor scheme. 
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Table J-l 

OCSLOG REVIEW OF QUARTERS OEANING 

Inattfllatlon« 

FREI CLEANING AT 
VOLAR POSTS 

Fta Baanina & Caraoa 

4,S28 

PtI-PAID CONTRACTOR 
AT 2 COHAIC POSTS 

Ftf Buftlf | Ruckar 

978 

CLEANING 
AT AMC 
INSTALLATIONS 

VSMR 

Total Ualta Cleaned m» 
Vacancy Rate Out to 
Cleaning 

2.2SX increaae 0^ 3.5 daya aver 

Increaead Workload .8 man-years .8 man yaara mm 

Total Coat to 
Govcrnoant 

$301.424 Nona None 

Average »alt 
Cleaning Coat 

$75.84 Caraon 
$70.00 Banning 

$62.00 M $65.00 & 

Eatlmatad Coat of 
Providing Temporary 
Houalng to ramlllaa 
Delayed In Obtaining 
Quartara 

$14,384 $2,542 

Incraaaad BAQ Per 
Unit Claaaad 

$22.97 $20.00 None!/ 

Incraaaad Adain 
Coat Due to Problama 
with Coatractora 

$1,179 $3,201 — 

Eettmatec' Savloga to   $45.00 
Serviceman la Temporary 
Lodging Faaa 

Average Numbered       4 
Daya Senrleaman Daparta 
Earlier and Thereby 
Reaervea lAQ 

$45.00 

3.5 

1/ Only 8 by occupant 
2/ 3 daya cleaning time counted aa occupied tine 
3/ By occupant 
7/ No waiting liat 
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In term« of improved attitudes,  the Fort Benning and Fort Canon VOLAR 

evaluatiaia rank this program modarat« to high with senior aiüUted and 

officer personnel rating the program somewhat higher than junior 

personnel.    The project was highly successful in terms of the impact 

on morale and was  recommended by the installations for Army-wide 

implementation.     SDC indicated in their final evaluation that the 

general area of family housing is viewed by a large percentage of 

married soldiers as a critical area in which substantial improvement 

actions are required and cites free quarters cleaning as one such 

particularly effective improvement. 
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APPENDIX K 

VOLAR INSTALLATION REPORT RECOMMENDATION 

The following it, a summary of the general recommendations  contained 

in the several VOLAR evaluation reports. 

MVA  Program 

1. Continue MVA Program support from the Chief of Staff's  Office (Riley). 

2. Allocate necessary resources  to not only maintain but also,   and 

more importantly,   to increase both the momentum and the credibility of 

the  MVA  Program  (Denning). 

3. Continue professicnaliam as   the focus  of the MVA  Program,   and 

de-emphasize    life style improvements   (Polk,   Riley). 

4. Make first term perm .'.rent party soldiers the target of MVA 

Program«  and objectives   (Polk). 

5. Incorporate MVA   Program objectives within the short and long 

range objectives   of DA without subordinating the quality,   discipline, 

structure and operational effectiveness  of the Army (USARAL). 

Return Soldiers  to Poldioring 

6. Continue Army-wide use of civilian KP's (Campbell). 

7. Hire,   Army-wide, civilians to perform grounds  maintenance and area 

police duties and to perform preventive maintenance on real property 

K-l 



'.icilitifs   (C.-mpbell,   Si'l   ITSA IKUR). 

.T'-at^pg 

8. Increase the ebaMuuge ui training  (Lewis). 

Educational  Develournent 

9. Increase both civilian and military educational opportunities    for 

soldiers   (Campbell,   Sill). 

10. Offer an Associate  of Arts  xJcgree or equivalent vocational training 

for personnel assigned to combat arms units    (USARAL). 

Leadership 

11. Increase competence  of Army leadership (Lewis,   USAREUR). 

Job and  Werk Conditions 

12. Increase opportunities for promotion (Hood), 

13. Revise initial MOä assignment procedures to allow the individual 

to select an MOS that is  compatible with hie personal  desires  and 

abilities,   and once trained in that MOS,   insure that the individual is 

employed in his  respective occupational speciality (Lewis,   Sill, 

USARHAW suldiors). 

14. Improve job sacisfaclion (USAREUR). 

15. Give  greater consideration to individual preferences for choice  of 

duty locations and for stabilized tours   of duty (Lewis,   Hood,   Sill 

USARHAW soldiers). 
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16.     Strengthen job security (Lewie). 

*7,     Provide more control over careen  (Polk). 

18. Give more attention to improvement! in the area of personal 

freedom (Polk). 

19. Consider reestablishing the Army pass system (Riley). 

20. Implement more liberal haircut policy (USARHAW soldiers). 

■ Barracks Homing 

21. Expedite procurement of barracks furniture and barracks  renovation, 

to include latrines and showers  (Campbell, Riley,  Sill,  USAREUR). 

22. Upgrade barracks (Lewis). 

23. Install TV outlets in all barracks  (Sill). 

Family Housing/Dependents  Programs 

.4,     Improve housing Army-wide (Campbell,  Hood.  Lewis,   USARAL, 

USARHAW soldiers). 

25. Improve policies for relocation of dependents (Hood). 

26. Increase quality and scope for medical and dental care (Lewis), 

27. Make a concerted Army-wide effort to improve finance services 

(Sill). 

28. Improve personnel services  (USAREUR). 
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Pay am!  Pgtu-fits 

29. Improve Army pay (Hood,   HSARHAW soldiers>. 

Accenion System 

30. Reevaluate the national advertising campaign (Kiley), 

31. Provide additonal Unit of Choice funds in FY 73  (Riley). 

32. Develop a systematic pxogram to upgrade both the skill of career 

counselors and the effectiveness  of their activities  (Benning). 

The following Areas  of Dissatisfaction are  recommended for More 

Intensive Study Prior to Implementation: 

1, Liberalize appearance  stanJards   (Carson). 

2. Examine feasibility of stabilizing time in one job position,   especially 

for men new in the Army  (Carson). 

3.,   Examine personal privacy of soldiers    with view to providing maximum 

feasible privacy (Carson). 

4.     Study further,   field training and the potential need for further 

training in the company area or classroom (Carson). 
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APPENDIX L 

SELECTED INSTALLATION STATISTICS 

Project VOLAR had considerable impact on the Army.    The initial 

60,000 man,   three pott experiment,  increased in size to 100,000 

men with the addition of Port Bragg and the two USAREUR instal- 

lations in FY71.    The FY72 expansion raised this figure to almost 

300,000, well over one-third of the active Army.    Considering the 

additional indirect effect of the program on active duty dependents, 

retirees, and other authorised military facilities users,  and on the 

installation civilian support force,  the program impact was con- 

siderably greater. 

A good numerical measure of the numbers of people in each of these 

various categories is the estimated patient load requiring support 

by various installation medical department activities.    Figures 

supplied by the Office of the Surgeon General are summarized by 

installation in Table L-l* 
Tabla L-l 

SELECTED INSTALLATION STATISTICS 

othar AutherlMd 
Aetlvo Duty Aotlva Duty Military Facility 

Military Strangth 

22.006 

Dapandanta 

37.700 

Uaart Civilian Hlra Support 
CONARC 

Fort Banning 11.000 4.900 
Fort Bragg 11,100 40,000 13.000 4.100 
Fort Caapball 10,100 15.700 12.300 2.500 
Fort Carson 17,(00 24.700 15.100 2.100 
Fort Dlx 20,100 32.200 10.500 2,500 
Fort Hood 3*,000 46.500 4,900 2.500 
Fort Rnox 23,200 31.500 17,300 4.200 
Fort Jaokaon 13,000 12.100 13,000 2,400 
Fort Lawia 19,300 If.000 20.300 2,700 
Fort Ord 24,200 22,500 20,000 2,(00 
Fort Polk 14,300 7,000 3,300 2,300 
Fort Rllay 11.«00 17,700 5,500 2,200 
Fort Bill 10.100 19.000 0,000 3,500 

Subtotal (274,900) (333,000) (1(0,000) (30,500) 

US Any, Alaska 11,300 C.000 1,(00 2,100 

US Amy, Hawaii 9,100 13.500 23,400 2,000 

US Army,  Europa 

Galnhausan 1.100 Mot 470 
Avallabla 

Rltilngan 1,200 400 

TOTAL 299,000 353.400 1(5.000 44.270 
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